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ABSTRACT
One of the critical issues still facing the implementation of extreme ultraviolet lithography
(EUVL) into mainstream manufacturing for integrated circuit (IC) production is cleanliness.
EUV photons at 13.5 nm are easily absorbed by many species, including dust, thin-film lay-
ers, and other debris present in the path of the photons. Carrying out EUVL inside a vacuum
helps reduce the amount of photon loss for illumination, however contamination in the sys-
tem is unavoidable, especially due to carbon growth on the multilayer mirror collectors and
to soft defects in the form of organic contamination on the mask. Traditional cleaning meth-
ods employ the use of wet chemicals to etch contamination off of a surface, however this is
limited in the sub-micron range of contaminant particles due to lack of transport of sufficient
liquid chemical to the surface in order to achieve satisfactory particle removal. According to
the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), the photomask must be
particle free at inspection below 30 nm. However, when analyzing the ability of traditional
methods to meet the cleaning needs set forth by the ITRS, these methods fall short and
often add more contamination to the surface targeted for cleaning. With that in mind, a
new cleaning method is being developed to supplant these traditional methods. Preliminary
research into a plasma-based method to clean organic contaminants from lithographic mate-
rials constructed an experimental device that demonstrated the removal of both polystyrene
latex nanoparticles (representing hydrocarbon contamination) in the range of 30 nm to 500
nm, as well as the removal of 30 nm carbon film layers on silicon wafers. This research, called
the Plasma-Assisted Cleaning by Metastable Atomic Neutralization (PACMAN) process is
being developed with semiconductor manufacturing cleaning in mind. A model of the helium
metastable density within the processing chamber has been developed in addition to exper-
imental measurements of the metastable density at the sample surface. Cleaning efficiency
ii
has been linked to both metastable density as well as electric field in the plasma sheath.
Electric field calculations in the plasma sheath reveal that an electric field pointing into the
plasma is needed for achieving high cleaning rates of hydrocarbons. Operating the PAC-
MAN process in this fashion allows for cleaning rates of approximately 1.2x107 ± 5.1x105
nm3/min without causing damage to the surrounding structure of the sample being cleaned.
Carbon contamination in the form of carbon films on lithographic material have been shown
to clean at rates of approximately 3.0x106 ± 1.3x105 nm3/min. The PACMAN process works
by utilizing helium metastable atoms to break apart the contamination to be cleaned. As
helium metastables interact with the surface of contamination, bonding electrons from the
surface are ‘stolen’ by the metastable helium resulting in ‘holes’ where a bonding electron
used to be. In this way, the structure of the contamination is compromised and allows for the
removal either through desorbtion of CxHy molecules or by chain scission of the hydrocar-
bon backbone. The ultimate goal of this research is to understand the removal mechanism
and provide ranges for the important parameters that lead to contamination removal from
lithographic materials.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Reliability and speed in computing are two key aspects that continue to drive the economic
and personal lives of individuals in today’s society. These two key aspects of computing are
achieved through the continued development and refinement of the way in which integrated
circuits (IC) are manufactured. In order to obtain more functionality out of a computer
chip, more transistors are needed on that chip compared to previous generations. This
proves to be a difficult hurdle to overcome, either the features (transistors) need to become
smaller to fit more of them into the same amount of real-estate, or the chip needs to become
physically larger and thus leads to larger devices. The trend has been to decrease the size
of the transistors to increase the number of them per chip, however, this presents many
complications for the design and fabrication engineers. In 1965, Gordon Moore made the
observation that the number of transistors on a chip would double every two years [1]. To
keep the trend now referred to as Moore’s law applicable, the shift to extreme ultraviolet
lithography (EUVL) at 13.5 nm is seen as one solution in order to achieve this [2]. The idea
of EUVL has led to a huge scientific undertaking by both private industry and Universities
in order to produce the concepts and machines capable of making EUVL possible. There
have been numerous challenges in both optical design, source design, photoresist sensitivity,
and lithographic mask that have stood in the way as hurdles to EUVL’s implementation [2].
The subject of a lot of these hurdles has led to great advances in science and engineering, as
well as aided numerous students to partake in research and development for both academic
and industrial purposes. EUVL has the potential to be the next large step and revolutionize
the way IC’s are manufactured. The ability to manufacture IC’s with a direct pattern
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technique instead of phase-shift masks or double patterning, as is the current path of IC
manufacturing with current 193 immersion technology, will provide IC designers with more
tools and abilities in the design of IC’s to further their applicability to the desire for increased
computing power. One of the largest hurdles facing EUVL implementation is contamination
in the EUVL system, particularly contamination of the photomask in the form of particulate
defects and thin film contamination and carbon buildup and contamination of the collector
optics. These key aspects need to be addressed and a high volume manufacturing solution
determined before EUVL can be successfully implemented.
1.2 Objective Statement
The goal of this doctoral research is to show how a helium plasma can reduce or eliminate
organic contamination from materials used in extreme ultraviolet lithography.
1.3 Overview of Integrated Circuit Manufacturing
Integrated circuits are the combination of miniaturized electronic circuits and passive ele-
ments built into the surface of a semiconductor material such as silicon. There are several
steps that are required to form an integrated circuit, these steps are: imaging, deposition, and
etching [3]. To make a single device, several processing steps focused around the previously
mentioned three are conducted. Supplementary steps such as cleaning and planarization[3]
are also required to ensure the functionality of devices and to make the processing steps
more precise. For a full review of Optical Lithography, the reader is directed to ‘Optical
LIthography: Here is Why’ by Burn J. Lin [4].
1.4 EUV Lithography
Figure 1.1 shows a cartoon diagram of how current optical lithography is carried out. The
photomask is transparent to the 193 nm light used for illumination and a pellicle (essentially
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a thin plastic membrane) covers the mask as protection from contaminants from the envi-
ronment. This pellicle is transmissive to 193 nm light and keeps any contaminants that land
on it out of the focal plane of the lithography system, thus protecting the integrity of the
mask and eliminating printable defects. Some contamination of the mask will occur from
mask handling and cleaning through traditional methods, however the use of a pellicle will
keep the contamination below that which is seen in an EUV system.
As shown in Figure 1.2 which is a drawing of how EUV lithography is carried out, there
is no pellicle between the mask and the wafer due to the non-transparency of materials to
13.5 nm wavelength light. Also, the mask requires illumination from the side and at an angle
due to the inability of a passthrough type design which is also due to the non-transparency
of material to the 13.5 nm wavelength. Thus, whereas in an optical lithography system
utilizing a transmissive mask, a pellicle can be used to reduce the number of defects that
reach the mask, in an EUV system, this is less likely to be the case.
1.5 EUV Mask Fabrication
There is an additional issue for particle contamination when considering EUV lithography.
In forming the alternating multilayers for the reflective properties of the EUV mask, par-
ticle control is important. As seen in Figure 1.3, if a particle falls onto the surface during
multilayer deposition, the overall smoothness of the mask is effected. Thus, by effective
particle and contamination control or an effective cleaning process, the mask smoothness
before patterning can be maintained to provide a defect free mask during fabrication.
1.6 EUV Optics Degradation Due to Carbon Contamination
In addition to the mask degradation and printable errors due to particulate contamination
on the optical or EUV photomask as outlined in earlier sections, high intensity photon
irradiation of other components of the system, namely the EUV mirrors which compose the
collector array, can lead to the buildup of contamination. It has been shown that the high
energy photon interaction with collector mirrors in the presence of background hydrocarbons
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Figure 1.1: A diagram of the basics in optical lithography. A 193 nm light source is used
with a transmissive mask in addition to being covered by a pellicle (essentially a thin plastic
membrane). The pellicle protects the mask from contamination and keeps any contamina-
tion that falls on it out of the focal plane to eliminate printable defects. Some contamination,
however, will make it to the mask either before pellicle introduction or from mask handling/-
cleaning with traditional methods. Image not to scale.
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Figure 1.2: A diagram of a particle falling onto an EUV lithography mask. If the particle
remains on the mask, then it will block light reflecting off of the mask and appear to be
another feature not intended by the mask design which will cause errors and device failures.
The alternating light/dark layers beneath the dense features are the multilayers. The multi-
layers are specifically designed to reflect EUV light. NOTE: the size of the wafer/resist are
not to size but have been enlarged for clarity and the incoming light is not at as extreme an
angle. Image not to scale.
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Figure 1.3: A diagram of a non-patterned EUV mask. To fabricate the mask, a blank 6.35
mm thick quartz blank is used to alternatively deposit the reflective layers. If a particle is
present, it will perturb the smoothness and effect the mask properties.Image not to scale.
in the vacuum of the proposed EUV lithography tool will result in a buildup of carbon layers
on the mirror [5]. This resulting carbon layer can be cleaned by atomic hydrogen, plasma
etching, or through use of molecular oxygen [5]. However, these cleaning techniques can lead
to damage of the surface through either physical damage, chemical attack, or oxidation [5].
1.7 Plasma Use In Polymerization
Plasmas have long been used in polymerization [6]. The reason for employing a plasma
technique instead of a non-plasma technique is in the types of the films formed. For instance,
the production of silicon nitride as a coating can be done either by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) or by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [7]. In the CVD of
silicon nitride, sample temperatures of 900 centigrade are needed compared to the PECVD
of silicon nitride where the process can occur at 350 centigrade. The reason for this is the
plasma providing activation energy to the precursors of the polymerization process found
in the plasma [8]. Plasma-Polymerized films are usually highly cross-linked and resistant
to higher temperatures and abrasions and chemical attacks than a non plasma-polymerized
film. This gives the plasma-polymerized film higher surface adhesion since species are active
enough to chemically react with the surface molecules to chemically bond to the surface and
a better overall fit to the surface [7].
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1.8 Properties of Polymers
Polymers are commonly thought of being insulating materials, and that remains true in
polymers with chemically saturated structures. A chemically saturated structure is one in
which the electrons are tightly bound in sigma bonds between atoms resulting in no free
electrons for conduction [9]. Low-level conduction in insulating materials may be attributed
to impurities in the polymer. These impurities provide a small concentration of charge
carriers in the form of electrons or mobile ions [9]. However, conduction can also be obtained
in polymers through doping. Polyacetylene and polypyrrole are two polymers which can
be doped to exhibit electrical conductivities approaching those of metals [10]. Table 1.1
shows the relative scale of the conductivities of insulators, semi-insulating or semi-conductive
materials, and semi-metals or metals.
Also, when considering properties of polymers, the glass transition temperature, Tg is
a point of merit. The glass transition temperature is the temperature at which the bulk
material ceases to be brittle and starts to act glassy in character. Above this temperature,
the material becomes less rigid and more rubbery [10]. Thus, at the glass transition tem-
perature, properties of the polymer change. Properties that are different above and below
the glass transition temperature are the coefficient of thermal expansion, heat capacity, re-
fractive index, mechanical damping, and electrical properties [10, 11]. This occurs because
as a material is heated to the glass transition temperature or above, molecular rotation
around single bonds becomes significantly easier. When considering a model dealing with
the electronic properties of the polymer, the temperature at which the model or process is
being conducted needs to be known so that the appropriate values of the aforementioned
properties may be used. More on the interaction between plasmas and polymers will be
discussed in chapter 3.
1.9 Cleaning Challenges
Contamination will occur in a system no matter how careful one is to avoid it. Contamination
will come from handling, machinery movement, and from contamination inherent to the
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Table 1.1: A comparison of the conductivity ranges of materials. [9].
Material Conductivity [Ω−1m−1]
insulators < 10−12
semi-insulating or semiconductive 10−12 to 10
semi-metals to metals > 10 to ≈ 108
Figure 1.4: A view of a clean EUV photomask. Image from Rastegar [12].
lithography system. Figure 1.4 shows a EUV photomask that is pristine [12]. An EUV
photomask that has contaminants on its surface is shown in Figure 1.5. These photomask
defects will cause pattern transfer errors and thus defects at the wafer level. Figure 1.6 shows
the combination of methods that are currently being proposed for cleaning the defects from
an EUV photomask as well as sources for damage tot he photomask. While these techniques
are a good start, they will ultimately fall short in minimizing the smallest contaminants
present.
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Figure 1.5: A view of the types of contamination that could be an issue for EUV photomasks.
Image from Rastegar [12].
Figure 1.6: A view of the current ways to clean contaminants from photomasks as well as
potential damage. Image from Rastegar [12].
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
There are many reasons behind why a clean system is necessary such as those presented in
chapter 1. Even with the protection of the pellicle in current operations, industry leaders
have developed cleaning strategies for their systems, both the wafer and the mask, due to
the recognition that the pellicle is not sufficient. Going to a system where a pellicle is not
available, it is important for the progression of the technology that companies invest in
developing cleaning strategies for the smaller critical dimensions. Below is presented current
wafer and mask cleaning technology in place in today’s wafer fabs as well as other strategies
for cleaning future masks and wafers.
2.1 Current Wafer and Mask Cleaning Technology
Mask cleanliness and handling techniques are currently being investigated. Recently, the
clean handling and shipping of masks has been shown [13]. However, masks will become
contaminated with particles during processing and movement in and out of the lithography
tool. When comparing contamination between wafers and masks, it was found that these
contaminations were very similar and that current wafer cleaning could be extended to mask
cleaning [14]. Two methods have traditionally been used, point by point cleaning and wet
cleaning.
2.1.1 Point by Point
This type of cleaning is elementary and slow. In this process, one would use an inspection
tool, such as a microscope and a maneuverable arm. If the particle is large enough to be
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physically handled, then the maneuverable arm could be extended and used to remove the
particle or dislodge it enough so that a high volume process (such as wet cleaning to be
discussed) could be used. Also, smaller particles could be removed with AFM techniques.
This process would require the repeated imaging and subsequent removal of a particle found,
which would not be cost effective and would cut down on wafer throughput.
2.1.2 Wet Cleaning
Current cleaning technology relies on wet cleaning by standard clean 1 (SC1) which was
developed by Kern in 1965 [15]. SC1 can include using SPM (sulfuric acid - hydrogen
peroxide mixture) or APM (ammonium hydroxide-hydrogen peroxide mixture) [16]. The
RCA clean was designed to accomplish the cleaning of particles in two steps. The first
step is to use the SC1 solution as an etchant during which when the solution is washed
over the surface, the particles are slightly etched as well as the substrate and the particle is
dislodged. During this step the surface of the wafer oxidizes due to the hydrogen peroxide.
Thus, a dissolution step is needed to remove the excess surface oxide by using the ammonium
hydroxide. Using a pre-bath of SC1 is necessary to oxidize the surface to change the surface
from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. The surface must be hydrophilic in order for the liquid to be
able to adequately wash over the particle. A steady state of 6 A˚ of oxide is chemically reached
on the surface [15]. When the liquid hits the particle, the particle is moved horizontally off
of the surface due to the velocity profile and rolling effect of the liquid on the surface as
seen in Figure 2.1 [17]. For particles that are particularly well adhered to the surface, a
brush scrubbing system [14] can be used. However in using these harsh chemicals, the risk
of damage is considerable [15] due to the surface etching required.
There are limitations to wet cleaning since the process is a momentum-transfer cleaning
technique. If the particle to be cleaned is relatively small, a slower velocity fluid will interact
with it and would create less of a rolling force on the particle. Wet cleaning is continually
evolving, however, and the size of particles cleaned by wet cleaning continues to become
smaller with the changing of the mixture of wet chemicals. The possibility of introducing
contaminant particles from the wet cleaning process is high. There are several areas in which
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Figure 2.1: A diagram showing the velocity profile of a liquid cleaning system. The velocity
at the surface is zero, thus giving a larger velocity further from the surface creating a velocity
gradient, which will create a rolling motion of the particle. Slight etching will occur due to
the etchant nature of the solution at the base of the particle to help overcome the adhesion
force.
contamination could occur, such as in the pre-bath to oxidize the surface or in the chemical
delivery system itself.
In the extension of wet cleaning to cleaning masks, there are several challenges. A wafer
is more or less a flat surface in terms of cleaning particles from a surface by momentum
transfer. However, a mask has patterns on it, thus the continuous rolling of small particles,
smaller than the feature height on the mask, does not look favorable due to the potential
for particles to become lodged inside of features. Also, optical masks are made of patterned
chrome on quartz, so the etching effect of SC1 could cause damage to the way light travels
through the mask [4]. In the case of an EUV mask, the continued etching of the mask layers
could cause a change in the reflectivity of the mask which would in turn effect how the
pattern is transferred [18].
It is also noteworthy to show that in wetting particles, such as by deposition or by
ineffective cleaning methods, the adhesion force has been seen to increase by approximately
two orders of magnitude [19]. Particle adhesion force depends on several factors: particle
size, particle composition, and sample surface composition to name a few, with the particle
adhesion force being in the range of 10−9 Newtons [20].
The current process flow for cleaning of photomasks can be seen in Figure 2.2. In this
method, the photomask is exposed to vacuum ultraviolet light (light at 173 nm) to create
a hydrophilic surface for chemical wetting. Then, the photomask is washed with ozonated
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Figure 2.2: A diagram of the process flow currently used to clean photomasks.
water with ammonia peroxide mix (APM) and sulfuric peroxide mix (SPM)[12]. Then, the
photomask is placed in a APM bath with megasonic vibrations applied. The last two steps
are then to rinse the photomask with deionized (DI) water and then spun dry [12].
With the above limitations in size of cleaning (due to wet cleaning being a momentum-
transfer process) and the possibility for damages (both from surface etching or particle
contamination by the chemicals used), the use and development of other cleaning techniques
is desirable.
2.2 Laser-Induced Shockwave Cleaning
Laser shockwave cleaning has potential to be a possible solution to the next generation of
mask cleaning [21]. In this type of cleaning, a laser is focused above the surface of a substrate
to be cleaned by a lens. The focused laser creates a localized plasma which, in turn, creates
a shockwave front [22]. The formation of the plasma is due to the focusing of the laser
resulting in an elevation of the local temperature and energy at the focal point which causes
a dielectric breakdown of the gas and formation of the plasma [23]. The expansion of the
plasma occurs in a few microseconds, followed by a highly-compressed shockwave of hot
air emerging as a traveling shockwave front [24]. This shockwave front interacts across a
localized portion of the surface which then by momentum transfer, dislodges particles. A
diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 2.3.
As seen in Figure 2.3, a typical laser shockwave cleaning setup utilizes a pulsed laser
to produce the plasma. A typical laser for such a setup is a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
with a wavelength of 1064 nm and a pulse energy of 370 mJ, pulse width of 5 ns and a pulse
repetition rate of 10 Hz [23]. Also shown in Figure 2.3 is a diode laser oriented perpendicular
to the sample to be cleaned. This laser is used for sample alignment and does not provide
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Figure 2.3: A diagram showing a proposed laser cleaning system. The incoming defocused
laser light is focused utilizing a converging lens. The converging laser then breaks down
the air and causes a plasma shockwave to travel outwards as shown to dislodge particles.
Diagram from Peri et. al. [23]
for any of the shockwave plasma.
A diagram of the proposed interaction of the shockwave front with the surface/particles
is shown in Figure 2.4 [25].
Figure 2.4: A diagram of the interaction between the shockwave front and the surface to be
cleaned. Critical dimensions seen in this diagram for cleaning efficiency and damage by the
shockwave is the gap distance which as illustrated, is the distance the shockwave is formed
over the surface. Image redrawn from Lee et. al [25].
Similarly, a view of the specific removal interaction, the drag force created and associated
removal moment (MR), is shown in Figure 2.5 [25]. The drag force must produce a greater
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removal moment compared to the adhesion resisting moment (MA) to overcome the particle
adhesion [25].
Figure 2.5: A diagram of the shockwave interaction with a specific particle. The drag force
created by the shockwave interaction with the particle must produce enough of a removal
moment (MR) to overcome the adhesion resisting moment (MA). Image redrawn from Lee
et. al [25].
A figure of merit outlined in the diagram in Figure 2.4 is the gap distance. The gap
distance is the distance above the surface to be cleaned where the shockwave is formed.
As the value of d is decreased, the shockwave formation occurs closer to the surface to be
cleaned. The removal efficiency of particles by laser shockwave cleaning has been studied
as it relates to gap distance from the surface, with near 100 % removal occurring at a gap
distance between 4-8 mm as seen in Figure 2.6 [25]. As noted from the graph by Lee et.
al. in Figure 2.6, the removal efficiency drops considerably at a gap distance of 10 mm,
and is near zero percent efficient at removing particles with a gap distance of 14 mm or
greater. The limited cleaning shown at a gap distance of 14 mm or greater is attributed
to less momentum transfer from the shockwave produce by the laser to the particles to be
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cleaned.
Figure 2.6: The removal efficiency of particles has been linked to the gap distance of the
plasma shockwave formation above the sample surface. As seen, near 100 % removal is seen
up to a gap distance of 8 mm, however quickly dropping to near zero percent efficient at a
gap distance of 14 mm or greater due to less momentum transfer from the shockwave to the
particles to be cleaned. Image redrawn (with error bars as indicated in original graph) from
Lee et. al. [25]
Cleaning of a slurry of 40 nm silica particles which were residual from a chemical mechan-
ical polishing step that were left on a silicon wafer to dry were cleaned via laser shockwave
cleaning with 100 % removal efficiency without damage at a gap distance of 5 mm [25].
However, this is not always the case. As evident by Kadaksham et. al., when the sample
treated was not a silicon wafer and instead was replaced with a 6 inch by 6 inch quartz
plate of thickness 0.25 inches, coated with a chrome film of 100 nm thickness to represent
an actual optical photomask, damage was observed [26]. At a gap distance of 0.5 mm with
similar laser shockwave production as in the study by Lee et. al., blisters were observed
on the 100 nm thick chrome film due to the laser shockwave cleaning technique [26]. A
micrograph of the blisters formed on the chrome film by the laser shockwave cleaning can
be seen in Figure 2.7 [26]. Simulation studies conducted to review the damage observed on
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the chrome film have shown that the material alterations are mainly due to thermal stresses
rather than mechanical effects [26].
Figure 2.7: A micrograph of damage sustained to a 100 nm thick chrome film on quartz
substrate, simulating an optical photomask. Blistering of the chrome film is observed at a
gap distance of 0.5 mm. Image from Kadaksham et. al [26].
Recent progress in the study of laser shockwave cleaning by Dunbar et. al. has revealed
a potential solution to the possibility of damage caused by thermal stress of the sample
[27]. To limit the strength of the thermal field generated by the laser produced plasma
core, the gap distance must be increased or the pulse energy of the laser decreased [27]. To
overcome the thermal stress from the plasma shockwave, shock tubes have been proposed
as an addition to the laser shockwave cleaning setup as shown in Figure 2.8.
The shock tube is essentially a pipe with one closed off end. The laser is focused inside the
shock tube in order to form the plasma shockwave as before. The tube creates a geometrical
constraint on the expansion of the plasma (it now has three surfaces, the top and two sides)
to interfere with. This interference and reflection causes positive interference and results in a
stronger pressure field at the output of the shock tube [27]. Thus, the shock tube can deliver
higher pressures at distances much further from the sample surface than just forming the
plasma shockwave over the sample. This greater distance leads to reduction of the thermal
stress damage seen on the sample surface.
Results from cleaning 10 - 40 nm polystyrene latex particles from silicon have demon-
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Figure 2.8: A view of the proposed laser shock tubes. The shock tube is essentially a pipe
with one closed end. The laser is directed into the shock tube to form the plasma. The
geometry of the pipe confines the expansion of the plasma shockwave and thus creates a
higher pressure field at the output of the shock tube so further gap distances can be used to
avoid the thermal stress from the laser schockwave cleaning. Diagram from Dunbar et. al
[27].
strated relatively conclusive results, as shown in Figure 2.9, that laser schockwave cleaning
is effective at PSL particle removal [23]. For silicon substrates, a shock tube does not seem
necessary for cleaning.
2.3 Megasonic / Cavitation Cleaning
Megasonic cleaning has already been traditionally used to clean post-CMP wafers [28]. To do
megasonic cleaning, traditionally a cassette of wafers to be cleaned is immersed in a cleaning
tank with a piezoelectric transducer at the bottom of the tank. The transducer sends sounds
waves in the 600 kHz to 1 MHz frequency range into the cleaning bath [28]. As the sounds
waves propagate through the liquid, they have properties similar to pressure waves and can
result in several effects in the liquid such as cavitations and acoustic streaming [28]. The
production and, conversely, the destruction of the formed cavitations play an important role
in the removal process. When a cavitation implodes, it will release a shock wave. This
localized shock wave can then provide a momentum transfer / drag force similar to that in
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Figure 2.9: Results of laser shockwave cleaning of 10-40 nm PSL particles from silicon.
Images (a) and (b) are SEM micrographs of the cleaned area at 30,000 x magnification.
Images (c) and (d) are zoomed images of the test area as shown in (a) and (b) respectively.
Image from Peri et. al [23].
laser schockwave cleaning illustrated in Figure 2.5. However, these small explosions close to
the surface of the sample to be cleaned also have the ability to damage features due to the
pressure shockwaves that are sent out [29, 30].
Acoustic streaming, which as mentioned is present when sending megasonic waves into
the liquid medium, is an interesting phenomenon. Acoustic streaming is a time-independent
fluid motion caused by the sound wave traveling through the liquid medium [28]. Since the
propagation of sound is a flow of wave energy, when the flow is interrupted by an object,
the sound generates a force to push the object in the direction of propagation [31]. Thus,
just by having the acoustic waves streaming through the fluid medium, there is a potential
for a force to be present that could dislodge particles from a surface. There are three types
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of Acoustic streaming: (A) Eckart type: streaming generated in a non-uniform free sound
field, whose scale is much larger than the acoustic wavelength. (B) Rayleigh type: vortex-
like streaming generated outside the boundary layer in a standing wave field, whose scale
is comparable to the wavelength, and (C) Schlichting type: vortex motion generated in a
viscous boundary layer on the surface of an object placed in a sound field, whose scale is much
smaller than the wavelength [31]. From these three descriptions, it is deduced that since
the size of the particles to be removed is nanometer scale, Schlichting acoustic streaming
is the type involved. However, the details of the formation and interaction of the acoustic
streaming present in megasonic cleaning will not be covered.
Commercial megasonic / cavitation cleaning systems are currently in use and being used
to test clean patterned silicon wafers. An Applied Materials Oasis Mask Tool [32] is a
combination of spray jet and megasonic cleaning system. The most recent results from this
tool have shown damage-free cleaning of silicon nitride particles from 90 nm features on a
silicon wafer as shown in Figure 2.10 [32]. As the megasonic energy is increased, particle
removal efficiency also increases; however, damage is seen on features of 65 nm. For mask
cleaning, a patterned mask has shown particle removal efficiencies greater than 99 % with
no damage at 65 nm [32].
2.4 Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Snow Cleaning
Cleaning surfaces with carbon dioxide has been considered as early as 1995 [33]. Carbon
dioxide cleaning or “CO2 surface processing” and “CO2 cleaning” are applied to three very
different cleaning techniques: precision cleaning, supercritical extraction/carrier technology,
and pellet blasting [34]. The first technique, precision cleaning is also known as CO2 snow
cleaning. This type of cleaning utilizes a well-controlled stream of small, solid CO2 parti-
cles to precision clean delicate substrates [34]. Cleaning of this type was encouraged into
research and development due to the semiconductor industry striving to move away from
using mass quantities of chemicals, water, and increasing regulations on the release of toxic
chemicals [35]. Carbon dioxide snow cleaning removes particulates via a momentum transfer
and organics via a solvent process [36]. A cartoon of the CO2 particle and contamination
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Figure 2.10: A graph of particle removal efficiency and damage versus megasonic power for
cleaning of silicon wafer with 90 nm lines. Image from Gouk et. al [32].
interaction can be seen in Figure 2.11 [34].
Figure 2.11: A diagram of the interaction of CO2 particles with contamination. Image from
Brandt0 [34].
In any cryogenic aerosol cleaning method or flowing liquid over a surface, a boundary
layer of gas is formed on the surface [37]. The solid aerosol particles that are present in the
CO2 stream are able to penetrate this boundary layer and remove the contaminant particles
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[37, 34]. The specific CO2 and particle interaction can be seen in Figure 2.12 [36].
Figure 2.12: A view of the CO2 gas stream velocity and solid CO2 particle interaction with
a contamination particle. Diagram from Sherman [36].
The solvent properties of liquid CO2 on non-polar hydrocarbons also allow for the effective
removal of organic material from surfaces [36]. During the short impact time of the solid
CO2 particle with the surface to be cleaned, the pressure on the CO2 particle can exceed
the dry ice yield stress and triple point. The dry ice particle liquefies and acts as a solvent
which is in contact with the surface as shown in Figure 2.13 [36]. Once the particle begins to
leave the surface, the pressure at the liquid interfaces reduces thus allowing the particle to
re-solidify [34]. The contaminant from the surface becomes trapped inside the CO2 particle
and is thus carried off of the surface and carried away in the gas stream.
CO2 snow cleaning has been effective at removing particles as small as 150 nm from
silicon wafers. As shown in Figure 2.14, the particle removal efficiency is approximately 99
% for 150 nm to 200 nm silicon nitride particles on silicon wafers [37].
From Figure 2.14, as the size of the contaminant particle increases above 1 µm, the par-
ticle removal efficiency reduces to approximately 89 %. The removal of sub-micron particle
contaminants relies on the minimum cryogenic particle size used for removal [37]. Figure 2.15
shows a graph of the minimum CO2 particle size compared to the contaminant size for a
theoretical momentum transfer that will overcome the adhesion forces [37].
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Figure 2.13: A diagram of the solid CO2 particle interaction with a surface. During the
time of impact with the surface, the pressure can liquify the dry ice that is in contact with
the surface thus allowing for the solvent properties of liquid CO2 to be utilized for organic
material removal. Diagram from Sherman. [36]
Figure 2.14: A graph of the particle removal efficiency of silicon nitride nanoparticles from
a silicon wafer. Graph from Banerjee et. al. [37]
2.5 Summary
As evident from above, there are several techniques that are being explored as potential
solutions to the contamination issue of photomasks for the continued progress of implement-
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Figure 2.15: A graph of the minimum cryogenic particle size (CO2 snow) compared to the
contaminant particle size required for removal. Graph from Banerjee et. al. [37]
ing the next optical lithography (EUV) into production. The particle removal efficiencies of
each are relatively high, approximately 90 % or greater, however the potential for substrate
and feature damage is also a potential issue. Relating to the feasibility of the above cleaning
techniques actually being integrated into a lithography tool, consideration should be given to
the nature of the cleaning technique whether it is a dry or wet clean. The overall lithography
system will be under vacuum and thus a vacuum compatible cleaning technique would be
favorable for process throughput considerations. Thus, a CO2 or laser shockwave cleaning
method seems more realistic over a wet cleaning technique since each could be carried out
in a potential vacuum environment and do not create a lasting liquid that needs to be dried
on the surface to be cleaned.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORY AND MODELING
When a plasma is formed, energetic ions and electrons are created in the plasma and are
typically what are important to the engineer creating the plasma. However, there is a strong
energetic neutral component in plasmas too in the form of metastable atoms. Metastable
atoms are those that are stuck in a quantum state and are forbidden through conservation of
momentum from decaying to the ground state (such as 2s to 1s transitions being forbidden).
Thus, any electron entering the 2s state will be hypothetically ‘stuck.’ In general, the lifetime
of these metastable atoms is low, so they don’t often play a significant role. There are two
metastable states in helium (discussed further in section 3.1.1), singlet 2s and triplet 2s,
with 20.616 eV and 19.820 eV of energy each as seen in Figure 3.1 [38, 39] with lifetimes
on the order of seconds. Helium plasma has been used for the current work due to its
low sputtering threshold on lithographic material (due to its low mass), in order to achieve
particle removal. Under some conditions of prior work, namely the electrostatic removal
process associated with PACE, a pulsed DC bias was applied to the sample [20]. This same
type of processing has been carried forward to the current work due to the pulsed power
supply that was previously used able to draw more current. The pulse typically operated
between +10 volts and -70 volts at a frequency of 100 Hz at a duty cycle of 90 % positive.
This leads to sputtering of the sample at -70 volts for 10 % of the processing time. Section 3.5
outlines the expected removal of three material types from pure sputtering alone which when
compared with the preliminary results, does not explain the removal mechanism. Through
optical emission spectroscopy, it is possible to monitor the 501.6 nm and 388.9 nm transition
that populate the 2s singlet and 2s triplet state respectively [38]. Preliminary results are
shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 lay the groundwork for this thesis showing that one is able to
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Figure 3.1: A diagram of the energy levels of the helium atom. The two circled levels repre-
sent the metastable energy levels which are quantum mechanically forbidden from decaying
to the ground state energy due to the conservation of angular momentum. Diagram from
Sasaki et. al. [38]
affect the density of the metastable states in the plasma through both bias to the sample as
well as overall plasma source power which in turn leads to removal of a hydrocarbon particle.
In Figures 3.2 and 3.3, the intensity shown is the summation of the 501.6 nm and 388.9
nm line discussed from above, a relative measure of helium metastable density from optical
emission spectroscopy and the removal rate is calculated from the difference in the volume
of the particle before and after processing divided by the processing time. The details of the
removal rate measurement is discussed later in chapter 4.
The following sections outline the theory behind the different mechanisms affecting this
new plasma-based cleaning procedure to gain an understanding of how this cleaning tech-
nique can be utilized.
3.1 Plasma Modeling
In the following sections, the components of the plasma are modeled to determine the density
of helium metastables as they relate to electron temperature and the pressure of helium in the
processing chamber. All calculations of the singlet and triplet helium metastable densities
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Figure 3.2: The above figure represents the the observed helium metastable population
increase with increasing plasma source power as well as how removal rate increases with
increased plasma source power. As more power is supplied to the helicon source, the plasma
becomes denser which also increases the population density of the helium metastables. Error
in the plasma source power is 1 to 2 W, which should be taken at the size of the data point
on the figure.
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Figure 3.3: As electrons are drawn out of the plasma under PACMAN biasing schemes, the
electron temperature in the plasma is theorized to increase further increasing the rate at
which helium metastables are created and are thus available to aid in the cleaning process.
As evident in the figure, the increase in metastable species can be on the order of 50 %.
Also shown is how removal rate tracks with sample constant DC bias. As the DC bias
is increased more negative, the removal rate remains relatively unchanged to within the
error on the measurement. At a positive constant DC bias to the sample, the removal rate
increases by more than a factor of 2. Error in the plasma source power is 1 to 2 W, which
should be taken at the size of the data point on the figure.
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shown in this section are calculated using Langmuir probe data from 0.125 inches above the
sample location. As the model depends on plasma parameters determined from Langmuir
probe measurements, predictions made from using the model are only as relevant as the
model inputs.
3.1.1 Singlet Versus Triplet Helium Metastable States
The singlet and triplet helium metastable states are named such for the combination of the
spin states of the two electrons in helium. To determine the nomenclature of singlet and
triplet, first consider the two electrons in a chemical bond. Each electron has a spin vector
associated with it, ~S1 and ~S2 [40]. The components of the spin vector is quantized and can
take on the value ± h¯
2
. The total spin state is then ~S = ~S1 + ~S2. If the two spin states are
anti-parallel, meaning ~S1 = − ~S2 for a total spin of ~S = 0, then the only allowed value of the
quantum number ms is 0. However, if any of the components of ~S1 or ~S2 are the same, the
total spin will be a nonzero vector. Due to normalization, the only allowable nonzero value
of the total spin is h¯, which results in allowed values for ms to be -1, 0, and 1 [40]. In this
way, spin states in which the electrons have a total spin of magnitude h¯ are called the triplet
states, while the one spin state corresponding to a total spin of 0 is called the singlet state
[40].
3.1.2 Helium Metastable Density Model
In order to model the helium metastables in the plasma, first, reaction rate coefficients
are needed. The reaction rates are calculated from fits to a compilation of cross sections
from ‘Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasma: Cross Sections and Reaction Rate
Coefficients’ by Janev et. al. as well as obtained from the literature [41, 42]. The following
technique shown in equation 3.1 for fitting coefficients is used for the helium reactions:
ln < σv >=
8∑
n=0
bn(ln(E))
n, (3.1)
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where bn is the fitting parameter, E is the energy of electron causing excitation, and σv is
the reaction rate. Fitting parameters are listed in Appendix B as well as a full listing of the
reaction rates. In this way, reaction rates for the excitation and de-excitation of the helium
metastables and various other levels of excitation in the helium plasma can be calculated
and related to model the plasma.
One reaction rate which is notably absent from ‘Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-
Helium Plasma: Cross Sections and Reaction Rate Coefficients’ by Janev et. al. is the
electron collision with a singlet helium metasatble leading to a triplet helium metastable.
This process has been identified as progressing as [42]:
He(21S) + e→ He(23S) + e+ 0.79eV. (3.2)
This collision process which converts a 21S metastable into a 23S metastable is an exchange
collision with the electrons being of thermal energies [42]. The average cross section for
this reaction at thermal energies (those electrons with temperatures of ≈ 1
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eV is 3.0x10−14
cm2). The cross section for this, then, is calculated by averaging over a Maxwellian in the
normal fashion [43].
For data obtained from the literature that did not contain numerical fitting data, a
digitization process was done to capture the data and then Origin was used to fit a four-
term polynomial function to the data [44]. Four terms were selected as it fit the data well in
the energies of interest and adding higher power terms to the fit did not alter the calculated
data points significantly. An example of this digitization and fitting process is shown in
Figure 3.4.
Models of helium plasmas have been widely studied and reported in the literature [45, 46,
47, 48]. The preliminary model that is proposed tracks specifically the population of the 2s
singlet state and the 2s triplet state with population gain terms coming from electron-impact
processes and population loss terms coming from metastable interactions with each other
and the neutral gas of the plasma. This derivation, based on a similar model by Okamoto et.
al shown in equation 3.3 and equation 3.4, allows one to calculate steady state populations
of the 2s singlet state and 2s triplet state of helium denoted by n2 and n3 respectively [48]:
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(a) Scanned Image (b) Digitized Data
Figure 3.4: An example of the digitization of reaction rate data through scanning the image,
selecting the data through the use of Origin, and then fitting a four-term polynomial to the
data via Origin [44]. Scanned image from Janev et. al [41].
k32nen3 + k02nine + k12n1ne = h2n
2
2 + h2n2n3 + (k23ne + k2ne + φ2 + h21n1)n2, (3.3)
and
k23nen2 + k03nine + k13n1ne = h3n
2
3 + h3n2n3 + (k32ne + k3ne + φ3 + h31n1)n3, (3.4)
where ne, ni, and n1 are the electron, ion, and ground state atom density respectively. h2
and h3 are the ionization rates due to metastable-metastable collisions, and h21 and h31 are
the destruction rate due to collisions with the ground state. φ2 and φ3 represent the diffusion
loss of the metastable atoms to the walls of the chamber. The k’s in equation 3.3 and equa-
tion 3.4 are the reaction rates at which the specified reaction proceeds. For example, k32 is
the reaction rate for triplet helium metastables being converted to singlet helium metasta-
bles through electron-impact while k23 is the reaction rate for singlet helium metastables
being converted to triplet helium metastables through electron-impact. Terms involving
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subscript of ‘0’ are related to collisions with helium ions. The reaction rates for helium for
the aforementioned derivation can be found in the literature [41]. Through further literature
review, however, it was noted that the loss terms associated with neutral-neutral collisions
(the ‘h’ terms in equations 3.3 and 3.4) were only of significance at intermediate to high
pressures due to the infrequency of metastable-metastable collisions at low pressures [49].
The main loss mechanism at low pressures then reverts to only diffusive loss to the walls of
the metastables. This however, then results only in a collisional model of the helium plasma,
ignoring any radiative coupling of the levels in the helium atom as shown in Figure 3.1. This
reduced model is shown below in equation 3.5 and equation 3.6:
k32nen3 + k02nine + k12n1ne = (k23ne + φ2)n2, (3.5)
and
k23nen2 + k03nine + k13n1ne = (k32ne + φ3)n3, (3.6)
where φx is given by:
φx = Dx
1
Λ2
. (3.7)
Dx is the diffusion constant for the diffusing species and
1
Λ2
is the diffusion length. For this
collisional model, D2 is 440 ±50 cm2s and D3 is 470 ±25 cm
2
s
[42] at T=300K. The diffusion
length for a cylindrical vacuum chamber is given as [42]:
1
Λ2
=
(pi
L
)2
+
(
2.4
R
)2
, (3.8)
where L is the length of the chamber and R is the radius of the chamber. A graphical
representation of the solution to this model showing helium metastable triplet and singlet
population with respect to helium neutral pressure for a variety of electron temperatures
is shown in Figure 3.5 for singlet metastables and Figure 3.6 for triplet metastables. This
preliminary model makes three general assumptions: first, that there are no collision with
neutral gas to de-excite metastables, second that electron density remains constant with
regards to pressure, and last that all radiative transitions into the metastable state are
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Figure 3.5: Results of the first order model from equation 3.5 and equation 3.6 for helium
metastables in the singlet state.
neglected.
A more appropriate model to calculate the population states of the energy levels in a
helium plasma is a collisional radiative (CR) model, which takes into account the radiative
transitions within the levels. In this type of model, it is possible to track the population and
decay of higher energy levels of the helium atom that would result in a metastable atom in
the 2s singlet or triplet level. The number of higher energy states to track depends on the
complexity necessary to capture the major collisional and radiative processes. The extent to
which the higher energy levels will be used to determine population states of the lower energy
levels needs to be limited to some finite value based on the probability of the reactions. For
this CR model, states up to and including the 3s and 3d state are used to calculate the
population of the excited levels in the helium plasma. A graphical view of the balance of
the helium metastable singlet state is seen in Figure 3.7. The boxes on the left represent the
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Figure 3.6: Results of the first order model from equation 3.5 and equation 3.6 for helium
metastables in the triplet state.
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Figure 3.7: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the singlet
metastable state. Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an
arrow are electron-collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are ra-
diative transitions.
states that have a transition into the singlet metastable state, while the boxes on the right
represent the states that the singlet metastable state transitions into. Boxes connected to
the central term (that being balanced) with an arrow is an electron-collision process with
the corresponding reaction rate k listed on the left. The subscript label on the ‘k’ term is
representative of the initial state and final state and corresponds to the reaction listed in the
code in Appendix B for that reaction. The boxes not connected by arrows are the radiative
transitional terms. For the singlet metastable state, transitions from the He (1s2p|1P ) state
and the He (1s3p|1P ) are listed along with their respective transition probabilities.
The mathematical balance of equations for the singlet metastable state then becomes:
k02neni + k12n1ne + k32nen3 +N21p(0.01976x10
8) +N31p(0.1338x10
8)
−n2(φ2 + ne(k23 + k21s31p + k21s23p + k21s0)) = 0, (3.9)
where N21p and N31p are the density of the He (1s2p|1P ) and He (1s3p|1P ) state respectively.
Similar balance equations are created for the remainder of the excited energy levels of helium
and solved simultaneously:
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Figure 3.8: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the triplet metastable
state. Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are
electron-collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative tran-
sitions.
Figure 3.9: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
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Figure 3.10: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
Figure 3.11: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
Figure 3.12: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
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Figure 3.13: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
Figure 3.14: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
Figure 3.15: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
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Figure 3.16: A graphical representation of the transitions into and out of the respective state.
Boxes connected to the central term being balanced connected with an arrow are electron-
collision processes whereas the boxes not connected by an arrow are radiative transitions.
k03neni + k23nen2 + k13nen1 +N23p(0.1022x10
8) +N33p(0.09478x10
8)
−n3(φ3 + ne(k32 + k23s21p + k23s23p + k23s33p + k23s0)) = 0, (3.10)
k11s21pnen1 + k23s21pneN3 + k21s21pN2nc + k23p21pN23pne +N31d(0.638x10
8)
+N31s(0.181x10
8)−N21pnek21p31d −N21pnek21p0
−N21p(17.99x108)−N21p(.01976x108) = 0, (3.11)
k21p31dneN21p + k11s31dneN1 −N31d(0.638x108) = 0, (3.12)
k11s33snen1 −N33s(0.278x108) = 0, (3.13)
k11s33pnen1 + k23s33pN3ne −N33p(0.09478x108) = 0, (3.14)
k11s31pnen1 + k21s31pneN2 −N31p(5.66x108)− (0.1338x108)N31p = 0, (3.15)
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k23p33dneN23p −N33d(0.706x108) = 0, and (3.16)
k11s31snen1 −N31s(0.181x108) = 0. (3.17)
The population of the singlet and metastable state can then be solved and graphed versus
the pressure of helium that the cleaning is being done at for several values of the electron
temperature. The populations of the singlet and triplet states as a result of this model are
shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. When the full collisional-radiative model is used,
the densities of the singlet metastable states are lowered by about 4 orders of magnitude
whereas the densities of the triplet metastable states are lowered only by about 1 order of
magnitude. This results from the triplet states not being able to radiatively decay to the
ground state of helium (as the singlet states can). The only way a triplet metastable state is
destroyed is through electron-collision which results in a singlet helium state that can then
radiatively decay to the ground state or through diffusion (either as a triplet metastable or
after it is converted to a singlet metastable). This is an important result in that it means
the majority of the helium metastables in the plasma that will be used for cleaning are in
the triplet metastable state.
The above model, while taking into account higher order radiative decay into the metastable
state, still contains two assumptions that can be improved upon. As previously mentioned,
it was assumed that the electron and ion densities in the plasma remain constant with in-
creasing pressure. The second assumption ignores all destruction of the metastables with the
background gas as the processing pressure is increased. In order to account for the decrease
in electron and ion densities, experimental data is used where possible with resulting data
being linearly interpolated between data points to provide an electron and ion density from
0.005 Torr to 0.1 Torr. An example of the ion and electron density versus pressure as a
result of the Langmuir probe measurements 0.32 cm above the sample holder is shown in
Figure 3.19.
To account for the destruction of singlet and triplet helium metastables with increas-
ing background gas pressure, data for the destruction frequency of metastables versus gas
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Figure 3.17: Results of the full collisional radiative model from equation 3.9 for helium
metastables in the singlet state.
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Figure 3.18: Results of the full collisional radiative model for helium metastables in the
triplet state.
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Figure 3.19: Shown is the electron density and its variation with respect to pressure from
Langmuir probe data taken 0.32 cm above the sample holder.
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(a) Singlet Metastable Destruction Frequency (b) Triplet Metastable Destruction Frequency
Figure 3.20: Singlet and triplet helium metastable destruction frequencies versus pressure.
Images from Phelps and Molnar [49].
pressure for higher pressure cases is considered due to the lack of availability of data at
lower pressure ranges. Shown in Figure 3.20 are the destruction frequencies for singlet and
triplet metastable helium states respectively measured by Phelps and Molnar. Phelps and
Molnar, while making the claim that metastable destruction due to collisions with neutral
gas is only of significance at intermediate to high pressure, they do not quantify this pressure
range. Therefore, to account for this destruction frequency, a simple linear relationship is
derived from Figure 3.20 to fill in the data below one Torr. The results for including terms
to account for the varying electron and ion density as well as for variation in destruction of
the singlet and triplet metastable states are shown separately to show the effect of each on
the metastable density. The singlet and triplet metastable density accounting for a varying
electron and ion density are shown in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22. The resulting graphs
of singlet and triplet metastable densities versus pressure for a variety of electron temper-
atures while also taking into account electron and ion density reduction versus pressure
and destruction of metastables with background gas pressure are shown in Figure 3.23 and
Figure 3.24.
The resulting metastable densities in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show an increasing
trend in density as electron temperature increases as well as operating pressure increases.
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Figure 3.21: Shown is the singlet metastable density versus pressure accounting for tran-
sitions into the metastable state from higher energy levels as well as allowing for ion and
electron variations.
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Figure 3.22: Shown is the triplet metastable density versus pressure accounting for tran-
sitions into the metastable state from higher energy levels as well as allowing for ion and
electron variations.
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Figure 3.23: Shown is the singlet metastable density versus pressure accounting for transi-
tions into the metastable state from higher energy levels as well as allowing for ion, electron,
and pressure variations.
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Figure 3.24: Shown is the triplet metastable density versus pressure accounting for transi-
tions into the metastable state from higher energy levels as well as allowing for ion, electron,
and pressure variations.
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At slightly greater than 100 mTorr, a decrease in the population of the metastable states is
predicted indicating a transition between a plasma dominated by metastable loss to the wall
to destruction from neutral collisions as well as less metastable production due to increasing
electron-neutral collisions. The theoretical results rely heavily on assumptions made for
electron density and temperatures as no Langmuir probe data was acquired in this pressure
range. Thus, the graphs have been truncated at 100 mTorr as measured data and thus
accuracy for the theoretical predictions in this pressure range are more reliable.
This model, while it calculates the singlet and triplet metastable densities, is only ac-
curate for the specific input parameters, namely operating pressure, electron density, ion
density, and electron temperature. When computing the metastable density that will make
it to the sample/detector level, a combination of the metastable densities produced through-
out the source is needed which will be shown in the following section and confirmed with
experimental data in section 5.3.
3.1.3 Source of Helium Metastables Used For Cleaning
Helium metastables are produced throughout the plasma, wherever electron temperature
and electron density are sufficient enough to create helium metastables as well as from the
decay of higher level states into the metastable state. With that in mind, the source of helium
metastable atoms that the sample will effectively see to provide helium metastable flux to
the surface is a combination of the helium metastable production throughout the chamber.
As will be shown in section 5.2.1, the electron temperature and density varies throughout
the chamber as a function of operating pressure, thus changing the region within the plasma
that the metastable helium atoms originate from.
The contribution of helium metastables seen by the sample to be cleaned is modeled as:
Nmetastable,eff ∝ 0.5
(
Nmetastable,z=0(n1, ni, ne, Te) +
1
z
source∑
z=i
Nmetastable,z(n1, ni, ne, Te)
)
,
(3.18)
where Nmetastable,z is the helium metastable density produced at a particular height, z, which
is a function of the parameters listed. ‘i’ is the first non-zero height being considered in the
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summation and ‘source’ is the last height being considered in the summation. As seen from
equation 3.18, the metastable density which is seen by the sample depends on the metastable
production throughout the plasma scaled by the distance, z, from the sample. The factor of
0.5 in equation 3.18 precedes the summation term due to the approximation that 50 % of the
metastables produced at any given point will not be observed since they will be heading in the
opposite direction of the sample. Also, it is assumed that helium metastables that interact
with the walls of the vacuum vessel are destroyed. The model of source production versus
vertical height in the chamber is a one-dimensional model. However, with the size of the
vacuum vessel (which is no smaller than 12 inches I.D. as shown in chapter 4), the cylindrical
geometry of the vacuum vessel will not change the results significantly. To make the model
account for the cylindrical geometry, a loss mechanism of diffusion to the walls of the vacuum
chamber would need to be added to equation 3.18 based on the diffusion constants of the
metastable states presented in the preceding sections. A comparison between the metastable
density calculated in this fashion will be presented in chapter 5 from a fit to electron data
taken both at the sample level as well as from the plasma source region.
3.1.4 Electric Field In The Plasma Sheath
The particles for removal are on a surface in the vacuum chamber exposed to the plasma.
As in any other surface in the plasma, there will be a plasma sheath between the plasma
and the surface [43]. Ordinarily, this plasma sheath acts to direct ions to the surface and
repel electrons from the surface in order to achieve the same flux of both ions and electrons
to the surface. There is an exception, which will be discussed, when considering a positive
bias to a surface facing a plasma. The way the plasma sheath accomplishes this balance of
flux is to maintain an electric field in the sheath region directed towards the surface. To
begin modeling the sheath, relations for the density of ions and electrons are needed, and
can be written with Boltzmann’s relation in mind [43]:
ne = n0exp
(
Φ
Te
)
(3.19)
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and
ni = n0exp
(
−Φ
Ti
)
, (3.20)
where Te and Ti represent the electron and ion temperatures respectively and n0 is the ion
or electron density under no potential, Φ = 0. However, the ion temperature, Ti, is assumed
at ‘thermal energy’ which is 0.025 eV, and the exponential term associated with ni becomes
1 and ions are then assumed immobile [43]. Utilizing Poisson’s equation, one obtains the
following relation:
d2Φ
dx2
= − e
0
(ni − ne), (3.21)
where ‘e’ is introduced as elementary charge. Substituting for ne with the Bolztmann relation
in equation 3.19, one obtains:
d2Φ
dx2
= −en0
0
(
exp
(
Φ
Te
)
− 1
)
. (3.22)
Expanding exp
(
Φ
Te
)
in a Taylor series for Φ  Te, equation 3.22 becomes, to lowest order
in Φ
Te
[43]:
d2Φ
dx2
= −en0
0
Φ
Te
. (3.23)
The symmetric solution to equation 3.23 is:
Φ = Φ0exp
(
− |x|
λDe
)
, (3.24)
where Φ0 is the wall potential with respect to the plasma and λDe is the debye length given
by:
λDe[m] = 7430
√
Te
ne
. (3.25)
When the units in equation 3.25 for Te are applied in eV and for ne are applied in m
−3, the
units for λDe is in meters. The electric field, now, is determined from the potential in the
sheath region:
E = −dΦ
dx
. (3.26)
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Thus, the electric field varies as:
E = − Φ0
λDe
exp
(
− |x|
λDe
)
. (3.27)
This model is derived with x=0 representing the wall location, with positive values of x
increasing away from the wall. This model allows one to calculate the electric field anywhere
within the plasma sheath by using the desired value of x in equation 3.27. The electric field
of interest is over a 500 nm particle which is the contamination targeted for cleaning in this
investigation. If x=500 nm, which is then divided by the Debye length in equation 3.27,
the exponential term is approximately 0.993, which is close to but not equal to unity. As
an approximation of the electric field over the particle, calculating the electric field using
equation 3.28 (at x=0) will gauge relative changes. The electric field at the surface then
becomes:
Esurface = − Φ0
λDe
. (3.28)
In the case of a plasma interacting with a floating surface, the potential of the wall with
respect to the plasma is the floating potential minus the plasma potential. When considering
a biased surface, especially biasing positive with respect to plasma potential, the applied
bias needs to be corrected with respect to the plasma potential. As shown in Figure 3.25
by Coburn et. al [50]., the effective bias seen by the plasma is the bias potential minus the
plasma potential. Thus, for a helium discharge, when applying a +20.1 V bias to a sample
to be cleaned with a plasma potential of +9.95 V, the appropriate value of wall potential to
use is +10.15 V. When the potential on the surface is negative with respect to the plasma,
the electric field in the sheath region will point in the direction normal to the substrate.
When the potential on the surface is positive with respect to the plasma, the electric field
in the sheath region will point away from the substrate, towards the plasma. An illustration
of this can be seen in Figure 3.26. According to Coburn et. al., the positive bias applied to
an auxiliary electrode can only be up to the ionization potential of the discharge gas. Thus,
attempting to bias the sample greater than + 24.5874 (the ionization potential of helium),
would result in driving the plasma potential further positive [41].
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Figure 3.25: A diagram of the plasma potential measured versus auxiliary electrode voltage.
The effective bias seen by the plasma is the bias potential minus the plasma potential. From
this, one can see that it is possible to only bias an auxiliary electrode in the plasma to that
of the ionization potential of the discharge gas. Image from Coburn et. al. [50].
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.26: An illustration showing the direction of the electric field in the plasma sheath
region for a negative and positive surface with respect to the plasma potential. The dashed
line indicates the edge of the plasma region and the beginning of the plasma sheath. For
illustrative purposes, the pre-sheath has been ignored.
The above formulation relies on the assumption that Vplasma - Vwall is  Te. As it
turns out, this assumption can not be made throughout the sheath and is only valid at the
sheath/pre-sheath boundary. Thus, an updated sheath model is shown in the next section.
3.1.5 More Applicable Plasma Sheath Electric Field Model
In order to calculate a more appropriate sheath model, one starts from Poisson’s equation
with three assumptions. The first assumption is that electron density in the sheath is zero,
ne = 0. The second assumption is that the ion density, ni, varies in the sheath from the
potential variation, and that the energy of ions are zero at the plasma/sheath boundary,
x=0. One begins by writing Poisson’s equation [51]:
∇2V = −ρ
0
. (3.29)
Then,
∇2V = −eni
0
, (3.30)
applying the assumption that ne =0 in the plasma sheath. ‘e’ here is introduced as elemen-
tary charge. Ion density variation in the plasma sheath varies according to [43]:
ni(x) =
Ji,0
e
(
−2e · V
mi
)−1/2
, (3.31)
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where Ji,0 is the constant ion current and mi is the ion mass. In one dimension, the above
equation reduces to:
d2V
dx2
= −Ji,0
0
(
−2e · V
mi
)−1/2
. (3.32)
Multiplying both sides by dV
dx
, on obtains:
dV
dx
(
d
dx
(
dV
dx
))
=
dV
dx
a√
V
, (3.33)
where
a = −Ji,0
0
√
mi
2e
. (3.34)
It is convenient now to note that:
d
dx
(
dV
dx
)2
= 2
dV
dx
(
d
dx
(
dV
dx
))
, (3.35)
and
d
dx
(
a
√
V
)
=
a
2
√
V
dV
dx
. (3.36)
Applying the above two substitutions to equation 3.33 and integrating both sides, one ob-
tains: ∫ x
0
d
dx
(
dV
dx
)2
=
∫ x
0
4
d
dx
(
a
√
V
)
. (3.37)
Integrating the above equation and utilizing that ion energy is zero at the sheath boundary,
one obtains: (
dV
dx
)2
=
4Ji,0
0
√
mi
2e
√
V . (3.38)
Taking the square root of each side, one obtains:
dV
dx
= 2
(
Ji,0
0
)1/2(
2e
mi
)−1/4
(|V |)1/4 · sign(V ). (3.39)
One could continue on to calculate the potential versus location in the plasma sheath, how-
ever, knowing that E = −dV
dx
, the electric field in the plasma sheath has been derived without
making the assumption that Vplasma - Vwall is  Te. The electric field in the plasma sheath
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region is thus:
E = −2
(
Ji,0
0
)1/2(
2e
mi
)−1/4
(|V |)1/4 · sign(V ). (3.40)
One note of clarity in equation 3.40 is needed. The value of potential, V, used in equation 3.40
has absolute value signs around it due to the raising of V to the 1/4 power. As shown in
the previous section, the value of potential, V, used will still be Vwall,bias - Vplasma. The term
sign(V) is used to denote the direction of the electric field. When the electric field points
from the plasma into the surface (when V in equation 3.40 is negative), this is considered a
positive electric field. When the electric field points from the surface into the plasma (when
V in equation 3.40 is positive), this is considered a negative electric field.
One conclusion apparent from the result derived in equation 3.40 is that the electric field
does not depend on the location within the sheath. Thus, the electric field is considered
constant throughout the plasma sheath. For the case of floating potential, the initial sheath
model yields a value of electric field of 1.55x105 V/m while the more applicable sheath model
yields an electric field of 3.76x104 V/m. The initial sheath model presented in the previous
section is a factor of 4.12 larger than the sheath model presented in this section. As the
assumption in the initial model,Vplasma - Vwall is Te, is not valid everywhere in the sheath,
the electric field calculated in this section will be the one used to calculate electric field in
the results of this work.
3.1.6 Electric Field Induced in Particles To Be Cleaned
The electric field directed into the surface encounters a perturbation when there is a particle
in the way. If the particle were a conductor, it would set up an internal field to cancel the
applied field from the plasma sheath due to the ability of mobile charge carriers to adjust in
the conductor [52]. However, the dielectric particle can only partially cancel the applied field.
To model the electric field inside the dielectric particle, one can solve Laplace’s equation for
the potential inside and outside of the sphere as a boundary layer problem. First, as the
test particle is spherical, one can write Laplace’s equation (∇2 = 0) in spherical coordinates
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[52]:
1
r2
δ
δr
(
r2
δV
δr
)
+
1
r2sin(θ)
δ
δθ
(
sin(θ)
δV
δθ
)
+
1
r2sin2(θ)
δ2V
δφ2
= 0, (3.41)
and if one assume azimuthal symmetry, then Laplace’s equation in spherical coordinates
reduces to:
1
r2
δ
δr
(
r2
δV
δr
)
+
1
r2sin(θ)
δ
δθ
(
sin(θ)
δV
δθ
)
= 0. (3.42)
The solution to the above partial differential equation can be written as a product:
V (r, θ) = R(r)Θ(θ). (3.43)
Plugging equation 3.43 into equation 3.42, one obtains:
1
R
d
dr
(
r2
dR
dr
)
+
1
Θsin(θ)
d
dθ
(
sin(θ)
dΘ
dθ
)
= 0. (3.44)
Since each of the terms in equation 3.44 do not have variables depending on the other term,
each term must be a constant, such that:
1
R
d
dr
(
r2
dR
dr
)
= l(l + 1), and (3.45)
1
Θsin(θ)
d
dθ
(
sin(θ)
dΘ
dθ
)
= −l(l + 1). (3.46)
The form of the constant upon separation is written with the solution in mind. There are
now two ordinary differential equations to solve, one for the radial component of the potential
and one for the angular component. The radial component has the general solution [52]:
R(r) = Arl +
B
rl+1
. (3.47)
The angular equation, however, is not as simple:
d
dθ
(
sin(θ)
dΘ
dθ
)
= −l(l + 1)Θsin(θ). (3.48)
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The solutions to equation 3.48 are Legendre polynomials in the variable cosθ [53]. This leads
to the general solution [52]:
V (r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0
(
Alr
l +
Bl
rl+1
)
Pl(cos(θ)). (3.49)
Applying the above result to a dielectric placed in a homogenous external electric field,
equation 3.49 is solved with the following boundary conditions:
Vin = Vout at r=R, (3.50)

δVin
δr
= 0
δVout
δr
at r=R, and (3.51)
Vout = −E0rcos(θ) for r R. (3.52)
For the application of the boundary conditions to the general solution in equation 3.49,
one can reference ‘Introduction to Electrodynamics by Griffiths’ [52]. The result of solving
equation 3.49 with the above boundary conditions yields:
~E =
3
r + 2
~E0. (3.53)
This result then shows that the electric field inside the particle is uniform and reduced in
magnitude compared to the original electric field, ~E0. A depiction of a dielectric particle in
a uniform external field can be seen in Figure 3.27.
3.2 Metastable Interaction With Surfaces
Metastable atoms and their interaction with surfaces have been studied for several differ-
ent purposes: metastable probes, metastable beam lithography, and their role in desorbing
gas species from surfaces [54, 55, 56]. There are two primary interactions that can occur
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Figure 3.27: This image shows the effect a dielectric particle has when immersed in a uni-
form external electric field. The dielectric material, having no free charges, polarizes in the
direction of the applied electric field, resulting in a uniform but decreased electric field in the
same direction as the external field. Image redrawn from ‘Introduction to Electrodynamics’
by Griffiths[52].
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when a metastable interacts with a surface; resonance ionization (RI) followed by Auger
neutralization (AN) on a conductor or Penning ionization (PI) which is also known as Auger
de-excitation (AD) on an insulator. When a metastable atom collides with an ordinary
metal, the 2s electron of the helium metastable tunnels into an empty level in the surface of
the metal forming a helium ion. This process is called resonance ionization. This helium ion
is then neutralized by an electron from the surface followed simultaneously by the emission
of another surface electron. This process is called Auger neutralization [57].
However, on an insulator, resonance ionization is suppressed because the 2s level of
the helium metastable falls within the energy gap of the insulator. Thus, as the helium
metastable interacts with the surface, an electron from an occupied orbital from the surface
will transfer to the helium metastable with the subsequent ejection of the 2s electron [57].
The two interactions of the helium metastable with a surface can be seen in Figure 3.28.
In a study by Kurahashi et. al [58]. examining desorbtion of hydrogen from a surface,
they conclude that if the helium metastable extracts a bonding electron from the hydrogen-
surface bond, the bond becomes weaker. As the bond becomes weaker, the equilibrium bond
distance lengthens. This weakening and lengthening of the bond changes the potential of
the hydrogen-surface bond and the hydrogen can desorb from the surface [58]. A similar
method is theorized to be the cause for the helium metastable cleaning of organic material.
3.3 Metastable Probe Theory
In order to compare theoretical modeling with experimental results, it is necessary to mea-
sure the helium metastable density. Whereas optical electron spectroscopy can identify the
transitions into the metastable state, it does not account for atoms excited to the metastable
state from the ground state and thus can not accurately depict the helium metastable den-
sity. It has been shown that a metastable probe can be used to measure the number of
metastables in the plasma [54, 59]. The metastable probe works by shielding the plasma
from a collector. The outer shield, as seen in Figure 3.29 is biased positive to repel ions
from the plasma. The inner shield is biased negative to shield electrons. When a metastable
impinges on the collector and undergoes Auger de-excitation, the probe collects the cur-
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Figure 3.28: A diagram for the energy transfer of metastable atoms to surfaces. (a) Penning
ionization (PI) or Auger de-excitation (AD) on an insulator. (b) Resonance ionization on a
metal. (c) Auger-neutralization on a metal. Image from Ueno et. al[57].
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Figure 3.29: The theoretical workings of a probe to measure the metastable density of a
plasma. Image from Miura et. al.[54].
rent due to electron emission and can be turned into the density of metastable atoms. The
construction of a similar type metastable probe as described above that would effectively
screen the high density plasma created by the PACE helicon plasma source will be valuable
in correlating experimental data with theoretical modeling of the helium metastable density
in the plasma. The construction of this probe is detailed in section 4.10.2.
In order to quantify data collected by the metastable probe, the following set of equations
relating the collected current to the secondary electrons created by the Auger De-Excitation
are used [54]:
I = eyΓHe∗A =
1
4
yenHe∗νHe∗A, (3.54)
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Figure 3.30: Experimental results collected by Mirua using the metastable probe shown in
Figure 3.29. Image from Miura et. al.[54].
where y is the secondary electron yield of the collector material, nHe∗ is the metastable
density, νHe∗ is the mean kinetic velocity of the metastable atoms, and A is the inner probe
area. As seen in Figure 3.30, as the inner probe is swept in potential, different amounts
of current are collected by the collector for various outer probe potentials. As shown in
Figure 3.30, as the outer probe potential is increased (in the case of the figure from the
literature from 0V to +40V), the collected current by the inner probe decreases for the
negatively biased inner collector. This shows that as the positive bias is increased, more
ions are being repelled by the outer probe bias, thus reducing the inner probe to the value
of the electrons collected from the secondary electron emission of the helium metastables
undergoing Auger de-excitation.
This method for measuring the metastable density is not without error. According to
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Table 3.1: A table comparing the transitions, associated wavelengths, and transition proba-
bilities for selected levels in the helium atom where Aki is the transition probability between
the two energy levels, Ji and Jk are the total angular momentum of the two states, and gi -
gk are the degeneracy [60] [61].
Transition Wavelength Energy Aki Relative Ji - Jk gi - gk
k → i [nm] [eV] [108 s−1] Intensity
21P → 11S 58.4 21.23 17.99 1000 0-1 1-3
31P → 11S 53.7 23.09 5.66 400 0-1 1-3
21P → 21S 2058.1 0.602 0.01976 1000 0-1 1-3
31P → 21S 501.6 2.47 0.1338 100 0-1 1-3
23P → 23S 1083.0 1.14 0.1022 1000 1-1 3-3
23P → 23S 1083.0 1.14 0.1022 2000 1-2 3-5
33P → 23S 388.9 3.19 0.09478 500 1-1 3-3
33P → 23S 388.9 3.19 0.09478 500 1-2 3-5
Miura et. al [54]., the largest source of error is from secondary electrons produced from
the photoelectric effect, however, this depends on the geometry of the source relative to the
detector as well as the operating conditions of the plasma. The effect that the UV light from
the PACE chamber has on the metastable detector is described below. As seen in Table 3.1,
the high energy photons come from transitions between the singlet 2p state and the helium
ground state and the singlet 3p state and the helium ground state. Higher order transitions
from the singlet 4p and singlet 5p states also have high energy photons, however, they are
not considered here as they are not considered in the metastable density model developed in
section 3.1.2. The density of 2p and 3p states are expected to be significantly higher than
the 4p and 5p states.
The PACE chamber, described in chapter 4, is a remote helicon plasma source. The
helicon antenna wraps around a quartz bell jar attached to the top of the chamber. Thus,
most of the excitations occur in the region of the bell jar, with plasma flowing downwards
into the chamber. Thus, it would be expected that this region, the region actively being
excited, would contain the most of the 2p singlet and 3p singlet levels in the plasma. Thus,
UV light generated from these states transitioning to ground would have to travel through
the plasma column (which is mostly neutrals) to the sample surface. Thus, it is important
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to consider the transparency of the column of helium gas separating the region of active
excitation to the sample surface.
The transparency of the helium plasma column can be analyzed by looking at the optical
depth of the helium transitions to the ground state from the intermediate excited levels.
Shown in Figure 3.31, is a graph of the optical depth versus the column density of helium
gas from Sasaki et. al. [38]. Optical depth is essentially a measure of the opacity of a
medium and is related by the Beer-Lambert relationship [62]:
I
I0
= e−τ , (3.55)
where τ is termed the optical depth, I is the intensity of light passing through the column,
and I0 is the initial intensity. In order to determine the value of τ from Figure 3.31, the
value of nHex L needs to be determined. For the processing plasma used in this investigation
at 10 ± 0.2 mTorr, the density of He gas is 3.3x1014 ± 7x1013cm−3. The path length from
the bottom of the helicon antenna/bell jar assembly (the region of active excitation) to the
top of the sample holder is approximately 46 cm. Thus, nHex L is 1.52x10
16±3.2x1015cm−2.
From Figure 3.31, one can see that the scale stops at 1015cm−2, however, even evaluating
equation 3.55 at a value of 20 (the maximum value on Figure 3.31), the transmission of the
helium plasma to the resonance lines mentioned is in the range of 2x10−9 range. Thus, even
assuming excitations occur below the helicon antenna up to 10 cm away from the sample,
this relates to about an optical depth of 6 for the 52.2 nm line, relating to a transmission
of approximately 2.5x10−2. From this, it is determined that the high energy UV from the
2p singlet, 3p singlet, and even the 4p singlet transitions to the ground state and their
interactions with the metastable detector and even the samples being cleaned are negligible.
3.3.1 Geometrical Constant
Due to the high density (≈ 1x1016m−3) of the plasma and in order to not perturb the
plasma to the point of modifying its electronic properties due to the measurements made
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Figure 3.31: A graph showing the optical depth and optical escape factor for the resonance
lines of 58.4 nm, 53.7 nm, and 52.2 nm in a helium gas at a temperature of 300 K. Image
from Sasaki et. al [38].
using the metastable probe (as explained later in chapter 4), there is a grounded mesh over
the probe with solid walls. The details of this setup are shown later in Figure 4.21. This
creates a ‘shadowing’ effect on the detector since neutrals which would normally hit the
detector at an angle will be blocked by the sidewall. A simple diagram of this can be seen in
Figure 3.32. Thus, a relation to account for the neutrals blocked by the sidewall compared
to the neutrals allowed to hit the detector due to the geometry is needed. Following the
derivation first completed by Juliano and adapted from Meng, a geometrical factor ‘G’ can
be written which is a relation of solid angles seen by the detector, such as [63, 64]:
G =
∫ R
0
∫ 2pi
0
∫ r
0
∫ 2pi
0
l
(l2+r2l −2rtrbcos(θb)+r2b )
3
2
rtdθtdrtrbdθbdrb
2pi · pir2 , (3.56)
where l is the distance between the top of the metastable probe collector and the top of the
surrounding solid wall, R is the radius of the surrounding solid wall, and r is the radius of
the metastable probe collector. (rt, θt) is a point in cylindrical coordinates on the top of the
surrounding wall, and (rb, θb) is a point on the metastable probe collector. For the particular
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Figure 3.32: A figure showing the relation between an allowed neutral versus a blocked
neutral due to the solid sidewall surrounding the metastable detector. This figure shows the
necessity to consider the geometrical factor of equation 3.56.
geometry used for this investigation, l = 0.5 inches, rb = 0.0625 inches, and rt = 1.75 inches.
This yields a geometrical factor, G, of 0.73. Thus, measured helium metastable density is
related to actual helium metastable density by:
0.73 ·NHe*,actual = NHe*,measured. (3.57)
3.4 Langmuir Probe Theory
The Langmuir probe is actually a simple diagnostic tool in terms of design and use for taking
measurements of plasmas. In its simplest form, it is the equivalent of sticking a wire into the
plasma and seeing how much current is drawn and what potential the wire is at. However,
with an elaborate method of sweeping the potential on the probe, one can collect current for
different voltages that form an I-V trace as shown below in Figure 3.33. Figure 3.33 shows
a traditional IV trace. In Figure 3.33, it is important to note the locations marked Vf , Vp,
and the traces labeled Ielectron (electron current), ITotal (total current), and Iion (ion current).
The point labeled Vf is called the floating potential, which is defined as the potential at
which the probe collects equal numbers of ions and electrons and thus draws no current. The
point labeled Vp is called plasma potential, which is defined as the potential at which all ions
are repelled from the probe because they are ‘cold’ and do not contain significant energy
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to overcome the positive potential to reach the probe. As mentioned above, the Langmuir
probe collets both ion current and electron current while taking measurements depending
on the voltage applied to the probe tip. The left hand most region of Figure 3.33 (when the
potential applied to the probe is most negative) is the ion saturation region. This region
is where the probe is sufficiently biased negative with respect to the plasma so that the
only current that is drawn by the probe is composed of ions. The right hand most region
of Figure 3.33 (when the potential applied to the probe is most positive) is the electron
saturation region. This region is where the probe is sufficiently biased positive with respect
to the plasma so that the only current that is drawn by the probe is composed of electrons.
With these different regions defined and the approximately linear region between those two
points (labeled electron retardation), the actual plasma parameters described above can be
determined via Langmuir probe theory [51].
The Langmuir probe data collected for this investigation was analyzed via a code (written
by the author and presented in Appendix A) based on elementary equations relating to
plasma physics to determine the plasma parameters of interest. The following is a brief
synopsis of the main equations needed for Langmuir probe analysis, with more detail being
found in ‘Electronic Probes For Low Temperature Plasmas’ by Ruzic [51].
When considering a plasma, the most fundamental equation that is necessary to deter-
mine length scales in a plasma is the Debye length equation. The Debye length is a quantity
relating to the quasi-neutrality of the plasma that states that the ion and electron density
can be dissimilar only over distances on the order of the Debye length [43]. However, when
perturbations are introduced into the system, such as the wall of a vacuum chamber since
an infinite medium does not truly exist, or when placing a probe into the system, the ion
and electron densities are dissimilar. Thus, the Debye length is a critical length scale in
determining the thickness of the sheath around the probe so that an accurate numerical
representation of the probe data can be given. The Debye length is given as [51]:
λD =
√
kTe0
neq2
, (3.58)
where k is Boltzman’s constant, 0 is the permittivity of free space, ne is the electron density
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Figure 3.33: A graph showing the different regions of current collected by the Langmuir
probe. Image adapted from Ruzic [51].
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Table 3.2: The typical densities and temperatures for some common plasmas analyzed with
Langmuir probes. These values provide a starting point for the values used in the code [51].
Type of Plasma Electron Density [m−3] Electron Temperature [eV]
Flame 1014 0.2
Fluorescent Lights 1018 4.0
DC Glow Discharge 1016 2.0
Magnetron 1016 8.0
RF Parallel Plate Discharge 1017 4.0
ECR or Helicon 1018 5.0
Plasma Arc 1021 0.1
in units of m−3, and q is introduced as an elementary charge so that the units of the electron
temperature, Te, can be used in electron volts. As a simplification, when the units are
applied in S.I. units for the constants, the equation for the Debye length reduces to:
λD[m] = 7430
√
Te
ne
, (3.59)
and when the units in equation 3.59 for Te are applied in eV and for ne are applied in m
−3,
the units for λD is in meters. As a starting point for the code operation, the electron density
needs to be approximated from the type of plasma input from the user. Table 3.2 gives some
typical values for plasmas.
The plasma type (required in the input from data listed in Table 3.2 is required to provide
a starting point for the code for initial electron temperature and density. This value is then
re-examined based on the I-V data or iterated through plasma theory to determine an exact
value. Also required are the dimensions of the probe tip, the gas type used, and the pressure
at which the Langmuir probe traces were taken. These values are used to determine which
‘regime’ the plasma is in around the probe tip, they are [51]:
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collisionless thin sheath 4λD < rp < λ0 (3.60)
collisionless thick sheath rp < 4λD < λ0 (3.61)
collisional thin sheath λ0 < 4λD < rp (3.62)
collisional thick sheath λ0 < rp < 4λD. (3.63)
The next value of interest as a length scale in the plasma is the mean-free path of an
electron. The mean free path is determine by:
λ0 =
0.061
P (mTorr)
. (3.64)
Now that the mean-free path as well as the Debye length can be determined, the specific
regimes of the sheath around the probe that directly affect the equations to be used in
Langmuir probe theory can be determined in equations 3.60 through equation 3.63.
The Langmuir probe records the total current (electron and ion) together when recorded
on an oscilloscope as shown in the sample IV trace shown in Figure 3.34. In order to complete
a Langmuir probe analysis, one needs to be able to separate the electron and ion current as
different information is gained from the specific values of each. Thus, by equations given in
the literature, the ion current is [51]:
Ii =
1
4
qn
√
8kTe
pimi
Aprobe
√
pi
2
√
q(Vplasma − Vprobe)
kTe
. (3.65)
The equation give in equation 3.65, one can see that the form of Ii represents a horizontal
parabola opening to the left with a zero defined at Vplasma. At values greater than Vplasma
the function is not defined which holds with theory that as the probe is biased significantly
positive with respect to the plasma, electrons will flow to the probe tip effortlessly while ions
will be repelled since they lack significant energy to overcome the sheath potential around
the probe. Thus, with the Langmuir probe data being analyzed, one can fit a parabola to
the current graph by knowing the value of Vplasma as well as a point in the ion saturation
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region.
To determine Vplasma, one can take the derivative of the current-voltage graph with
respect to voltage as shown in Figure 3.35. The minimum value of this derivative represents
the inflection point at Vplasma where one enters the electron saturation region. After fitting
a function to the ion current, this function can be used with voltages lower than the plasma
potential to subtract the ion current from the total current. At this point, it is relatively
easy to determine the floating potential, as it is the point where net current drawn by the
probe is zero as ion and electron currents are equal. The floating potential will be needed
to calculate the electron temperature.
The next plasma parameter that is easily obtainable from the I-V trace is the value of
the electron temperature. The electron temperature is defined as [51]:
Ie(Vprobe) = Ie,saturationExp
[−q(Vplasma − Vprobe)
kTe
]
. (3.66)
By taking the natural log of equation 3.66, one obtains the following relation:
ln(Ie(V )) =
−q
kTe
(Vplasma − V ) + ln(|Ie,saturation|). (3.67)
Note how equation 3.67 follows a y=mx+b format for a straight line. By taking the natural
log of the electron current and graphing it versus voltage from the I-V trace, one can fit a
straight line to the linear region between Vfloating and Vplasma. Thus,
−1
m
, which is the inverse
slope of the equation of best fit of this linear region will yield the electron temperature.
To determine electron density, the regime of the sheath around the probe tip is critical.
Specific forms of the equations relating to electron density hold are used depending on the
regime of the sheath one is in due to certain approximations on the expected results. Full
derivations and background on the approximations can be found in ‘Electric Probes For
Low Temperature Plasmas’ by Ruzic [51]. If the size of the sheath, which is approximately 4
Debye lengths, is less than the probe radius, then it is called a thin sheath. If the size of the
sheath is greater than the probe radius, it is called a thick sheath. The next determination
that can be made about the sheath is whether it is collision-less or collisional. A collisional
sheath is one in which the size of the sheath is less than the mean-free-path for electron-
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neutral collisions. A collision-less sheath then is one in which the size of the sheath is greater
than the mean-free-path for electron-neutral collisions, thus resulting in no collisions [51].
One has control over the regime they are taking Langmuir probe data in because the radius
of the probe is determined by the experimenter and can be tailored to fit a certain regime.
The easiest regime to analyze Langmuir probe data in is the collision-less thin sheath.
The electron density is specifically solved for and is shown in equation 3.68.
ne
[
m−3
]
= 1.05x1015
√
µ(amu)
Te(eV)
Ii,saturation(amps)
Aprobe(m2)
. (3.68)
This regime, with a known value for electron temperature, is easily solved for the electron
density within the plasma. If the regime is not collision-less thin, then an iterative method
is used called the Laframboise method [51].
The Laframboise method is the result of numerically solving Poisson’s equation, assuming
a Maxwellian distribution of electrons, for various ratios of the probe radius and the Debye
length. There is not an analytic solution available via this method, however numeric values
are obtainable. The Laframboise plot is shown in Figure 3.36, where the horizontal axis is a
dimensionless value that represents how far below plasma potential the point at which the
ion saturation current is being determined. The vertical axis is a dimensionless parameter
that is multiplied by the geometric probe area to give an effective ion collection area. Thus,
X∗p =
q(Vplasma − Vion saturation)
kTe
(3.69)
and
ne
[
m−3
]
= 1.6x1015
√
µ(amu)
Te(eV)
Ii,saturation(amps)
Aprobe(m2)j∗i
. (3.70)
To use this method, one needs to pick a value of j∗i . If the regime is close to the thick sheath
case, chose from the rp
λD
=0 line, if the regime is close to the thin sheath case, chose from
the rp
λD
=100 line. Any value within the range would work, however picking a solution close
to the actual solution allows the iterative process to converge quicker. After a value of j∗i
is selected, one can calculate a value of ne. After the value of ne is determined, one can
recalculate a new value for λD, re-evaluate the
rp
λD
value, and continue iterative. One has to
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Figure 3.34: A sample IV trace.
set a convergence limit to determine when to stop iterating.
Plots showing the linear fit to the electron retardation region and an analyzed IV trace
from the Langmuir probe code are shown in Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38.
3.5 Sputtering of Material
Sputtering yields for incident ions on a variety of surfaces can be determined through sim-
ulation via SRIM/TRIM [65]. Figure 3.39 shows the results of this simulation, and specific
sputtering yields for 70 eV helium ions are given in Table 3.3 for various materials .
The ion current being drawn through the sample is measured to be 1.6 mA ·cm−2. The
sputtering rate is determined by:
erosion rate = Y Γi
1
Nmaterial
, (3.71)
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Figure 3.35: DI/DV trace
Table 3.3: A comparison between the sputtering yields for 70 eV helium ions. ρ is the mass
density of the material and Nmaterial is the number density of the material. Yields simulated
from SRIM/TRIM [65].
Material ρ[ g
cm3
] Nmaterial[
#
cm3
] Y [#/ion]
PSL 1.05 9.73x1022 0.048
Al2O3 4 1.18x10
23 0.098
Si3N4 3.2 9.59x10
22 0.103
Carbon 1.60 8.02x1022 0.081
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Figure 3.36: The Laframboise plot. The horizontal axis is a dimensionless parameter relating
the point in ion saturation to the plasma potential compared to the electron temperature.
The vertical axis is the correction factor that is multiplied by the geometric area of the probe
to give an effective collection area. Several curves depending on the ratio of the probe radius
to the Debye length are given. Image from Ruzic [51].
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Figure 3.37: Linear fit for the determination of electron temperature.
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Figure 3.38: An analyzed IV trace.
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Figure 3.39: A comparison between sputtering yields for a variety of particles of interest.
Yields simulated from SRIM/TRIM [65].
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Table 3.4: A comparison between the erosion rate for different materials sputtered by 70 eV
helium ions and the total amount removed in 10 minutes of processing with a pulsed bias
between +10 and -70 volts at 100 Hz with 90 % duty cycle.
Material erosion rate [nm
s
] Removal [nm]
PSL 0.049 2.94
Al2O3 0.083 4.98
Si3N4 0.107 6.42
Carbon 0.101 6.06
where Y is the sputtering yield, Γi is the ion flux, and Nmaterial is the number density of the
particle to be sputtered. The ion flux is given by:
1.6x10−3
Amp
cm2
· 1 Coul
Amp · s ·
1
1.6x10−19
ion
Coul
= 1x1016
ions
cm2 s
. (3.72)
For PSL, the erosion rate becomes:
erosion rate = 0.048
#
ion
· 1x1016 ions
cm2 s
· 1
9.73x1022
cm3
#
= 0.049
nm
s
. (3.73)
The erosion rate for each material is given in Table 3.4. The total amount of material
sputtered is thus dependent on the time that the material is subjected to the ion flux. Thus,
for the parameters of the current technique when the process is run for 10 minutes at a bias
between +10 and -70 volts at 100 Hz with 90 % duty cycle, the total removal of material is
given by:
Removal = 600 seconds · (0.1) · 0.049 nm
second
= 2.94 nm , (3.74)
where Eq. 3.74 was completed for PSL’s.
Also, the proposed removal is not sputtering from the data shown in Figure 3.3. When
a positive bias is applied to the sample, ions are repelled. If the mechanism is sputtering,
the removal rate should decrease or fall to the background level of which helium metastables
alone would clean the contamination when a positive bias is applied.
Also of note when sputtering hydrocarbons is the dehydrogenation of the surface due to
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the energetic ions. In a study by Bruce et. al., a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of
100 eV Ar ions incident on a polystyrene surface yielded a densified layer of carbon of 1.61
nm on the surface of the polystyrene because the hydrogen is liberated due to the 100 eV
Ar ions while the carbon remains as shown in Figure 3.40 [66]. This film densification thus
reduces the surface to a carbon layer which subsequently becomes difficult to sputter and
thus the rate of removal of the hydrocarbon decreases. Helium is smaller in mass compared
to Argon, so the ability of a helium ion to dehydrogenate a surface compared to Argon is
likely to be greater as the helium ion and hydrogen are more similar in size compared to an
argon ion and hydrogen.
According to ‘Plasma Deposition, Treatment, and Etching of Polymers’ by d’Agostino,
ion bombardment on polymer etching are always observed to increase in the presence of
energetic ion bombardment [6]. This, however, is in relation to typical etchant combinations
such as etching using Os and CF4 plasmas. As will be shown in chapter 5, higher removal
rates are seen in the absence of high energy ion bombardment when using helium metastables
to removal the polymer particle.
3.6 Surface Modeling
The test surface of interest for this investigation is polystyrene, representing a hydrocarbon
type contamination. When styrene is polymerized in an aqueous solution (for instance
through emulsion polymerization) and then dispersed as stable micro-particles in an aqueous
medium, it is referred to as polystyrene latex (PSL) [10]. The dispersion of the polystyrene
in an aqueous solution is more convenient to work with compared to a dry powder in terms of
depositing the particles onto the test samples as described in section 4.6. Styrene, as shown
in Figure 3.41a is essentially CH bonded to a benzene ring with a double bonded CH2 off to
the side. As it undergoes polymerization as shown in Figure 3.41b,the individual styrenes are
linked together to form a polymer chain [67]. Of note is the orientation of the polystyrene
from the polymerization process. When all of the styrenes are on the same side of the
macromolecule’s carbon backbone, the polystyrene is referred to as isotactic polystyrene,
and when they are alternating on either side of the carbon backbone, this is referred to
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Figure 3.40: Results of a molecular dynamics simulation of 100 eV Ar ions hitting a
polystyrene surface. Hydrogen is removed from the surface due to the high ion energy
and a densified carbon layer remains on the surface of the hydrocarbon. Helium is smaller
in mass compared to Argon, so the ability of a helium ion to dehydrogenate a surface com-
pared to Argon is likely to be greater as the helium ion and hydrogen are more similar in
size compared to an argon ion and hydrogen. Image from Bruce et. al [66].
as syndiotactic polystyrene [10, 68]. A syndiotactic polystyrene is shown in Figure 3.42.
The nanoparticles suspended in aqueous solution purchased from Duke Scientific have an
atactic orientation [69]. Atactic polystyrene has no particular order for the placement of the
styrenes on the carbon backbone. Due to the random orientations of the styrenes in atactic
polystyrene, this would create an amorphous material [70]. The irregular structure of atactic
polymers does not allow for stacking in a regular fashion, as is the case with isotactic and
syndiotactic polymers. For more information regarding the structure of polymers, the reader
is referred to ‘Textbook Of Polymer Science’ by Billmeyer [68].
3.6.1 Plasma-Polymer Interaction
As previously mentioned, plasmas contain several components such as light, neutrals, metasta-
bles, electrons, and ions. The plasma contains light in the infrared spectrum, ultra-violet
spectrum, and visible spectrum. When considering a polymer and its interaction with light,
visible light is weakly absorbed while infrared is strongly absorbed. The visible light ab-
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(a) Styrene (b) Styrene polymerisation
Figure 3.41: (a) the styrene molecule and (b) the polymerization of styrene into isotactic
polystyrene. Images from the public domain, obtained through wikipedia public domain,
verified from literature reference [11].
Figure 3.42: A view of syndiotactic polystyrene. The darker circles represent the carbon
atoms and the lighter circles represent the hydrogen atoms. The alternating nature of the
benzene rings on either side of the carbon backbone makes this syndiotactic polystyrene [10].
Image from wikipedia public domain, verified from literature reference [10].
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sorption does not lead to an effect on the polymer whereas the infrared light is dissipated
through thermal reactions thus heating the surface. The ultraviolet light creates polymer
free radicals which are active sites which can react with gas components of the plasma [71].
Ultraviolet radiation has been demonstrated to have long-range effects in polymeric mate-
rials with modifications evident to a depth of several micron [72]. However, as noted in
section 3.3, the UV light generated in the PACE chamber is absorbed in the helium gas
before reaching the sample. In chapter 5, experimental results targeted at just using UV
light will be presented that show negligible cleaning through the use of UV light alone.
While electrons play an important role in the plasma itself, they play a secondary role
in interaction with the polymer. The mean free path of electrons near zero kinetic energy is
on the order of hundreds of angstroms in polymers [72]. The transport of electrons from the
surface of polystyrene into the bulk can be characterized as a trap-modified, space-charge
limited process. Shallow traps determine the effective carrier mobility and the deep traps
determine the penetration range of the electrons into the polymer [72].
Neutrals, on the other hand, have four interactions with a polymer surface: kinetic,
vibrational, dissociational (free radicals) and excitation (metastables). The kinetic and
vibrational interactions of neutrals and polymers end up heating the solid without an oxygen
environment. For polymers, the metastable energy is generally larger than the polymer
dissociation energy and tends to produce polymer free radicals [71]. The depth ‘d’ over
which direct energy transfer processes such as the metastable interaction with the surface
are important are a function of the physical properties of the sustaining gas. In a krypton
discharge, this interaction is limited to approximately 1 monolayer . In a helium discharge,
the interaction can be up to approximately 3 monolayers [72].
Ion interactions with the polymer surface at high energy lead to sputtering as mentioned
in section 3.5 and upon increasing to higher energies, leads to film densification by the
removal of hydrogen from the surface as in Figure 3.40. In this investigation, ion energies
are reduced to that of the sheath potential and are not considered of significant energy to
lead to sputtering or film densification or completely repelled during positively biasing a
sample greater than plasma potential.
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Table 3.5: A comparison of the mobilities of holes and electrons in polystyrenea and siliconb
[72]a [73]b.
carrier type Material Mobility
[
cm2
V olt·s
]
Temperature [◦C]
hole Polystyrene 1.0x10−6 20
electron Polystyrene 0.8x10−10 to 1x10−10 50
electron Polystyrene 4x10−10 70
electron Polystyrene 2x10−9 90
hole Silicon 4.8x102 27
electron Silicon 1.35x103 27
3.6.2 Hole Movement in Particles
As mentioned, electrons play a secondary role in interaction with the polymer. Holes, on
the other hand, are important for the electrical properties of the material. In polystyrene,
mobile holes are considered the main carrier. In terms of the mobility of both holes and
electrons in polystyrene, holes are approximately three or four orders of magnitude more
mobile than electrons as shown in Table 3.5.
The electrical conductivity of materials spans a wide range as discussed in section 1.8.
Electrical conductivity is given as [9]:
σ = qnµ
siemens
meter
, (3.75)
where q is the charge of the carrier, n is the concentration of the carrier, and µ is the
drift mobility of the carrier [9]. According to ‘Modern Styrenic Polymers’ by Scheirs, the
conductivity of atactic polystyrene is less than 10−14 siemens per meter [74]. Using the value
for hole mobility in Table 3.5, this equations to a intrinsic hole concentration of 6.2x1014m−3.
As a comparison, the intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon is 1.01x1016m−3 [75]. While
the possibility for conduction is possible in polystyrene, the low carrier density and carrier
mobility makes conduction difficult.
Holes move in the particle being removed through diffusion and from the electric field
in the plasma sheath. This will be discussed further in the next section in relation to the
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removal mechanism.
3.7 Removal Mechanism Dependence
The chemical formula for polystyrene latex is C8H8. Thus, the surface is composed of
hydrocarbon bonds. Since helium metastables have an long life time and energy compared
with other electronic states, 4.2x103 s and 19.820 eV for the triplet state and 2.0x10−2
s and 20.616 eV for the singlet state [39], their interaction with a hydrocarbon surface
should be significant. As the helium metastable interacts with the surface and obtains a
bonding electron, subsequently ejecting its 2s electron, the helium metastable weakens the
surface. Theoretically, if enough helium metastables interact with a given bond, then a
surface atom such as the hydrogen in the polystyrene latex bond should be able to desorb as
the hydrogen does in the study by Kurahashi et. al [56]. However, carbon atoms would then
remain, effectively de-hydrogenating the surface and ending up with residual carbon similar
to the film densification described in section 3.5. Metastable states have sufficient energy to
dissociate polymers [71]. In terms of the removal of the polymer, several combining factors
are considered to lead to the removal of the material through degrading the material and
then subsequently removing it.
Degradation of polymers, meaning any change or decrease in polymer property, is typ-
ically attributed to light, heat, mechanical stresses, and chemical reactions [7]. One of the
paths for degradation is through backbone chain scission. Backbone chain scission can occur
via de-polymerization, random chain breakage, and weak-link or preferential-site degrada-
tion [7]. Thus, damaged areas such as those missing neighboring bonds, can lead to locations
where backbone chain scission can occur.
In de-polymerization, a monomer is split from an end group. This is similar to the
concept of polymerization in reverse. This is sometimes referred to as ‘unzipping’ of the
polymer [7]. Vinyl polymers, of which polystyrene is a member due to it’s makeup of
styrene which is known as a ‘vinyl benzene’, are subject to thermal degradation in air. This
process is a combustion process and produces water, CO2, and char along with numerous
other hydrocarbon products. However, in a oxygen-less environment, this combustion does
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not occur. Other applications of heat under controlled conditions can result in a ‘true’
de-polymerization, occurring via ‘unzipping’ [7]. In the current investigation of controlled
heating, removal and thus ‘unzipping’ has not be observed.
The removal of material from the surface of the particle can ultimately be linked to four
major areas, the hole movement in the particle, the desorbtion of material or loss due to
chain scission, electron bombardment of the surface, and the flux of metastable helium and
thus ‘holes’ to the surface being cleaned. Each of these aspects will be discusses in further
detail, below.
3.7.1 Dependence on Holes
As helium metastables interact with the surface they create ‘holes’ by removing electrons
as discussed in section 3.2. These holes in the material will move due to external electric
fields (drift current) and from concentration gradients (diffusion current). Mathematically,
this movement can be represented in terms of current density as:
Jp = Jp|drift + Jp|diffusion. (3.76)
Writing equation 3.76 in terms of conductivity and diffusion terms, one obtains:
Jp = qµpnp ~E − qDp∇np, (3.77)
where µp is the hole mobility, np is the hole density, ~E is the electric field, Dp is the diffusion
coefficient for holes, and∇np is the gradient in the hole density in the material. The diffusion
coefficient for holes is determined by the Einstein relation [75]:
µp = Dp
q
kbT
. (3.78)
Thus, the diffusion coefficient is:
Dp
[
cm2
s
]
=
kbT
q
µp. (3.79)
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If the temperature kbT is applied in units of electron volts, and mobility applied in
cm2
volt·s ,
then the diffusion coefficient is calculated from equation 3.79 in units of cm
2
s
. The diffusion
coefficient calculated at 20 ◦C for holes in polystyrene is calculated as 2.52x10−8 cm
2
s
. One can
see that the diffusion current will be low compared to the drift current, and thus diffusion
current will be assumed negligible.
If the electric field in the plasma sheath, and thus the reduced electric field seen in
the dielectric particle, point from the plasma into the surface being cleaned, holes that are
formed at the surface due to helium metastable impacts will flow in the direction of the
electric field due to the drift current and go deeper into the material. If the electric field
in the plasma sheath points from the surface being cleaned to the plasma, holes that are
formed at the surface due to helium metastable impacts will feel a force keeping that at the
surface.
Holes that remain near the surface of the surface being cleaned will be more beneficial
for cleaning than holes that are driven further into the material. The holes that are near
the surface will prevent bonds from re-forming to the bulk material and allow for material
to desorb from the surface.
The electric field will be shown to have another effect, which is on the flux of electrons
to the surface.
3.7.2 Dependence on Electrons
Electron flux to the surface occurs even at large negative biases because electrons are as-
sumed in a distribution in the plasma [43]. Whereas impact by high-energy ions has already
been discussed in section 3.5 as it relates to film densification and have been presented as
not desired for a removal mechanism, electrons have not been discussed. It is shown in
section 3.6.2 that the mobility of electrons in polystyrene is much lower than the mobility
of electrons, however that does not mean that electrons do not play a critical role. As the
helium metastables interact with the surface of the contaminant and breaks bonds between
the atoms (creating holes) it is theorized that the flux of electrons from the plasma can keep
the broken bond from reforming. As any surface in the plasma will be subject to at least
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some portion of electron flux, they are a particle that can not be ignored. Removal results
will be shown in chapter 5 that shows that electron flux to the surface has an impact on the
removal results seen.
As the electric field in the plasma sheath is modified in direction from being directed
from the plasma to the surface under a negative wall potential with respect to the plasma
potential to the being directed from the surface to the plasma, electron flux to the surface
will increase due to this electric field. Thus, the electric field is seen to play two roles, first is
keeping hole density near the surface of the contaminant high and secondly, increasing the
flux of electrons to the surface.
3.7.3 Dependence on Desorbtion and Chain Scission
The removal rate dependence due to material desorbing from the surface of the particle after
bonds have been severed depends on the temperature of the surface, the material desorbing,
and the surface the material is desorbing from [76]. Desorbtion can be modeled as following
an Arrhenius behavior as [77, 6]:
Kd = K0exp
[−desorb
T
]
, (3.80)
where K0 is the attempt frequency for desorbtion, −desorb is the energy required for desorb-
tion, and T is the temperature of the surface desorbtion is occurring from. −desorb varies
for physisorbed and chemisorbed molecules. Typical values of physisorbed molecules is 0.01
to 0.25 V and 0.4 to 4 V for chemisorbed molecules [77]. K0 also varies from approximately
1014 to 1016s−1 for physisorbed molecules and 1013 to 1015s−1 for chemisorbed molecules
[77]. Removal due to desorbtion also depends on metastable flux to the surface as the speed
at which holes are introduced and thus the formation of adsorbed compounds is important.
The slower the formation of adsorbed compounds, the slower the overall cleaning rate.
Removal due to chain scission depends on the probability of a metastable creating a hole
at a bonding site on the carbon backbone. If chain scission occurs, then material severed is
free to leave the surface.
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3.7.4 Dependence on Helium Metastable Density
As discussed in the section on hole dependence and desorbtion/chain scission dependence,
the metastable density has an effect in both of these areas. Experimental evidence also
reveals that as the particle is being removed, the cleaning rate decreases. This leads to the
conclusion that the flux of helium metastables and thus holes to the surface being cleaned
will be important. Flux of helium metastable atoms will vary as [43]:
Γmetastable = nmetastablevmetastable, (3.81)
where nmetastable is the density of metastable helium ‘seen’ by the sample which is a compila-
tion of helium metastable production throughout the chamber, and vmetastable is the velocity
of the helium metastable. Since helium metastables are a neutral particle, they will have a
velocity based on the background temperature of the gas in the chamber.
The details outlined above vary depending on the composition of the absorbed molecules
after hole introduction by metastable helium, the contamination being cleaned, the electric
field in the particle caused by the sheath electric field from the plasma, as well as the
temperature of the particle during removal. Traditional etching models such as those carried
out for reactive ion etching have a specific species that is the etch product. However,
modeling the removal of the hydrocarbon particle in this study with the above formulations
would require knowledge of the probabilities of which CxHy compounds will be formed for
desorbtion as well as the probability of an incident helium metastable causing chain scission.
Whereas polystyrene latex particles are an ideal surface to investigate a cleaning technique
on, a calculation of removal rate is not very interesting considering they are not a real-
world particle. However, the trends observed in this investigation are relevant to real-world
hydrocarbon contamination. The main mechanisms analyzed above that are important to
removal result in an effective removal rate based on three factors that can be linked with
experimental data, their combined effect on removal rate being represented as:
Removal Rateeffective ∝ NmetastableTparticleEfieldΓe, (3.82)
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where Nmetastable is the density of the metastable helium at sample level, Tparticle is the
temperature of the particle surface, Efield is the electric field in the plasma sheath, and Γe is
the flux of electrons to the surface. In chapter 5, experimental evidence will be shown that
gives credence to the importance of the four variables in equation 3.82.
A preliminary summary of the removal mechanism does reveal that the four variables in
equation 3.82 should all be maximized in order to achieve the largest removal rate. Temper-
ature in this study has been a byproduct of the plasma interaction with the sample however,
metastable density, as shown earlier be modeled to predict what type of density one will
achieve. Also, as will be shown in Chapter 5, electric field is an easy variable to change that
has dramatic results.
The removal mechanism as discussed above has several components to it. The nature of
the plasma creating the helium metastables, the electric field from the plasma sheath and
how one can make modifications to yield larger removal results, avoiding surface densification
by avoiding high-energy ion impacts, and the temperature of the sample in order to remove
the byproducts from the surface are all important parameters that lead to removal. The
reason a helium plasma rich in helium metastable atoms compared to other plasmas removes
the hydrocarbon contamination in this investigation is largely attributed to the long lived
triplet helium metastable. As mentioned in section 3.6.1, the ability of a helium metastable
to interact with the hydrocarbon surface up to 3 monolayers deep as noted in the study by
Clark [72], allows for hole formation that is not readily recombined with electron flux from
the plasma. The hole production from the metastable impact leads to the removal by chain
scission and/or desorption of absorbates because of the broken bonds with the surrounding
material.
3.8 Summary Of Theory And Modeling
It is shown in chapter 3 that the metastable density production can be modeled through the
collisional-radiative model developed from the plasma parameter inputs of electron density,
ion density, electron temperature, and neutral density (pressure). Also shown is the source
of metastable helium atoms that contribute to the cleaning observed are a combination
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of those produced throughout the vertical plasma column scaled by the height above the
sample/detector level at which they are produced. Also, the electric field produced in the
plasma sheath with or without a biased surface can be modeled, with the induced electric field
in the insulating contaminant particle being in the same direction as the sheath electric field,
however reduced by a factor relating to the dielectric constant of the material. Metastable
helium atoms interact with the surface of the insulating contaminant particle through Auger
de-excitation, capturing an electron from the surface of interaction and subsequently ejecting
the higher-energy electron. This process essentially is a source of ‘holes’ in the bonding
structure of the material being cleaned.
Also shown are two methods for measuring the plasma used in the cleaning technique.
The first method is detection of the helium metastable atoms through a metastable probe
based on secondary electron emission and the second method being through traditional
Langmuir probe analysis of the plasma. Surface modeling is shown revealing the effect of
high-energy ion bombardment along with an overview on the polystyrene polymer used in this
investigation as well as typical polymer properties and some of their behavior characteristics
under plasma interaction.
In terms of the removal mechanism, it is shown that maximizing hole production and
density at the contaminant surface through helium metastable impacts and electric field
induced in the particle in addition to electron flux are the keys to the removal mechanism.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Plasma-Assisted Cleaning Experiment (PACE) Chamber
Overview
The PACE chamber consists of a 16.5 inch stainless steel main vacuum chamber with conflat
flanges on the two ends, three six-inch conflat flanges around the chamber and a ten inch
conflat flange. The ten inch conflat flange connects to a pneumatically operated gate valve
which separates the main chamber from the loadlock. The load lock allows for introduction
of the sample to be tested without having to vent the main chamber to atmosphere, allowing
for a cleaner processing environment in the main chamber. A drawing of the chamber can
be seen in Figure 4.1 as well as a cross section in Figure 4.2.
The chamber is equipped with a m=0 MØRI helicon plasma source and associated mag-
netics in the plasma source to aid in the production and confinement of the plasma source.
A diagram of the M0RI source can be seen in Figure 4.3.
A STEC-7330 mass flow controller allows for steady flows of processing gas into the main
chamber. Vacuum in the chamber is obtained by a combination of a Welch belt driven rough
pump and a 8 inch Pfeiffer TMU 521P turbo molecular pump to obtain a base pressure at
approximately 1x10−7 torr range. A range of processing pressures from 1 mtorr to 100 mtorr
can be achieved by throttling the turbo molecular pump with an 8 inch gate valve which can
also isolate the pump from the main chamber vacuum system. Pressure is measured in the
main chamber via the use of a Pfeiffer PKR 251 compact full range gauge. The inside of the
PACE chamber is composed of the sample holder and a gas inlet. The gas inlet is used to
allow source gas into the chamber. The sample holder is uniquely designed to accommodate
the large sample sizes. The sample holder system is composed of two parts, a stationary
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(b) (c)
Figure 4.1: A computer aided drawing and pictures of the PACE chamber in the Center for
Plasma Material Interactions at the University of Illinois Urbana Champaign. The PACE
system consists of two chambers, a sample transfer chamber, and a main chamber. All
dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 4.2: A cross sectional view of the main chamber where sample processing occurs. All
dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 4.3: A cut-a-way drawing of the M0RI 200 m=0 helicon plasma source.
component that remains fixed in the center of the PACE chamber and a removable slider
portion that the sample is mounted to and travels in and out of the chamber. The sample
holder system in PACE can hold a full six inch square photomask or six inch wafer. The
base portion of the sample holder is made out of aluminum that is completely anodized.
An inset metal plate connects through the bottom of the sample holder to a bias lead, with
the bias lead/holder connection covered with kapton tape and fiberglass tape. The slider
portion is also made of aluminum that was completely anodized and then had selective
regions of the anodization removed. The anodization on the entire backside of the slider
portion was removed so that it makes electrical contact with the inset metal plate on the
sample holder base. On the top side of the sample holder, four one inch by half inch sections
of the anodization has been removed under where the quartz plate sits (so no plasma can
reach these tabs). The quartz plate has four slots cut into it for bias leads to be passed
through the quartz. The bias leads attach to the sections previously described as well as to
the sample being cleaned. Four metal clips are attached to the four corners of the sample
holder with 1-72 socket cap screws to clamp the quartz plate to the slider. A diagram of the
slider portion of the sample holder can be seen in Figure 4.4.
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When a bias is applied to the sample holder, total current is measured either through the
use of a pico-ammeter or through the built in ammeter in the power supply. Experiments
conducted of the current drawn through a sample versus the four clips clamping the quartz
to the sample holder reveal that only approximately 51 ± 5% of the total current drawn
when biasing a 1-10 ohm-cm silicon wafer is conducted through the silicon wafer. Values
for the current draw during experiments discussed in chapter 5 are reported as total current
drawn by the sample holder clips and wafer.
The sample transfer chamber for the PACE system is comprised of a 5 way stainless steel
cross. Three of the flanges on the sample transfer chamber are 10 inch conflat flanges, and
two are 6 inch conflat flanges. One of the 10 inch conflat flanges couples the sample transfer
chamber to the main chamber, separated by a 10 inch pneumatically controlled gate valve.
The other two 10 inch conflat flanges are used to hold the sample transfer arm and a quick
access door with viewport for ease of venting and sample loading. This quick access door is
directly coupled to a class 100 laminar flow clean hood which is where sample preparation
takes place.
One of the 6 inch conflat flanges is used to attach a 6 inch V 300HT Macro Torr Varian
turbo molecular pump to the sample load lock chamber. This turbo molecular pump is
separated from the sample transfer chamber by a variable butterfly valve. The other 6 inch
conflat flange is mounted with a cluster flange that has three 2.75 inch conflat flanges on it.
This cluster flange is mounted with a vent valve to bring the chamber up to atmospheric
pressure to open the quick access door, a port for bringing the chamber down to rough
vacuum, and a port for a Pfeiffer PKR 251 compact full range gauge.
4.2 Differentially Pumped Residual Gas Analyzer Setup (RGA)
The PACE chamber is equipped with a differentially pumped residual gas analyzer (RGA)
setup. This setup is located at the bottom of the PACE chamber and is separated from
the main chamber by a pneumatically controlled 2.75 inch conflat gate valve with a 0.343
mm orifice. This 0.343 mm orifice allows for the main chamber to be held at operating
pressures (typically 10 mTorr He) and the RGA chamber to be held below 1x10−5 Torr so
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Figure 4.4: Diagrams of the sample holder. All dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 4.5: A diagram of the differentially pumped residual gas analyzer setup on the PACE
chamber.
that the RGA can operate. The RGA chamber is a 6-way cross comprised of 2.75 inch
conflat flanges. As mentioned, one of the conflats is used to couple the RGA chamber to the
pneumatic gate valve, while the other ports contain a Pfeiffer PKR 251 compact full range
gauge, a turbomolecular pump, and an SRS 100 RGA. A view of the differentially pumped
RGA setup can be seen in Figure 4.5.
A scan of the baseline of the RGA chamber is shown in Figure 4.6, the baseline of the
RGA and Main Chamber in Figure 4.7, and a scan with 10 mTorr helium operating pressure
is shown in Figure 5.50.
4.3 Plasma Repelling Mesh
In order to separate out the effects of direct plasma interaction with the sample the following
mesh setup is used to block plasma penetration to the sample. This is needed to test the
theory that increasing the applied bias to the sample creats a stronger electric field inside
the particle to be cleaned, thus keeping ‘holes’ at the surface to aid in removal. A diagram
of the mesh setup can be seen in Figure 4.9.
The mesh setup is comprised of three fine mesh made of type 304 stainless steel wire,
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Figure 4.6: This image shows a histogram of the differentially pumped RGA chamber at
base pressure.
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Figure 4.7: This image shows a histogram of the differentially pumped RGA chamber and
main chamber, both at base pressure.
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Figure 4.8: This image shows a histogram of the differentially pumped RGA scan with 10
mTorr background pressure in the main chamber of Helium with a 2kW plasma with no
sample in place.
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Figure 4.9: A view of the mesh setup used to block plasma. The setup is comprised of three
fine mesh (400x400 openings in 1 square inch) made of type 304 stainless steel wire, 0.001
inch wire diameter with a 36 percent open area separated by 0.13 inches and 1 inch. The
opening size is 0.0015 inch square. The solid colored (blue) disc in the figure represent the
mesh screen.
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0.001 inch wire diameter with a 36 percent open area separated by 0.13 inches and 1 inch.
The wire mesh is very fine with a mesh size of 400 x 400, meaning there are 400 openings
vertically and 400 openings horizontally in one square inch comprising a square opening
of .0015 inches. This setup is placed approximately seven inches above the sample holder
height and grounded such that the space between the mesh creates a dead zone which the
plasma does not penetrate past. The location of the mesh setup in regards to the sample
holder is shown in Figure 4.10. This mesh setup was tested to be truly repelling of plasma
by putting a DC bias on a sample both with mesh in place and without mesh in place with
a 2kW helium plasma at approximately 11 mTorr. The results of the current drawn for the
mesh setups versus the non-mesh case are shown in Figure 4.11. For the setups where the
mesh setup yielded very low currents, less than 10 mA, a pico-ammeter was used to acquire
the current while for higher cases, the current reading from the power supply was used. As
shown in Figure 4.11 for the case without any mesh in place, the sample holder maxes out
the DC power supply for the substrate at about +24 volts, 100 mA. The three mesh setup
shown in Figure 4.9 yielded a current of 1.81 mA at +23.2 volts, a reduction of greater
than 98 % of the current seen in the no mesh case. A similar response can be obtained
using a mesh with a larger opening size by utilizing more of these mesh, however the more
mesh put in place the less transparent the setup is. Finer mesh with a higher open area
than the 400x400 tested above can be obtained, however the cost goes up significantly when
considering these mesh. Thus, the three finer mesh that are a combined 4.67 % transparent
and blocking greater than 98 % of the current from the plasma with the applied DC bias
are used.
Also tested was if a secondary plasma between the mesh setup and the sample holder was
being formed when a DC bias is applied to the sample holder. The application of a positive
bias to the sample holder did in some cases produce a faint glow indicating a plasma below
the mesh setup and above the sample holder. In a 10 mTorr of He condition with no RF
plasma present above the mesh, a positive DC bias to the sample holder of +50 volts did
not produce a plasma and did not draw any current. However, with an RF plasma present
above the mesh setup, a bias of +50 volts to the sample holder did draw a current of -6.3
µA. This secondary plasma is not desired for the experiments of applying positive bias to
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the sample without any direct plasma interaction. In order to test the threshold of positive
bias applied to the sample holder for secondary plasma formation, a kapton coated bnc wire
was placed between the sample holder and the mesh setup. The wire was biased to -30.3
volts and a series of positive voltages were applied to the sample holder (while going to
a bias of zero volts in between each test as a baseline). The current drawn to the biased
wire was recorded with a pico-ammeter and can be seen in Figure 4.12. The current drawn
by the biased wire was approximately constant to an applied substrate bias of +10 volts,
representing the current from the 2 kW He plasma above the plasma-block mesh also seen
in Figure 4.11. For substrate biases greater than +10 volts, current to the wire began to
be affected by the voltage applied to the substrate. It is determined that above a substrate
bias of +10 volts, a secondary plasma may be present from the results of Figure 4.12.
This mesh setup and test for secondary plasma then allows the bias to the sample to be
changed up to a value of +10 volts without the bias affecting the plasma for the experiments
aimed at determining hole movement in the polystyrene.
4.4 Sample Biasing Electronics
A sample in the PACE chamber can be biased in several ways. The first way is through a
combination of a function chamber and operational amplifier. The function generator used is
a Berkeley Nucleonics Corporation Model 630 function generator capable of pulsing between
1 Hz and 1x105 Hz. This model also has output amplitude control as well as offset bias control
for more accurate pulse control. The output of the function generator is passed through a
BNC cable to a Trek PZD350 M/S bipolar op amp. This operational amplifier takes the
signal from the function generator and amplifies it. The system was obtained adjusted for
the stray capacitance in the PACE biasing system but also includes a dynamic adjustment
for optimizing the parameters of the pulse once the plasma is formed. The op amp has a
BNC output that when connected to a voltmeter, will display a voltage signal proportional
to the current being supplied so that a value for the current being drawn/sourced can be
obtained.
The second method for biasing is through a Kepco BHK 2000-0.1 MG DC power supply.
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Figure 4.10: A view of the location of the plasma repelling mesh in regards to the sample
holder. The lower mesh is approximately 7 inches from the sample holder.
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Figure 4.11: This figure details the current response observed by putting positive DC biases
onto the sample holder of the PACE chamber with and without mesh in place as shown in
the design in Figure 4.9. The plasma was 2 kW and approximately 10.5 mTorr of gas for
the helium and argon depicted in the graph. Accuracy of current measurements to ± 0.05
mA, accuracy of voltage measurements to ± 0.5 V.
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Figure 4.12: The results of a biased wire at -30.3 volts above the sample holder but below the
plasma repelling mesh setup are shown here. Current drawn by the wire measured on a pico-
ammeter versus applied positive bias to the substrate shows that above an applied substrate
bias of +10 volts a secondary plasma may be present. Thus, tests aimed at determining the
affect of positive substrate bias to the sample while using the plasma repelling mesh setup
should remain below a substrate bias of +10 volts. Voltage measurements are ± 0.5 volts.
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This supply is capable of producing up to 2 kilo volts or 0.1 amps.
The third method for biasing is through a Kepco ATE 150-3.5M DC power supply. This
supply is capable of producing up to 150 volts or 3.5 amps. Each of the mentioned methods
for biasing have their benefits and drawbacks, mostly through the interface for which the
supplies operate. Sample biasing is typically done through either the function generator/op-
amp or the BHK 2000-0.1 MG supply, while the external bias to the metastable probe is
supplied by the ATE 150-3.5M supply.
4.5 Polystyrene Latex Nanoparticles
To test the PACE technique for particle removal, polystyrene latex (PSL) nanoparticles were
obtained from the Duke Scientific Corporation. The PSL particles are obtained as 10 % solid
by weight in water. The use of polystyrene latex nanoparticles is used for conducting particle
removal experiments due to the standardization in size as well as their spherical shape that is
easily obtainable from the manufacturer. When considering many particle adhesion theories,
many particles are assumed to be spherical in order to fit into standard adhesion models. A
view of the particles as seen via scanning electron microscopy can be seen in Figure 4.13.
As can be seen in Table 4.1, the size uniformity for the PSL particles from Duke Scientific
Corporation are fairly uniform in size, thus allowing for repeated tests to be carried out with
assurance that the same size particles are being considered.
Table 4.1: This table lists the PSL particles obtained from Duke Scientific Corporation for
conducting the PACE removal technique.
Catalog Number Mean Diameter (nm) Size Uniformity
5003A 30 ≤ 18 %
5008A 80 ≤ 18 %
5022A 220 ≤ 3 %
As will be explained in Section 4.6, the method in which the particles were prepared from
the source containers varied depending on the type of experiment run.
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Figure 4.13: This figure illustrates the three sizes of polystyrene latex nanoparticles that
were obtained to test the PACE removal technique. The particles were purchased from
Duke Scientific Corporation.
4.6 Particle Deposition Technique
Since the particles were obtained in a water solution, 0.5 mL of particle solution was drawn
from the supply bottle via a needle and syringe. This 0.5 mL of particle solution was then
diluted in 500 mL of methanol. Methanol was chosen for its high vapor pressure so that when
the combination of methanol and particles hits the sample surface, quick evaporation of the
methanol would occur, leaving behind the particles in a relatively well dispersed pattern.
Experiments with water instead of methanol as the dilution liquid showed droplet formation
of the water which drew particles into circular clumps of high density.
After diluting the particles in methanol solution, the solution was suspended in an ultra-
sonic bath for 30 minutes before approximately 4 mL of solution was withdrawn and placed
inside the nebulizer head. Particles were deposited onto samples of interest via the use of
a commercially available nebulizer, a form of atomizer that takes a compressed gas, and by
blowing it through a liquid and a thin membrane, creates an aerosol spray. The nebulizer
used was a Mister Neb, the layout and setup shown in Figure 4.14. Samples were suspended
above the tip of the head of the nebulizer in order to direct the aerosol spray over the sample
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Figure 4.14: A view of the setup of the nebulizer system used for particle deposition. A
liquid containing particles is place inside the nebulizer head. The head unit is placed inside
the ultrasonic bath to continue the solution mixing, with the sample place over the opening
of the head unit.
surface. The amount of time for deposition was kept constant for specific batches of par-
ticles. The nebulizer head could then be refilled with the combined particle and methanol
solution and additional samples prepared.
4.7 Samples
Samples used in this investigation were silicon wafers. The reason silicon wafers were chosen
was due to the cost of the samples for repeated processing in a University setting. Whereas
the cost of a 6 inch by 6 inch photomask with either a blanket metal layer or fully patterned
can be anywhere from $1,000 to several thousand dollars, silicon wafers are relatively cheap.
Two inch silicon wafers were obtained from Addison Engineering, Inc. They are n-type
(phosphorus doped) with a resistivity of 1.0-10.0 ohm-cm and a thickness of 279 ± 25
micron. Samples were used directly out of the wafer cassette to put particles on and process
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Figure 4.15: A picture and diagram of how samples are mounted to the sample holder for
processing. A quartz mask blank is used under the wafer to mimic the body material of an
actual EUV photomask. A garolite ‘hard mask’ is used to cover the wafer revealing a 16
mm diameter hole on which removal experiments are carried out.
with no de-greasing or other type of chemical rinsing performed. The resistivity of the wafer
is important when sample biasing, shown in chapter 5 is considered. As the resistivity of
the wafer increases, the ability to bias the wafer decreases.
4.7.1 Sample Mounting
Samples were mounted as shown in Figure 4.15. To mimic the height of a actual EUV mask
on the sample holder, a 6 inch quartz mask blank was first placed on the sample holder.
Then the wafer was mounted on top of the quartz mask blank and covered with a garolite
G-10 (insulator) ‘hard mask’. Garolite G-10 is a fiberglass composite that is easy to cut to
the desired configuration. The garolite has a 16 mm diameter hole in it to reveal a portion
of the wafer so that a controlled area is exposed for cleaning.
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4.8 Particle Imaging and Analysis
In order to quantify the particle removal achieved during PACMAN cleaning investigations,
analysis of the samples is carried out using the Hitachi S4800 scanning electron microscope
(SEM) at the Micro and Nano Technology Lab (MNTL) at the University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign. This microscope allows for the imaging of down to 30 nanometer PSLs without
the need for sputter-coating a conductive layer (destructive to the sample preventing further
imaging for before and after comparison) which is traditionally needed in lower end micro-
scopes. As the samples are bare silicon wafers which are obtained without any features, a
location is scribed into the silicon wafer with a diamond scribe. This location then acts as a
‘zero’ location to recalibrate the stage of the SEM so that the same positions can be found in
post-processing imaging. A location is found that contains several particles (at least 4) and
a before image is taken of the sample at a low magnification. The magnification is approxi-
mately 4,000 times magnification to avoid hitting the particle with an intense electron beam
from the SEM. The image is taken at 2,560 x 2,560 resolution and saved. A post-processing
image is taken in the same fashion and at the same location. Then, the number of pixels that
comprise the diameter of the particle is measured before and after and compared to the scale
of which the image was taken to determine the number of pixels per length. The volume
of the particle before and after processing is calculated as well as the error in the volume
calculation . Error in the volume calculation is calculated from the standard deviation of
the before and after particle measurements. The removal rate is then obtained by taking
the difference in particle volume and dividing by processing time as shown in Figure 4.16.
Additional information on the error analysis is shown in section 4.9.4 as well as a sample
calculation.
The calculation in this manner yields a removal rate in nm3 per minute. Previous data
was reported as the linear rate (calculated as the change in diameter of the particle divided
by processing time). However, the method in Figure 4.16 is more appropriate and consistent
for varying length experiments. For experiments with different processing durations, even
though the linear removal rate decreases, the volume removal rate stays the same. An
example of this disparity is shown in Figure 4.17. The right hand image in Figure 4.17 has
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Figure 4.16: An example of the method used to determine the removal rate.
positive values for removal rate because negative values can not be displayed on a logarithmic
scale.
While the linear removal rate is a quick and relative measurement technique to give quick
feedback and how preliminary results were reported, the actual volumetric removal rate is
a more meaningful and correct take away from this work. Thus, results are converted to
actual volumetric removal rate from the diameter change of the particle observed via pre
and post-processing SEM and volumetric removal rate is reported.
4.9 Error Analysis
All data points measured from experiments as well as data calculated from the helium
metastable density model will have some error and thus is reported with error bars. The
helium metastable density model results are only as accurate as the Langmuir probe data
used as inputs to the model. Data acquired via the Langmuir probe and the metastable
probe, then, will propagate error to the helium metastable density model. Outlined in the
next few sub-sections, a description of the error reported for the Langmuir probe data,the
helium metastable density model, the helium metastable density probe, and the removal
rate data will be shown.
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(a) Linear Rate (b) Volume Rate
Figure 4.17: This figure shows the difference between calculating a linear removal rate versus
a volume removal rate. The image on the left shows a linear removal rate calculated from
pre/post processing SEM images and the one on the right shows a volume removal rate
calculated from the same pre/post processing SEM images. NOTE: The right hand image
has a positive removal rate due to the restriction of negative values not being displayed on a
log scale. The difference in the points at 4 minutes on the graph at the right is attributed to
sample mounting/biasing differences, which are not seen in the points at 10 minutes. Error
in time should be taken as the size of the data point.
4.9.1 Langmuir Probe Error Analysis
The Langmuir probe data for this investigation is collected in a random order with five
data points per condition investigated. This allowed for an average and standard deviation
to be calculated for each condition. Also, the stability of the probe data over 30 minutes
was conducted in order to compensate for heating of the probe and for drift in the probe
electronics. This stability is shown in Figure 5.6. Error bars are then added to the rest of
the Langmuir probe traces by the following method:
error =
√
(repeatability STDEV)2 + (specific condition STDEV)2. (4.1)
In this way, the error in the data from the repeatability study as well as the standard
deviation of the 5 points taken at each specific condition are taken into account. Calculating
error for the Langmuir probe data in this way accounts for variations from independent
measurements of the potentials and temperatures analyzed.
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4.9.2 Helium Metastable Density Model Error Analysis
Calculations of the density of helium metastables from the model presented in chapter 3 are
only as good as the Langmuir probe data used as inputs for the model. The error reported
for the calculated metastable density is a combination in the error in ion/electron density
and electron temperature. The error in neutral density from slight pressure variations is
assumed negligible as variation in ion/electron density and electron temperature are larger
than pressure variation. For each point, the error is calculated as:
percent error =
√(
max density error
measured density
)2
+
(
max electron temperature error
measured electron temperature
)2
. (4.2)
4.9.3 Helium Metastable Density Probe Error Analysis
The helium metastable probe was allowed to warm for 30 minutes before use, thus no re-
peatability STDEV as shown in the Langmuir probe error analysis is used. The metastable
probe data for this investigation is collected in a random order with five data points per
condition investigation. The error is then computed as the standard deviation of the 5
measurements at each specific condition:
error = standard deviation. (4.3)
4.9.4 Removal Rate Error Analysis
As mentioned in section 4.8, the samples are pre and post imaged with at least four particles
per location. The volume difference of the particle before and after is calculated, and then
the standard deviation in the volume difference is calculated and used as the error in the
measurement. Removal rate is obtained by dividing the volume difference and error in
the volume difference by the processing time. An example of the calculation to determine
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Figure 4.18: An example of the calculation to determine the removal rate and error for an
experiment.
particle removal is seen in Figure 4.18. Standard error in a measurement is [51]:
∆f =
√(
δf
δx1
)2
∆x21 +
(
δf
δx2
)2
∆x22. (4.4)
The volume difference formula is given by:
f =
4
3
pir31 −
4
3
pir32, (4.5)
where r1 and r2 are the radius of the particle before and after cleaning. The error then
becomes:
∆f =
√
(4pir21)
2
∆r21 + (4pir
2
2)
2
∆r22. (4.6)
For the removal example shown in Figure 4.18, the error calculated by equation 4.6 is 9.5x105
nm3/min assuming that ∆r1 and ∆r2 are half-pixel (approximately 5 nm) resolution. The
error computed by taking the standard deviation of the volume difference is 8.7x105 nm3/min.
The error computed by taking the standard deviation of the volume difference is a more
accurate representation of the error as it compensates for the difference in pixel accuracy for
every measurement without needing to ‘note’ a resolution error for each measurement, as a
judgement on the measurement of the diameter of the particle is already being taken into
account.
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4.10 Plasma Diagnostics
An array of plasma diagnostics were used in order to characterize the plasma. The diagnos-
tics employed are RF-compensated Langmuir probe, metastable probe, and optical electron
spectroscopy which are described below.
4.10.1 Langmuir Probe Design
The Langmuir probe used in this investigation is a radio frequency (RF) compensated Lang-
muir probe. Due to the use of the RF power source, local variations in the plasma potential
near where the Langmuir probe measurements are taken will be evident [51]. In order to
compensate for this local fluctuation, an electrode is placed near the probe tip. This elec-
trode couples to the probe tip across a capacitor to allow the tip to follow the fluctuation
in the plasma potential. Also, blocking of the primary and first harmonic of the frequency
of the RF generator, in this case 13.56 MHz and 27.12 MHz, is important since ‘noise’ in
the Langmuir probe trace can be picked up at the driving frequency of the plasma. A notch
filter comprised of a inductor and capacitor can be used to remove specific frequencies while
allowing the remaining signal to pass through unimpeded. In order to account for manufac-
turing tolerances of the inductor or capacitor, having one of the two components variable is
useful. Traditionally, a fixed inductor and a variable capacitor have been used.
2pif = ω =
1√
LC
(4.7)
The variable capacitor and fixed inductor method for making a notch filter is easily achieved,
capable of eliminating approximately 91 % of the signal at 13.56 MHz and greater than 99 %
of the 27.12 MHz signal. However, during probe assembly, one has to be particularly careful
to not accidentally ‘bump’ the capacitor and change its value. Also, in order to minimize
the probe dimensions, a new method of notch filtering for the Langmuir probe was used. RF
chokes that have a self-resonance are available. However, they are only available at specific
values, such as 13 MHz, 14 MHz, 27 MHz, and 28 MHz. Through qualification of the RF
chokes, it was found that the 13 MHz choke blocked 85 % of the signal and the 28 MHz
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Table 4.2: This table shows the values for the reduction in signal size for 13.56 MHz and
27.12 MHz for various notch filters tested for use in Langmuir Probes. Note: the Vpp after
has been corrected for an ‘empty channel‘ voltage peak to peak of 32 mV.
Type Quantity BNC Vpp Vpp Signal
Length [ft] before [mV] after [mV] Passed [%]
LC tuned 1 2 1500 127.90 8.53
@ 13.56 MHz
LC tuned 1 2 1500 0 <1
@ 27.12 MHz
notch 28 MHz 1 2 1500 0 <1
notch 13 MHz 1 2 1500 224.00 14.93
LC tuned 1 ea. 2 1500 0 <1
@ 13.56 MHz,
notch 13 MHz,
and notch 28 MHz
choke blocked greater than 99 %. With a 13 MHz and 28 MHz filter used at the tip of
the probe (in the sealed body of the probe) and a tuned notch filter outside of the sealed
probe (by the oscilloscope used for probe data acquisition) removed greater than 99 % of
the 13.56 MHz and 27.12 MHz signals. For considerations of size, it was determined that
this arrangement was optimal to use. A diagram of the Langmuir probe designed and built
for this investigation is shown in Figure 4.19 and the results of the qualification of the notch
filters can be seen in Table 4.2.
4.10.2 Metastable Probe Design
The theoretical design of a metastable probe is shown in section 3.3 as well as the theoretical
equations of operation. The probe designed for this investigation is shown in Figure 4.20.
Several iterations of probe designs were considered, both to deal with the insulating prop-
erties of the probe body as well as to mitigate the heat and current drawn from the plasma.
The final design was composed of several parts which could be separated for inspection and
replacement of parts if necessary. The probe body is comprised of a piece of macor, one inch
long by 0.75 inch wide, and 0.375 inches tall. The bottom of the probe which insulates the
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(b)
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Figure 4.19: A diagram of the Langmuir probe designed for this investigation. All dimensions
are given in inches.
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electrical connection to the electron repeller/collector, is made of teflon which is one inch
long by 0.75 inch wide and 0.125 inches tall. The bottom is secured via four 1-72 machine
screws which were counter-bored into the teflon in order to achieve a smooth bottom. Macor
is used for the probe body instead of teflon due to the heat from the ion repeller and electron
repeller/collector. Damage after subsequent measurements with a teflon probe body due to
heat was observed.
The ion repeller is made of stainless steel with a 0.75 inch diameter with a 0.125 inch
diameter center hole to reveal the electron repeller/collector. Two through holes on top of
the ion repeller allow it to be secured to the probe body with 1-72 machine screws. A 24
AWG bnc kapton coated wire is attached to the ion repeller via a crimp connection and one
of the 1-72 machine screws.
The electron repeller/collector is made of stainless steel that is 0.125 inch diameter by
0.375 inch long. The bottom of the electron repeller/collector is blind-tapped with a 2-56
thread allowing a 24 AWG bnc kapton coated wire to be attached to the electron repeller/-
collector with a 2-56 machine screw.
The probe described in section 3.3 and used by Miura et. al. was used in a low-density
plasma of approximately 108 cm−3 density or lower [54]. In the PACE chamber, the plasma
is approximately 2 orders of magnitude greater than this, resulting in higher currents being
drawn in order to repel the ions/electrons. While significant positive bias can be supplied
to the ion repeller, currents upwards of 0.4 amps was being drawn which was observed to
be altering the plasma. In order to avoid this, a grounded mesh setup was placed over the
metastable probe. The setup consists of a 4 inch OD by 3.5 inch ID aluminum tube that is 1
inch long with a mesh of 0.0055 inch square openings with 100x100 openings per square inch
secured to the top with machine screws. The mesh used is 30.6 % transparent. A drawing
of this setup can be seen in Figure 4.21. This mesh setup allowed for the characterization of
the metastable probe over an array of voltages without drawing large currents which would
alter the plasma.
The electronics setup used to make the metastable probe measurements can be seen in
Figure 4.22. A Kepco BHK 2000-0.1MG DC power supply is used in conjunction with a
Keithley 6485 pico-ammeter to supply the electron repeller/collector bias. A Kepco ATE
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: A diagram of the metastable probe designed for this investigation as well as a
picture of the completed probe.
150-3.5M DC power supply is used to supply the ion repeller bias. Standard bnc cables were
used to make connections on the atmospheric side of the setup, passed through a double
sided bnc vacuum feedthrough, and connected to the metastable probe via kapton coated
bnc cables.
In order to determine the positive potential on the ion repeller needed to achieve the
saturation seen in Figure 3.30 by Miura et. al., experiments were conducted using a constant
DC bias of -29.9 volts on the electron repeller/collector with varying positive DC biases
applied to the ion repeller. As shown in Figure 4.23, as the positive voltage to the ion
repeller is increased, less current is drawn by the electron repeller/collector showing that
more and more ions are being repelled by the metastable probe. From Figure 4.23, it is
concluded that a value of +35 volts to the ion repeller is sufficient to achieve the desired
current saturation. In Figure 4.24, a full characterization such as that shown in the literature
is completed to show saturation of the electron repeller/collector for a wide range of electron
repeller/collector voltages for four different positive biases applied to the ion repeller. From
this investigation, it is determined that the shielded metastable probe is functioning to
determine the metastable densities.
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Figure 4.21: A diagram of the setup used to shield the metastable probe. The setup consists
of an aluminum tube (4 in. OD x 3.5 in. ID x 1 in. length) with a 100x100 mesh of 0.0055
inch opening that is 30.6 % transparent.
Figure 4.22: A diagram showing the setup of the electronics used to make the metastable
probe measurements reported in this investigation. A Kepco BHK 2000-0.1MG DC power
supply is used in conjunction with a Keithley 6485 pico-ammeter to supply the electron
repeller/collector bias. A Kepco ATE 150-3.5M DC power supply is used to supply the ion
repeller bias.
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Figure 4.23: A graph of the currents drawn by the electron repeller/collector for a constant
DC bias of -29.9 ± 0.5 volts with varying ion repeller positive potentials. Error in voltage
measurements are ± 0.5 volts. Error in current measurements not shown in error bars should
be taken as the size of the data point.
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Figure 4.24: A graph of the characterization of the metastable probe used in this investiga-
tion. Error in voltage measurements are ± 0.5 volts. Error in current measurements should
be taken as the size of the data point.
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Figure 4.25: A diagram showing the relation of the spectrometer line of sight to the sample
holder.
4.10.3 Spectroscopy Setup
The spectrometer used in this investigation is a PlasCalc-2000 UV/VIS/NIR spectrometer.
Spectroscopy measurements were taken line-of-sight over the sample position at a heigh of
approximately 1 inch. A diagram of the spectrometer in relation to the chamber can be seen
in Figure 4.25. The spectrometer was used in preliminary experiments to give a relative
measure of metastable density, however, when the metastable probe was operational, the
spectrometer was no longer used as the metastable probe gave a direct measurement of the
metastable density.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
In order to prepare the reader for the data that is presented, table 5.1 is structured to
give the reader an overview of the variables being tested and the respective sections that
conclusions are drawn from the experimental evidence. The hope is that in this way, the
reader will be guided through the results in a logical way.
5.1 Complete Removal of Contaminants
The following subsections outline the complete removal of both polystyrene latex nanopar-
ticles as well as carbon thin films from silicon wafers.
5.1.1 Removal of Polystyrene Latex Nanoparticles
Several experiments have been carried out on various sizes of particulate contamination in
order to determine the effectiveness of the cleaning process. PSL particles were obtained
Table 5.1: An overview of the components of the plasma investigated for the removal mecha-
nism as well as the sections in which one can find the major results for the specific component
derived.
Component Investigated Section
Processing Time 5.3.1
Ions 5.3.3.1 , 5.3.3.2, 5.3.3.3,5.3.3.4
Electric Field 5.3.4.1,5.3.4.2,5.3.7.1
Electron Flux 5.3.4.2,5.3.6.1, 5.3.5.1
Metastables 5.3.5.2,5.3.6.1,5.3.5.1
Temperature 5.3.2
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(a) Before Cleaning (b) After Cleaning
Figure 5.1: SEM micrographs showing the complete removal of 200 nm PSLs from silicon
wafers.
from Duke Scientific and deposited via a wet nebulizer method onto silicon wafers with
a resistivity in the range of 1 - 10 ohm-cm. Conductive copper tape was used in order to
electrically connect the wafer to the sample holder. In order to assure the correct positioning
in the SEM, the wafers were scratched with a diamond scribe which was used as a location
marker for a zero reference when imaging pre and post processing. This macroscopic scratch
created large silicon contamination and surface stress fractures which can be seen in the
SEM images. These contaminants, while not being the targeted material for removal, were
used as further local location markers to compare to the PSL’s particles in the before and
after processing image.
The same processing conditions were applied to three different silicon wafers with 200
nm PSLs, 80 nm PSLs, and 30 nm PSLs respectively. The following SEM micrographs in
Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show the complete removal of these three sizes of PSLs from silicon
wafers with no residual contamination from the particles left on the surface.
In order to determine how the particles were being removed (all at once, etching, sputter-
ing, electrostatically), the same conditions used for the previous PSL samples were applied
to larger contamination, namely 500 nm PSL. Upon switching to a larger size contamination,
it is determined that the particles were not being removed all at once as shown in Figure 5.4.
As shown, the particles seem to be removed by an etching-like process where the particles
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(a) Before Cleaning (b) After Cleaning
Figure 5.2: SEM micrographs showing the complete removal of 80 nm PSLs from silicon
wafers.
(a) Before Cleaning (b) After Cleaning
Figure 5.3: SEM micrographs showing the complete removal of 30 nm PSLs from silicon
wafers.
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(a) Before Cleaning (b) After Cleaning
Figure 5.4: The above SEM micrographs of 500 nm PSL’s on a silicon wafer were taken
pre and post processing where the process was stopped before completion to show that the
particles are not removed in one processing step; rather a shrinking of the particle is observed
showing that an ‘etching’ like process is occurring.
gradually reduced in size, hypothetically leading to removal as shown in Figure 5.4. It is
believed that if the sample in Figure 5.4 was exposed for a longer period of time, the particles
would be completely removed.
5.1.2 Removal of Carbon Layers Grown Through E-Beam Deposition
In order to investigate the cleaning technique on planar contamination, carbon films were
grown via an e-beam method external to UIUC. The carbon layers were grown with an
electron beam setup in the presence of dodecane in order to grow the carbon. Applying
the same cleaning technique that was discussed previously for PSLs, the removal technique
removes carbon contamination from silicon wafers at a rate of 3.0x106 ± 1.3x105 nm3/min
as shown in Figure 5.5. Additional experiments run on carbon samples grown in the same
fashion have shown 100 % removal of the carbon contamination when cleaned for longer
durations.
Comparing the removal rate of PSL’s (approximately 1.20x107 ± 5.11x105 nm3/min
shown later in section 5.3.3.3) to the rate of e-beam grown carbon removal (approximately
3.0x106 ± 1.28x105 nm3/min) from silicon, there is a factor of about four difference in the
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(a) Before Cleaning (b) After Cleaning
Figure 5.5: The above images show the result of cleaning a carbon sample with the standard
cleaning technique. Carbon thickness was 22 nm and was cleaned for 1 minute. A cleaning
rate of approximately 3.0x106 ± 1.3x105 nm3/min is achieved. Similar cleaning rate for
hydrogen radicals is -0.45 nm/min (linear removal PSL is -11.4 ± 3 nm/min) [78].
removal rates. This is potentially explained by the different materials and the hydrogen
content of the PSL’s compared with the e-beam grown carbon layers.
Some patent literature deals with the use of helium metastable atoms being used for
etching. A patent by Maruyama et. al. suggests the removal of contaminants from a sur-
face being due to a removal mechanism based on the impact of helium metastables (from
a remote source) dislodging particulates and being removed in a single reaction [79]. This
patent suggests the removal of contamination from surfaces using helium metastable atoms
alone (no plasma component), but these same results have not been duplicated in my ex-
periments as outlined in section 5.3.5.2. A patent by Loewenstein and Webb suggests that
material is etched when helium metastables are mixed with an etchant gas, such as CF4,
however the helium metastables are only there to provide excitation of the etchant gas and
do not play a role in the removal [80]. Literature relating to the use of metastable helium
for nanolithography describes the resist as being damaged by metastable interaction (from
Penning ionization), however removal of the resist is not seen, rather wet chemical etchants
can then penetrate the damaged resist to etch the underlying structure [81].
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5.2 Plasma Measurements
A starting point to determine the parameters for the removal results observed above is
to characterize the plasma source that is being used for the removal experiments. The
following subsections show the analysis of the plasma through Langmuir probe analysis of
the potentials, densities, and temperatures as well through a metastable probe to analyze
the energetic neutral component of the plasma.
5.2.1 Langmuir Probe Study
In order to characterize the electronic properties of the plasma, a study was conducted
with the RF-compensated Langmuir probe described in section 4.10.1. In this study, the
variables of the plasma changed were plasma source power, chamber operating pressure,
radial location, as well as sample bias. On the following figures, points which do not show
a visible error bar had little error and thus the error bar should be taken as the size of the
data point.
Langmuir probe data for the study of plasma source power, operating pressure, and radial
location were taken at a vertical height of 0.125 inches above a floating quartz surface unless
otherwise noted. The Langmuir probe data taken for the study of applied sample bias had
a 279 ± 25 micron silicon wafer in place on top of the quartz surface.
5.2.1.1 Langmuir Probe Repeatability
Figure 5.6 shows the Langmuir probe data taken over thirty minutes showing the repeatabil-
ity of the Langmuir probe measurements. The electron temperature and floating potential
remain relatively constant over the thirty minute study, while the plasma potential has a
slight positive drift while the electron density shows a slight decline over this period.
5.2.1.2 Langmuir Probe Versus Plasma Source Power
Figure 5.7 shows the Langmuir probe data taken versus plasma source power for fixed radial
location (r=0, center) and operating pressure (10 mTorr He). The electron density shows
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Figure 5.6: This figure shows the stability of the calculated probe data taken over thirty
minutes. This data is then used for calculating the error in the measurement as shown in
equation 4.1.
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Figure 5.7: This figure shows the variation of the plasma potential, electron temperature,
floating potential, and electron density versus supplied plasma source power for fixed location
(r=0, center) and operating pressure (10 mTorr He). Error bars not shown should be taken
as the size of the data point.
a linear increase with increasing plasma source power, which is to be expected as more
source power will lead to more plasma created. Plasma potential and floating potential
show a slight decrease with increasing plasma source power, while floating potential shows
an increase with increasing plasma source power.
5.2.1.3 Langmuir Probe Versus Operating Pressure
Figure 5.8 shows the Langmuir probe data taken versus operating pressure for fixed radial
location (r=0, center) and plasma source power (2kW). It appears that the electron density
for the pressure variation starts low, then has a maximum peak at approximately 10 mTorr
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Figure 5.8: This figure shows the variation of the plasma potential, electron temperature,
floating potential, and electron density versus operating pressure for fixed plasma source
power (2kW) and location (r=0, center). Error bars not shown should be taken as the size
of the data point.
and decreases in density as pressure is increased. From a physical stand point this trend
makes sense since at low pressure, the amount of gas to ionize is relatively low, however
at higher pressures there are more collisions of electrons with neutrals, thus decreasing the
plasma density. Plasma potential shows a decrease with increasing operating pressure which
is mimicked by the electron temperature which is also decreasing with increasing operating
pressure.
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5.2.1.4 Langmuir Probe Versus Radial Location
Figure 5.9 shows the Langmuir probe data taken versus radial location of the probe for fixed
plasma source power (2kW) and operating pressure (10 mTorr He). The radial location
0 is located at the center of the chamber and varies out to radial location 3 which is the
edge of the sample holder. The Langmuir probe data shows a higher density at the center
of the chamber which decreases by approximately 1x1016 m−3 from center to edge. The
active excitation region of the helicon plasma source is in the center of the chamber and thus
plasma that is nearer to the wall/edge of the sample holder is expected to be less dense due
to diffusion of the plasma. Electron temperature remains constant from center to edge while
plasma potential shows a slight increase and floating potential shows a slight decrease from
center to edge.
5.2.1.5 Langmuir Probe Versus Sample DC Positive Bias
Figure 5.10 shows the Langmuir probe data taken versus applied sample bias for fixed plasma
source power (2kW), operating pressure (10 mTorr He), and radial location (r=0,center).
The sample bias scanned in Figure 5.10 is from +0 ± 0.5 volts to +20.1 ± 0.5 volts. At
+20.1 ± 0.5 volts, a slight increase of about 0.5 volts is seen in plasma potential, however
electron temperature and density remain the same compared to other sample bias values.
Floating potential exhibits larger error in the observed data due to the current of electrons
being drawn by the DC substrate bias. The maximum current is drawn for the case of a
+20.1 ± 0.5 volt bias which is 34.3 ± 0.1 mA. From chapter 4, this yields a current density
to the wafer of 2.42 mA per square centimeter. The combined area of the sample clips plus
the 16 mm diameter exposed portion of the wafer is approximately 6.5 square centimeters.
5.2.1.6 Langmuir Probe Data Versus Vertical Distance
The above Langmuir probe data was all taken at a vertical height of 0.125 inches from the
quartz plate which is on top of the sample holder. From Figure 4.2, it is shown that the
bottom of the plasma source antenna (where the arrow is pointing in the figure) is located
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Figure 5.9: This figure shows the variation of the plasma potential, electron temperature,
floating potential, and electron density versus radial location for fixed plasma source power
(2kW) and pressure (10 mTorr He). The radial location 0 is located at the center of the
chamber and varies out to radial location 3 which is the edge of the sample holder. Error
bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
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Figure 5.10: This figure shows the variation of the plasma potential, electron temperature,
floating potential, and electron density versus applied sample bias for fixed plasma source
power (2kW), radial location (r=0, center), and operating pressure (10 mTorr He). Error
bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
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Figure 5.11: Langmuir probe data taken versus operating pressure at a location 12.75 inches
above the sample holder (in the center of the magnetic bucket located just below the helicon
antenna. Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
approximately 17 inches above the sample holder. The region directly below the plasma
source antenna is an anodized aluminum bucket with permanent magnet plates surrounding
the bucket for plasma source stability. The center of this bucket is approximately 12.75
inches above the height of the sample holder. Langmuir probe measurements were taken
in this region for the same pressure values as above to obtain a height profile variation of
the plasma as it comes out of the plasma source. The Langmuir probe data collected from
this measurement is shown in Figure 5.11. Comparing the Langmuir probe data taken at
the wafer level, Figure 5.8, to the data taken at a height of 12.75 inches above the sample
holder, the same linear decrease in electron temperature is seen in both cases. Also in each
case, the plasma potential decreases with increasing operating pressure. However, electron
density for data taken at the wafer level peaks around 10 mTorr whereas the data in the
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plasma source shows a peak around 50 mTorr. Another difference is seen in the behavior
of floating potential. In the data taken at wafer level, floating potential is seen to become
less negative (an increase) with respect to increasing operating pressure, however, in the
data taken 12.75 inches above the sample holder, floating potential is seen to decrease with
increasing operating pressure.
The plasma parameters that are inputs to the helium metastable density model presented
in section 3.1.2 are the ion/electron densities as well as the electron temperature. These
two parameters are shown in Figure 5.12 versus vertical location above the sample holder.
Linear fits are shown between the electron temperature data and exponential fits are shown
between the ion/electron densities. Linear fits were used for the temperature data as less
fall-off is expected for temperature whereas exponential fits were used for the density data
since density is expected to fall-off quickly outside of the active excitation region at the
helicon antenna.
The data shown in Figure 5.12 will be used later in this study to calculate the metastable
density as a relation to vertical location above the sample holder.
5.2.1.7 Langmuir Probe Data Versus Applied Bias To An Auxiliary Electrode
Figure 5.13 shows the results of the Langmuir probe data taken 0.125 inches above the
sample holder for an applied bias to an auxiliary electrode mounted in the PACE chamber.
The external bias was applied to a two inch by 0.5 inch copper disc next to the Langmuir
probe. A DC power supply is used to vary the current drawn to the copper disc and
Langmuir probe data is subsequently taken. As more current is drawn from the plasma,
the electron temperature increases in order to compensate for the loss of electrons. The
increase in electron temperature results in a higher value of floating potential and plasma
potential. Ion/electron density is not shown in Figure 5.13 because it remained constant
at 1.5x1016m−3 to within the error bars on the density measurements. This data is used
to show the effect of positive bias on the plasma. This data can be compared to the data
presented in the preceding sections to reveal that higher values of plasma potential and
electron temperature can be achieved through application of positive bias. However, the
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Figure 5.12: This graph shows the variation in ion/electron density and electron temperature
as a function of vertical location above the sample holder. Linear fits are shown between
the electron temperature with exponential fits shown for between the ion/electron densities.
Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
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Figure 5.13: This figure shows the results of the Langmuir probe data taken 0.125 inches
above the sample holder for an externally applied bias. As more current is drawn from the
plasma, electron temperature increases to compensate for the electron loss, thus increasing
the plasma potential and floating potential. A bias voltage to the auxiliary electrode de-
scribed above is + 32 ± 0.5 V for I=300 ± 25 mA, +16 ± 0.5 V for I=200 ± 25 mA, and
+10 ± 0.5V for I=100 ± 25 mA. Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the
data point.
lowest current drawn through the copper disc in this study was 100 mA, approximately
double the current drawn through a wafer being processed. Data will be shown in later
sections showing the removal rates of polystyrene latex nanoparticles versus applied external
bias, as the increase in electron temperature ultimately leads to more helium metastable
production. The bias voltage to the auxiliary electrode described above is + 32 ± 0.5 V for
I=300 ± 25 mA, +16 ± 0.5 V for I=200 ± 25 mA, and +10 ± 0.5V for I=100 ± 25 mA.
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5.2.2 Metastable Probe Study
The metastable probe described in section 4.10.2 is used to study the metastable density in
the plasma similar to how the Langmuir probe was used to study the electronic properties of
the plasma. Due to the requirement of having a grounded mesh surrounding the metastable
probe as shown in Figure 4.21, a radial profile of the density is not able to be captured due to
the bulkiness of the setup compared to the Langmuir probe. Three cases were studied with
the Metastable probe: one for an operating pressure sweep of the chamber at fixed location
and plasma source power, one for a plasma source power sweep for a fixed location and
pressure, and one for a bias sweep for fixed location and plasma source power. The results
of these three studies can be seen in Figure 5.14, Figure 5.15, and Figure 5.16 respectively
and are discussed in the following sections.
5.2.2.1 Metastable Probe Versus Operating Pressure
As seen in Figure 5.14, the metastable density decreases with increasing operating pressure in
the plasma. This is to be expected due to the increasing number of collisions a metastable will
have with background gas particles as well as the ‘cooling’ of the plasma discharge, namely
electron temperature, which is also the trend shown in the Langmuir probe data versus
pressure in Figure 5.8. While the error bars associated with the individual measurements
are approximately the size of the data points on the graph, one item to note is the cleanliness
of the stainless steel collector and thus yield of the secondary electrons caused by metastable
helium interaction. The value of 0.92 is the literature value for a physically and chemically
cleaned stainless steel collector electrode. With a decreasing secondary yield coefficient as
shown in Figure 5.14 the measured metastable density will increase. A secondary yield
coefficient of 0.3 is assumed the lowest yield value considering some cleaning of the electrode
was done before use as well as mechanical polishing. The difference between a yield of 0.92
and 0.3 is a factor of three, which is used to calculate the positive error bars shown for the
results of the metastable probe versus power and bias.
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Figure 5.14: A graph of the metastable density versus operating pressure. Two cases are
shown, one where the maximum yield for secondary electrons for metastable interaction with
stainless steel, 0.92, is used and one for a secondary electron yield of 0.3. As the collector is
not able to be cleaned between experiments and contamination build up on the surface may
occur, this introduces a factor of 3 error in the measurements made with the metastable
probe. Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
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Figure 5.15: A graph of the metastable density measured in the chamber versus plasma
source power. As the plasma source power is increased, metastable density also increases.
Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
5.2.2.2 Metastable Probe Versus Plasma Source Power
In Figure 5.15, an increasing trend is seen for metastable density versus plasma source
power. This also is to be expected since the Langmuir probe results show an increase in
plasma density versus increasing plasma source power. As more electrons are available to
provide excitations, the reactions considered in section 3.1.2 for the metastable density model
predict that the populations of the metastable levels will also increase.
5.2.2.3 Metastable Probe Versus Applied Bias to An Auxiliary Electrode
Figure 5.16 shows the results of the metastable probe versus applied positive bias to the
auxiliary electrode. The DC bias is applied to the previously described 2 inch by 0.5 thick
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Figure 5.16: A graph of the metastable density measured in the chamber versus varying
positive bias to an external electrode. As the bias to the external electrode is increased, the
metastable density also increases. Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the
data point.
copper disc located adjacent to the metastable probe. A DC power supply is used to vary
the current drawn by the copper disc and the metastable results were subsequently recorded.
As discussed in section 5.2.1.7 and shown in Figure 5.13, with increasing current drawn to
the copper disc, electron temperature increases. As discussed in chapter 3, for a higher value
of electron temperature with the ion/electron density remaining constant, more metastable
helium atoms will be produced and are observed as shown in Figure 5.16.
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5.2.3 Calculated Metastable Density Versus Pressure
Now that Langmuir probe measurements and the behavior of the plasma versus vertical
distance in the chamber has been determined, the metastable density versus sample height
can be calculated via the model presented in chapter 3. Figure 5.17 shows the production
of helium metastable density calculated versus operating pressure at seven heights, z, above
the sample holder as labeled. The model in chapter 3 relies on electron temperature and
electron/ion density to use the correct reaction rate data and terms in the metastable helium
code. The electron temperature and electron/ion density measured from Langmuir probe
data at the wafer height, z=0 inches shows upwards of 25 % error in the worst case, and
the electron temperature and electron/ion density measured from Langmuir probe data at
the source height, z=12.5 inches shows only approximately 1 % error. The data for electron
temperature and electron/ion density at heights between z=0 and z=12.5 is assumed through
fits to only two end points. The error in this fitting technique introduces error in the
calculated helium metastable density from the CR model in chapter 3. For the purposes of
reporting data, the error in helium metastable density calculations for heights z=0 through
z=10 inches are shown with 25 % error and the helium metastable density calculations for
z=12.75 is shown with 1 % error.
Equation 3.18 is used to calculate the effective helium metastable density seen by the
sample/detector. The proportionality sign in equation 3.18 is replaced by an equal sign and
vertical height,z, is used without units. Calculating the metastable density in this fashion
from the data at the seven heights shown in Figure 5.17 yields a decrease in metastable den-
sity versus pressure comparable to the measured metastable density versus pressure shown
in Figure 5.14 in the preceding sections. The calculated helium metastable density is shown
in Figure 5.18.
5.3 Correlation of Theoretical and Experimental Results
The following experiments are carried out to determine the importance of individual com-
ponents of the plasma on particle removal. The targeted variables are electric field in the
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Figure 5.17: Metastable density calculated via the theoretical model in chapter 3 based on
Langmuir probe data. Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
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Figure 5.18: Metastable density calculated versus operating pressure. At low pressure, the
helium metastable production from the seven heights shown in Figure 5.18 predicts the
measured metastable density well, however as pressure increases, using only seven height
locations for helium metastable production does not seem adequate to predict the measured
metastable density. Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
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plasma sheath, helium metastable density, and electron flux. The experiments are carried
out by systematically changing single variables in the plasma and working towards isolating
the effect of each variable.
5.3.1 Particle Removal Versus Time
Figure 5.19 is a series of tests that show the time evolution of particle removal in a step
wise fashion as well as the surface area of the particle. The points labeled ‘single tests’ were
run for 1 minute increments with an air interval of at least five minutes between subsequent
experiments. After 1 minute, 4 minutes, and 10 minutes of processing, images were taken
of the sample of the same particles in order to determine removal rate via SEM. Then, two
separate experiments were conducted in which samples were run for 4 minutes continuously
and 10 minutes continuously. From Figure 5.19, one can see that the removal rate remains
relatively constant between the ‘single tests’ and the tests run continuously, with the removal
rate decreasing as total processing time increases. The decrease in the removal rate shown in
Figure 5.19 leads to the conclusion that some type of flux to the particle affects the removal
rate.
5.3.2 Effect Of Heat Only On Removal
The plasma used during sample processing heats the silicon wafer according to the temper-
ature profiles shown in Figure 5.20. The temperature profile of Figure 5.20 was obtained
by using a type K thermocouple attached to the silicon wafer, where the temperature was
taken every 1 minute up to the 20 minute processing time. The temperature trend that
the sample undergoes during cleaning was then matched with a 500 W halogen light bulb
installed in the chamber on a variac in order to increase or decrease the light bulb intensity
and therefore the heating of the wafer as needed. This allowed for sample heating under
vacuum conditions with the same 10 mTorr of helium in the processing chamber as is present
during plasma cleaning.
Two experiments were conducted in order to test the effect of heating the sample as the
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Figure 5.19: A graph of the removal rate measured versus processing time. As evident, the
removal rate decreases with processing time. Error bars not shown should be taken as the
size of the data point.
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Figure 5.20: A graph showing the temperature evolution of the wafer under plasma cleaning.
The plasma was a 2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr, with a pulsed bias to the sample of +14.4/-
68 ± 0.1 volts at a frequency of 100 Hz, 90 % duty cycle. Temperature measurements are
± 0.5 ◦C. Error in time should be taken as the size of the data point.
plasma normally heats it during processing. The first test was conducted for 20 minutes
(two times longer than normal processing) and one for 40 minutes. The results of both
experiments show negligible removal from heat alone. From these results, it is concluded
that heat alone while the sample is under vacuum does not provide for the removal rates
observed.
It is possible that the PSL’s do not actually reach the same temperature that the wafer
reaches due to their white color which would reflect more light whereas the grey color of
the silicon wafer would absorb more like. However, the poor thermal contact due to a
typically small (around 4 angstrom) [82] contact length between the particle and the surface,
would mean that the particle, upon heating, would not have a large heat transfer to the
wafer. In order to be sure that the particles were achieving significant temperature, the
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melting point of the PSL was examined. Polystyrene latex spheres are polystyrene that is
polymerized in water. Therefore, determining the temperature at which to expose the sample
was ambiguous. Whereas the melting point of polystyrene latex nanoparticles is listed as
100 ◦C, the melting point of bulk polystyrene is 240 ◦C. Thus, two heat-only tests were
carried out using two halogen lamps under vacuum conditions at 10 mTorr He to achieve a
sample at 264 ◦C and 110 ◦C, 10 % over their respective melting points in order to assure
that the melting points would be surpassed. Both of these heat test resulted in no removal.
The comparison SEM’s for the 264 ◦C test is shown in Figure 5.24. In Figure 5.24, 6 of the
8 particles shown have changed to a black color upon post-processing SEM imaging. This
reason for this color change is currently unknown. Also of significance in Figure 5.24, two
of the particles have switched their position. The cause of this particle movement is also
unknown and has not been seen before in other post-processing SEM’s of all samples.
(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.21: The above images show the before and after micrographs of 500 nm PSL’s
on silicon as exposed to the temperature trend shown in Figure 5.20 using a halogen lamp
under vacuum conditions at 10 mTorr helium for 20 minutes total processing time. Negligible
removal is observed.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.22: The above images show the before and after micrographs of 500 nm PSL’s on
silicon as exposed to the temperature trend shown in Figure 5.20 using a halogen lamp under
vacuum conditions at 10 mTorr helium for a total of 40 minutes (2x the heating cycle shown
in Figure 5.20). Negligible removal is observed.
(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.23: The above figure represents the cleaning results of using heat only for 35 minutes
at 110 ◦C. SEM analysis shows negligible removal.
5.3.3 Effect Of Ions On Removal
5.3.3.1 Removal Due To High Energy Ions and Helium Metastables
To test the removal of high energy ions and helium metastables, a sample was exposed to a
2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr with a negative DC bias of -69.1 ± 0.5 volts applied to the
sample. The sample was exposed for five minutes after which the removal rate was measured
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.24: The above figure shows the cleaning results of using heat only for 30 minutes
at 264 ◦C. There was a temperature ramp on the sample for 17 minutes before it achieved
264 ◦C, thus total processing time was 47 minutes. SEM analysis shows negligible removal.
to be 4.6x106 ± 1.7x105 nm3/min. The before and after SEM of the sample processed for
this experiment are shown in Figure 5.25. The results shown in Figure 5.25 align with theory
that high-energy ions are not wanted as they can lead to film densification and hence lower
removal results as discussed in chapter 3.
5.3.3.2 Removal Due To Electrons, Intermittent High Energy Ions, and Helium
Metastables
In order to test the removal of particle with intermittent (pulsed) high energy ions, a test
was conducted in which a sample was exposed to a 2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr and biased
with a pulsed bias between +10 ± 0.1 volts and -70 ± 0.1 volts at 100 Hz, 90 % duty cycle.
The sample exposed to the plasma and this biasing scheme yielded a removal rate of 7.1x106
± 1.4x105 nm3/min. The before and after SEM’s of the sample processed for this experiment
are shown in Figure 5.26.
5.3.3.3 Removal Due To No Ions
In order to test the removal of particles with no ion bombardment, a test was conducted
in which a sample was exposed to a 2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr and biased positively
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.25: This experiment shows the results using high energy ions and helium metasta-
bles through the application of a negative DC bias to the sample to clean the polystyrene
latex nanoparticles from the silicon wafer. The sample was processed with a 2 kW He plasma
at 10 mTorr with a DC bias of -69.1 ± 0.5 Volts. After 5 minutes of processing, the removal
rate is measured at 4.6x106 ± 1.7x105 nm3/min.
(a) After (b) Before
Figure 5.26: The results of experimental data showing the comparison of before and after
SEM images from the experiment testing the effect of electrons, intermittent high energy
ions, and helium metastables. The sample was exposed to a 2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr
and biased with a pulsed bias between +10 ± 0.1 volts and -70 ± 0.1 volts at 100 Hz, 90
% duty cycle. The sample exposed to the plasma and this biasing scheme yielded a removal
rate of 7.1x106 ± 1.4x105 nm3/min.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.27: This experiment shows the results using a positive bias (towards plasma po-
tential) to clean the polystyrene latex nanoparticles from the silicon wafer. The sample was
processed with a 2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr with a DC bias of positive +12 ± 0.5 volts.
After 5 minutes of processing, the removal rate is measured at 1.2x107 ± 1.1x106 nm3/min.
(greater than plasma potential) in which to attract electrons and eliminate ions from hitting
the sample. The sample exposed to the processing plasma at a bias of +12 ± 0.5 volts
yielded a removal rate of 1.2x107 ± 1.1x106 nm3/min. The before and after SEM of the
sample processed for this experiment are shown in Figure 5.27.
These past three experiments shows the results of removing ion bombardment from the
sample, but the plasma also contains other species that are hitting the sample. The following
section outlines the use of only ions and helium metastables and their combined effect on
removal.
5.3.3.4 Particle Removal For Ions and Helium Metastables Only
The above three experiments included electron bombardment of the sample. Before com-
pletely ruling out ions as needed for the removal mechanism, an electromagnet was built
and installed in the vacuum chamber in order to separate the ions in one direction and the
electrons in another direction as shown in Figure 5.28. A 0.25 inch aperture was be made
in a metal mask to allow ions/electrons/metastables to the sample, with the electromagnet
on the underside of the metal mask. In order to calculate the strength of the electromagnet
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.28: A diagram and picture of the electromagnet designed and installed in the PACE
chamber for separating the ions and electrons in order to direct ions to the sample in the
presence of metastable helium.
needed to bend the ions to the sample, a basic analysis of the speed of the particle and it’s
mass is conducted as follows.
The energy of the incident helium ion is estimated to be 10 eV, due to a -10 V drop
between floating potential for the plasma in question with respect to plasma potential. Thus,
~F = ma = q(~vx ~B + ~E), (5.1)
where E is taken as 0 V (no electric field parallel to the sample, the only electric field is
directed into the wafer). m is taken as the mass of the helium atom minus the mass of an
electron, mion = 6.64x10
−27 Kg.
Eion = 10eV =
1
2
mionv
2
ion (5.2)
mion
v2ion
r
= qvB (5.3)
Solving for vion from Equation 5.2, one obtains vion=2.20x10
4m
s
. Assuming singly ionized
helium, q = 1.6x10−19 Coulomb, for a radius of curvature of 0.25 inches, a magnetic field
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Figure 5.29: A graph showing the relationship between the magnetic field created by the
electromagnet versus the applied current to the electromagnet. Error bars not shown should
be taken as the size of the data point.
of 1,436 Gauss is required. This magnetic field can be easily obtained via an electromagnet
as described below and shown in Figure 5.29. An electromagnet was designed and installed
in the vacuum chamber such that a constant magnetic field can be obtained. This is ac-
complished by using 33 turns of a 0.084 inch diameter kapton coated copper wire over a
3 inch long, 0.25 inch diameter steel rod. The wire is then given slack and wound in the
same direction for 33 turns over a similar steel rod. These two electromagnets are aligned
on either side of the 0.25 inch hole in the metal mask with the north pole of one magnet
pointing at the south pole of the other magnet to provide a constant magnetic field direction
over the 0.25 inch hole as shown in Figure 5.28.
To align the ions coming through the 0.25 inch hole in the metal mask and bent from the
electromagnet to the sample, a location test electrode is needed. This is accomplished using
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a 0.25 inch by 0.25 inch square piece of copper tape (used as a locational test electrode)
placed on the sample holder with a kapton bnc wire taped underneath it. This is then
passed through a bnc feedthrough to a pico ammeter. The current on the electromagnet was
then increased as shown in Figure 5.30 with the corresponding current on the test electrode
recorded. Electromagnet currents that either bent the ions too far or not enough will miss the
test electrode as shown in Figure 5.31 From Figure 5.30, the test electrode current plateaus
at a value of about 3 µA with an applied current of 35 A to 45 A to the electromagnet
yielding a current density of ions of 7.4 µA· cm−2. Thus, a value of 40 A of current applied
to the electromagnet was used for the experiment when a wafer (centered at the location
of the test electrode) is exposed. Plasma can be kept from coming around the metal mask
holding the electromagnet through the use of mesh screen connected to the metal mask and
grounded to the chamber. With no plasma on and the electromagnet at 40 A of applied
current, no current is detected on the test electrode.
For this experiment, the spot that was pre imaged via SEM was placed at the location
where the test electrode was used to characterize the helium ions being bent to the sample.
From the pre and post processing images, negligible removal is seen .
A conclusion can be drawn from the above four sections that ions impacting the surface
to be cleaned due to the application of negative biases to the sample or through directed ion
flux are detrimental to achieving high removal rates. Also it is observed that positive bias
to the sample yields a higher cleaning rate.
To determine whether the application of bias to either the sample being cleaned or an
auxiliary electrode is significant, experiments are conducted where the bias was applied to
each. Also, the effect the positive bias has on the sample is analyzed and linked to one of
the variables discussed earlier in chapter 3.
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Figure 5.30: A graph of the current collected on the test electrode versus the applied current
to the electromagnet. A electromagnet current of 40 A was used for the test as it is the
center of the peak of the test electrode current. Error bars not shown should be taken as
the size of the data point.
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Figure 5.31: An illustration showing how ions bent too far or not enough will miss the test
electrode and thus the cause of the plateau when the ions are bent just right.
5.3.4 Effect Of Bias On Removal
5.3.4.1 Particle Removal Versus Applied Auxiliary Bias
Figure 5.32 shows the results on particle removal with an external bias applied to a copper
disc electrode located approximately 4 inches from the sample. As shown in Figure 5.13 and
Figure 5.16, an increasing electron temperature as the amount of current drawn through the
auxiliary electrode causes an increase in the metastable density in the chamber. Three sepa-
rate removal experiments were conducted with 300 mA drawn through the external electrode
in which the most metastables and hottest electron temperature plasma was measured.
The first experiment, shown in Figure 5.33 shows the removal in which the wafer and
sample stage are left floating while 300 mA was drawn through the external copper electrode.
The removal rate measured for this experiment is 6.3x106 ± 2.2x105 nm3/min. A bias voltage
of +16 ± 0.5 volts to the auxiliary electrode was used to draw 300 ± 25 mA (different than
in the case of the Langmuir probe measurements in the preceding section). The second
experiment, shown in Figure 5.34, is with the same plasma conditions with the external
electrode drawing 300 mA from the plasma, except the wafer and sample holder assembly
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Figure 5.32: This graph shows the results of the removal experiments involving an external
applied positive bias. A 2kW plasma with a flow rate of 100 SCCM helium at 10 mTorr was
used. All removal rates were calculated after 5 minutes of sample processing. Error bars not
shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
are connected to ground. The removal rate measured for this experiment is 5.9x106 ± 5.5x105
nm3/min. A bias voltage of +16 ± 0.5 volts to the auxiliary electrode was used to draw 300
± 25 mA.
The results of the third experiment are shown in Figure 5.35 in which 5.2x106 ± 8.7x105
nm3/min is measured for the removal rate. This experiment is conducted with a +9.8 V
bias to the sample with the auxiliary bias to the copper electrode drawing 300 mA from
the plasma. The current drawn through the wafer for this experiment is 0.506 mA whereas
for an experiment conducted at the same plasma conditions without the external bias, the
current drawn through the wafer under a +9.8 V bias is between 10 mA and 14 mA. A bias
voltage of +16 ± 0.5 volts to the auxiliary electrode was used to draw 300 ± 25 mA.
The three experiments discussed above are compared to the experiments described in the
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.33: Comparison of the before and after SEM images of the sample cleaned where
the sample was left floating and an external bias drawing 300 mA was used. The removal
rate measured for this experiment is 6.3x106 ± 2.2x105 nm3/min after 5 minutes of sample
processing.
(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.34: Comparison of the before and after SEM images of the sample cleaned where
the sample was grounded and an external bias drawing 300 mA was used. The removal
rate measured for this experiment is 5.9x106 ± 5.5x105 nm3/min after 5 minutes of sample
processing.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.35: Comparison of the before and after SEM images of the sample cleaned where
the sample was given a +9.8 V bias (drawing 0.506 mA of current) and an external bias
drawing 300 mA was used. The removal rate measured for this experiment is 5.2x106 ±
8.7x105 nm3/min after 5 minutes of sample processing.
next section where the positive bias is applied to the sample being cleaned.
5.3.4.2 Particle Removal Versus Applied Bias to Sample
Figure 5.36 shows the results of three removal experiments conducted where a positive bias
is applied to the sample being cleaned with no auxiliary bias. The plasma, operating at a
source power of 2 kW with a 100 SCCM flow rate of helium and chamber pressure of 10
mTorr, is the same for the following three cases with the only difference being the applied
positive bias to the sample. All removal rates are calculated after 5 minutes of sample
processing.
The first sample, shown in Figure 5.37, was biased with a +20.1V bias drawing 48.6 mA
of current. The cleaning rate measured through SEM measurements is 1.2x107 ± 5.1x105
nm3/min.
The second sample, shown in Figure 5.38, was biased with a +9.8 V bias drawing 14.26
mA of current. The cleaning rate measured through SEM measurements is 7.7x106 ±
9.5x105nm3/min.
The third sample, shown in Figure 5.39, was biased with a +0 V bias drawing 0.54 mA
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of current. The cleaning rate measured through SEM measurements is 5.9x106 ± 2.7x105
nm3/min.
Comparing the result of Figure 5.39 with those of the removal experiments conducted
with a bias applied to the auxiliary electrode, one observes that the removal rates are the
same to within the error bars. This leads to the conclusion that even though the experiments
conducted with the external positive bias to the auxiliary electrode yielded approximately
six times more metastable helium atoms, the application of positive bias directly to the
sample produced a removal rate increase by approximately a factor of 2. This leads to the
conclusion that the location positive bias is applied to within the plasma cleaning system
matters. The positive bias applied to the sample has two effects: first electron flux to the
sample is greater, thus keeping bonds from reforming as seen with the direct correlation
of positive bias and current drawn in the three experiments discussed above, and second,
due to the electric field that is calculated in the plasma sheath because of the positive bias.
Table 5.2 shows the results for the electric field calculated in the plasma sheath versus the
bias to the sample with respect to the plasma potential. Also shown are the removal rates
from experimental results for the reported electric fields. As the electric field points less
towards the wall and more towards the plasma, removal rate is seen to increase. This fits
with the theory that as holes are introduced by the helium metastables, trapping them near
the surface leads to higher cleaning rates. Instead of the holes drifting into the surface
to be cleaned in the direction of the electric field (when the electric field is pointing into
the surface), they are brought to the surface by the electric field pointing into the plasma.
Figure 5.40 shows a graphical representation of the removal rate versus calculated electric
field.
From Figure 5.35, the current drawn through the wafer (0.506 mA instead of between 10
and 14 mA without using the auxiliary electrode) shows that there is a diminished plasma-
sample interaction when the positive bias is applied to the auxiliary electrode. While there is
a positive bias (+0.8 volts greater than plasma potential) on the sample and thus an electric
field directed from the sample to the plasma, there is no electron flux. It is believed that
if the auxiliary electrode were placed higher in the chamber, electron temperature would
still increase and yield more helium metastable production while still allowing a bias to be
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Figure 5.36: This figure shows the removal rate data measured for three positive biases
applied to the sample during the removal experiments. The three biases are (1) +20.1 V,
48.6 mA , (2) +9.8 V,14.26 mA, and (3) +0 V, 0.54 mA. As shown, the removal rate is
highest for the highest current draw through the wafer and decreases with decreasing wafer
bias. Error bars not shown should be taken as the size of the data point.
applied to the sample to be cleaned to enhance the electric field required to maintain ‘hole’
density at the surface being cleaned as well as draw electron flux to the sample to keep bonds
from reforming..
From Figure 5.40, it is determined that the electric field pointing from surface into the
plasma instead of from the plasma into the surface can have an effect on the removal rate
up to a factor of 2.6, where the electric field pointing from the surface into the plasma is
due to the positive bias that is applied to the sample.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.37: A comparison of the before and after SEM images taken for the cleaning of
polystyrene latex nanoparticles with an applied sample bias of +20.1 V bias drawing 48.6
mA. Removal rate for this experiment is calculated as1.2x107 ± 5.11x105 nm3/min.
(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.38: A comparison of the before and after SEM images taken for the cleaning of
polystyrene latex nanoparticles with an applied sample bias of +9.8 V bias drawing 14.26
mA. Removal rate for this experiment is calculated as 7.69x106 ± 9.50x105nm3/min.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.39: A comparison of the before and after SEM images taken for the cleaning of
polystyrene latex nanoparticles with an applied sample bias of +0 V bias drawing 0.54 mA.
Removal rate for this experiment is calculated as 5.94x106 ± 2.73x105 nm3/min.
Table 5.2: Wall potential relative to plasma potential, electric field, and removal rate for
removal experiments versus bias. All samples were run at 2 kW plasma source power at 10
mTorr operating pressure.
Bias [V] Vbias - Vplasma [V] Efield
[
V
m
]
Removal
[
nm3
min
]
-69.1 -79.1 ± 0.5 6.2x104± 2x103 4.6x106 ± 4.6x105
Floating -10.8 ± 0.1 3.8x104± 5x102 4.7x106 ± 4.4x105
+ 0 -8.9 ± 0.6 2.6x104± 1x103 5.9x106 ± 2.7x105
+ 9.8 +0.8 ± 0.5 -1.4x104± 3x103 7.7x106 ± 9.5x105
+ 20.1 +10.2 ± 0.6 -2.6x104± 2x103 1.2x107 ± 5.1x105
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Figure 5.40: Above is a graph of the removal rate versus the calculated electric field in the
plasma sheath. As the electric field points less in the direction of the surface and more
towards the direction of the plasma, the removal rate increases.
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5.3.4.3 Particle Removal From An Insulating Surface
To see whether cleaning of the polystyrene latex nanoparticles could be accomplished on an
insulating substrate, 2 inch silicon wafers with approximately 2 micron of thermal grown
oxide were purchased from Addison Engineering. The oxidized silicon wafers were chosen
over another type of substrate (such as quartz) because of the real-world aspect of such a
sample as well as for convenience in sample cleanliness and availability. 500 nm PSL particles
were applied to the sample as before and processed for 5 minutes with a 2 kW helium plasma
at 10.1 ± 0.2 mTorr. The sample was mounted the same as a conducting wafer, and a +20.1
± 0.5 volt bias was applied to the sample. Since this sample was insulating, the observed
current drawn from the application of the +20.1 ± 0.5 volt bias is current through the
conducting clips of the sample holder. The current drawn for the +20.1 ± 0.5 volt bias is
20.5 ± 0.1 mA. After 5 minutes of sample processing, the removal rate is measured from
the before and after SEM’s to be 8.3x106± 6.9x105 nm3/min as shown in Figure 5.41. This
removal rate is smaller than the rate observed from the application of the same positive
bias to the conducting silicon wafer in section 5.3.4.2 but comparable to the cleaning of the
floating sample of the same section .
While there is potentially some increased metastable density from the current drawn due
to the sample bias, there is no electric field direction change observed in the earlier sections
and no increased electron flux. The sample surface, which is insulating, will charge to the
floating potential of the plasma (which is negative with respect to the plasma potential)
and the electric field will point from the plasma into the surface being cleaned reducing
the holes available at the surface for cleaning as well as reducing electron flux. Application
of an RF bias can only affect the bias on an insulating surface to become more negative
(not positive) with respect to plasma potential, and thus would not provide the electric
field direction change required for a higher removal rate. Thus, one is left with increasing
plasma density to achieve more flux of electrons to the sample as well as increasing overall
helium metastable production to obtain a higher removal rate for insulating particulates on
an insulating substrate.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.41: The before and after SEM’s of the removal experiment for PSL particles on an
SiO2 surface. The sample is processed with a 2 kW He plasma at 10.1 ± 0.2 mTorr with
a +20.1 ± 0.5 volt bias applied to the sample holder holding the insulating sample. The
removal rate calculated after 5 minutes of processing is 8.3x106± 6.9x105 nm3/min.
5.3.5 Effect Of Helium Metastable Density On Removal
5.3.5.1 Particle Removal Versus Operating Pressure
As shown in section 5.2.2.1, the metastable density at the sample/detector level decreases
with increasing operating pressure. Figure 5.42 shows the result of experiments run at
varying operating pressures. Eight samples were tested in total, four with the sample and
sample holder left ‘floating’ represented by the data markers labeled ‘Floating,’ and four
samples under a constant +9.8V bias represented by the data markers labeled ‘With Bias.’
The experiments tested with the sample left floating show a general decrease in removal
rate as the operating pressure is increased in the vacuum chamber. The experiments tested
with a +9.8V bias to the sample show a decrease in removal rate with increasing operating
pressure for data at 5 mTorr and 10 mTorr, however a difference outside of the error in the
measurements is seen at 50 mTorr which will be discussed below.
To explain the behavior of the removal results in Figure 5.42, several parameters between
the plasma and sample interaction change. First, consider the ‘floating’ sample data in
Figure 5.42 and table 5.3. The electric field of the plasma for the ‘floating’ removal cases
shown in Figure 5.42 points from the plasma into the sample, with the electric field at 5
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Figure 5.42: Removal rate measured versus operating pressure. A decrease in removal rate
is observed versus increasing operating pressure. An application of a +9.8 V bias to the
sample increases the removal rate compared to the floating sample at the data for 50 mTorr
and 100 mTorr. The bias is thought to have a more profound effect at the higher operating
pressure by utilizing the holes created by metastable interaction more efficiently by keeping
them at the surface to be cleaned. Pressure measurements are ± 0.2 for 5 mTorr, 10 mTorr,
and 50 mTorr and ± 2 for 100 mTorr.
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Table 5.3: This table shows the reduction in metastable density and reduction in removal
rate versus the 5 mTorr data for metastable density and removal rate for the ‘floating’ data
series in Figure 5.42. As metastable density decreases, removal rate is seen to decrease in a
similar fashion.
Pressure Reduction in Reduction in Reduction in Electric field
[mTorr] removal rate metastable density plasma density [m−3] behavior[comment]
10 ± 0.2 1.25-1.66 1.35 0.79-0.97 increases
50 ± 0.2 2.39-4.61 1.63 1.15-2.08 decreases
100 ± 0.2 2.94-5.15 3.49 67.19-105.02 inconclusive
mTorr calculated as 3.59x104 V/m, at 10 mTorr calculated as 3.70x104 V/m, and at 50
mTorr calculated as 2.63x104 V/m (100 mTorr Langmuir probe data at the floating case was
not available to calculate the electric field). As shown in section 5.3.4.2, an electric field that
points from the plasma into the sample that increases should decrease the removal rate. An
increase of the electric field pointing from the plasma into the sample is what is calculated
from the 5 mTorr to 10 mTorr case, and a reduction in the cleaning rate is also observed.
However, at 50 mTorr, the electric field pointing from the plasma into the sample decreases,
but a decrease in the removal rate is still observed. One item to note is that plasma density
at the sample level does decrease from 10 mTorr to 50 mTorr from the Langmuir probe
data presented in Figure 5.8. For increasing pressures up to 100 mTorr, plasma density does
continue to decrease as well as metastable density. From the result of the analysis of the
‘floating’ sample data in Figure 5.42 the conclusion is drawn that the decrease in the removal
rate seen is due to a decrease in the plasma density (electron flux) as well as metastable
density versus increasing operating pressure.
Considering the ‘with bias’ data in Figure 5.42, a +9.8 ± 0.5 volt bias is applied to the
sample. The +9.8 ± 0.5 volt bias drew different amounts of current for the four pressures
tested as shown in Table 5.4. The current drawn by the sample at the pressures shown in
Table 5.4 shows the same trend as the removal results in Figure 5.42. The current drawn
also follows the trend of plasma density shown in Figure 5.8. However, the Langmuir probe
data in Figure 5.8 was taken over a floating surface versus operating pressure, so calculations
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Table 5.4: This table shows the current drawn for a constant +9.8 ± 0.2 volt bias for
increasing operating pressure.
Pressure [mTorr] Current [mA] Removal
[
nm3
min
]
5 ± 0.2 12.9 ± 0.1 7.9x106± 8.7x105
10 ± 0.2 14.8 ± 0.1 5.3x106± 7.3x105
50 ± 0.2 12.7 ± 0.1 6.6x106± 4.3x105
100 ± 2 4.8 ± 0.1 3.0x106± 9.2x104
of the electric field would be unreliable. From the trend observed in Figure 5.42 for the ‘with
bias’ data, it is concluded that even though the helium metastable density decreases with
increasing operating pressure, it is still of sufficient density that when a sample bias and
thus increased electron current draw is used, removal rate does not decrease appreciably for
increasing operating pressure up to 50 mTorr.
There are two main take-aways from the results presented in this section. The first is that
the decrease in removal rate observed versus increasing operating pressure is a combination
of metastable density changing, plasma density (and thus electron flux) changing, as well as
electric field changing. These effects are summarized in table 5.3.
The second take-away is that an applied bias to the sample will increase the removal rate
seen with increasing operating pressure compared to the removal rate of a floating sample.
This is seen from the comparison of current drawn versus bias for the removal rate versus
pressure data presented in table 5.4.
5.3.5.2 Removal Due To Helium Metastables Only
Two tests in order to test the effect of metastables only have been carried out. The first
involves maintaining the sample at a location outside of the plasma region (just outside of
the main chamber in the load lock region) as shown in Figure 5.43, and one in which the
wafer was covered by a cylindrical mesh tent with a metal cap with an overhang in which to
keep plasma from wafer as well as to prevent any high energy UV from reaching the wafer as
shown in Figure 5.44. The cylindrical mesh tent was tested to be truly repelling of plasma
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Figure 5.43: The above figure shows the location where the sample was held outside of the
plasma region but with a 1:1 conductance to the main chamber to ensure that He metastable
flux would reach the sample.
by putting a biased wire inside of the mesh tent with a bias (both positive and negative)
which drew no current. The lack of being able to conduct current through the biased wire
proved that no plasma would penetrate the cylindrical mesh tent. Negligible removal is seen
in both experiments. Helium metastable reduction due to the transparency of the mesh is
approximately 30 %.
From the above sections, one is left with the question of the effect of just electron flux
on the removal mechanism. In order to test this, the plasma-blocking mesh described in
section 4.3 is used to screen the plasma and is discussed in the next section.
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(a) Dimensioned Mesh Tent (b) Solid View
(c) Picture
Figure 5.44: A view of the cylindrical mesh with metal capped tent that was constructed to
keep plasma from reaching the wafer as well as to block high-energy UV photons from the
plasma source from reaching the wafer. The tent was tested to ensure no plasma penetration
by feeding a biased wire inside the tent. No current was picked up from the wire upon biasing,
thus confirming no plasma was present.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.45: The above figure represents the cleaning results of using metastable He only in
which the sample was held in the loadlock region outside of plasma exposure but with a 1:1
conductance to the processing chamber so He metastable flux would reach the sample as in
Figure 5.43. SEM analysis of this sample shows negligible removal from helium metasables
only.
(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.46: The above figure represents the cleaning results of using metastable He only
in which the sample was placed inside the cylindrical mesh tent (shown in Figure 5.44).
Analysis of the SEM’s show negligible removal from metastable He only.
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5.3.6 Effect Of Electron Flux Alone On Removal
Imaging the particles before and after in the SEM for analysis of particle removal subjects
the particles to the electron flux fro the SEM beam. The particles are not observed to be
removed from the imaging and thus the electron flux from the SEM, however, this electron
flux is not in the presence of the helium background gas or helium metastables as in the
present cleaning technique. An experiment aimed at obtaining electron flux and helium
metastables only is discussed in the following section.
5.3.6.1 Particle Removal Versus Sample Bias With Plasma-Blocking Mesh In Place
Two experiments were conducted to test for the removal of PSL’s without plasma interacting
with the sample but while the sample was under a positive bias and drawing electron flux.
The plasma-blocking mesh described in section 4.3 was used to block the plasma from reach-
ing the lower half of the chamber while allowing for the helicon plasma source to operate
normally. Tested were a +5.2 ± 0.5 volt bias drawing 0.4 ± 0.1 mA of current and a +9.8 ±
0.5 volt bias drawing 0.8 ± 0.1 mA of current. Both experiments showed a negligible removal
rate. The combination of the mesh setup is 4.7 % transparent, so a reduced cleaning rate, if
any would be expected, since metastable production from the source region would also have
to diffuse to the wafer. In order to achieve a higher removal rate to test whether or not par-
ticle removal occurs with helium metastables and a positive bias, an indirect plasma-based
method of helium metastable production or other source would be needed that does not re-
quire for the plasma to be screened out, which ultimately limits the metastable throughput.
Such a design could likely be accomplished with similar technology to an ion or electron gun.
In Figure 5.39, the current drawn for the grounded sample and sample holder was 0.54
mA which is on the same order as the current drawn in the positive bias removal tests with
the plasma-blocking mesh in place. This leads to the conclusion that electron flux alone in
a 10 mTorr helium environment does not lead to particle removal.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.47: This figure shows the before and after SEM’s of a sample exposed to a electric
field of 7.99x104 V/m, similar to the electric field produced by the plasma. Negligible removal
is observed.
5.3.7 Effect Of Electric Field Only On Removal
5.3.7.1 Particle Removal Versus Applied External Electric Field
As discussed in Chapter 3, the plasma not only provides the source of helium metastables for
cleaning, but also provides an electric field directed into the sample from the plasma sheath.
In order to test whether an externally applied electric field would produce similar cleaning
results, a +63.12 V bias was applied over a distance of 0.79 mm yielding a electric field of
approximately 7.99x104 V/m, similar to the electric field produced by the plasma. Again,
the plasma-blocking mesh setup was used to provide a plasma in the source region of the
chamber while blocking plasma from entering the lower portion of the chamber containing
the sample to be cleaned. The experiment was run for a total of 40 minutes and resulted
in negligible removal of the particles. The before and after SEM images can be seen in
Figure 5.47.
From this, it is concluded that an electric field produced over the particle is not the
source of the cleaning observed.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.48: The above figure represents the cleaning results of using a quartz disc as a UV
filter in PACE for UV only cleaning. Negligible removal is observed for UV cleaning only.
5.3.8 Effect Of UV Light Only On Removal
Two test were conducted to test the effects of UV light only on the sample. The first test,
run in the PACE chamber, utilized a garolite plastic covering over the wafer with a 25 mm
diameter, 2 mm thick, magnesium fluoride window (transmission from 120 nm to 7 µm
which yield a max energy of approximately 10 eV per photon) covering a hole in the garolite
plastic to allow UV light through however no plasma or metastables. Negligible removal is
observed.
A second sample was exposed to an 18 W UV light source at 253.4 nm (4.88 eV) for 31
minutes in a vacuum of 20 mTorr helium (the lowest steady state value achievable in the
experiment where the light source was mounted). The sample was placed 3 inches below the
UV lamp. Negligible removal is observed.
5.4 Differentially Pumped RGA Study
In order to detect the particulates being removed from the surface in an etching-like fashion
as described in chapter 3, data was taken with the differentially pumped residual gas analyzer
(RGA) described in section 4.2 for a number of different conditions. The baseline scans of
the RGA chamber and main chamber, are shown in chapter 4. Shown in Figure 5.50 is the
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 5.49: The above figure represents the cleaning results of using 253.4 nm UV light
only. The UV lamp was 18W and provided UV light at 253.4 nm (4.88 eV). SEM analysis
shows negligible removal.
RGA scan taken with just flowing the helium gas at 10 mTorr operating pressure through the
main chamber. RGA scans were then taken of the plasma operating at 2kW plasma power
with 10 mTorr of helium in the chamber, followed by a scan during an experiment removing
PSL contamination at approximately 1.2x107 ± 5.1x105 nm3/min. These scans can be seen
in Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.52 respectively. Even if large chains of the polystyrene polymer
were coming off during the removal experiment, the RGA would split this resulting molecule
apart and one would see an increase in the components of the polymer, namely carbon and
hydrogen. Comparing Figure 5.50 through Figure 5.52, no detectable increase in hydrogen
or carbon is detected. With the error associated with the RGA measurements especially
during chamber heating with just plasma exposure and no sample as seen in Figure 5.51,
and considering the chamber walls of the vacuum vessel are not 100 % clean, detecting a
small increase in either carbon, hydrogen, or from the ‘cracking pattern’ seen from larger
molecules requires a more sensitive RGA than currently used in this investigation.
Even though the results of the RGA scans are inconclusive due to the small amount of
hydrogen and carbon in the nanoparticles being cleaned, contamination from the removal of
the polystyrene nanoparticles has been found in the oil of the pumps on the PACE chamber.
Without routine pump maintenance, the hydrocarbon contaminants that end up in the
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Figure 5.50: A residual gas analyzer (RGA) scan of 10 mTorr of helium gas flowing through
the main chamber.
pump oil as a result of the cleaning process can damage the pump, as was seen when an
incompatible pump oil was used.
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Figure 5.51: A residual gas analyzer (RGA) scan of a 2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr without
a sample in the chamber.
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Figure 5.52: A residual gas analyzer (RGA) scan of a 2 kW He plasma at 10 mTorr during
a removal experiment. Approximately 1.2x107 ± 5.1x105 nm3/min was being removed from
the sample during this scan.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary of Results
The removal results presented in chapter 5 provide clear evidence that the variables of helium
metastable density, electron flux, and electric field in the plasma sheath region are impor-
tant parameters needed in order to achieve removal of the polystyrene latex nanoparticles.
Through sample bias and plasma source power, the above parameters can be varied in order
to change the rate of particulate removal seen in this investigation. Table 6.1 shows the
table from chapter 5 but with a new section of comments relating to the importance of the
component investigated.
Section 5.2 shows measurements of the plasma from Langmuir probe analysis as well as
from the metastable analysis versus plasma source power, operating pressure, bias, and radial
location (LP data only). This data is used to draw conclusions from the experimental removal
sections in chapter 5. Whereas the data is not discussed here in detail, the parameters
measured are used throughout chapter 5 to draw conclusions based on the results of the
experiments.
Section 5.3.3.1 through section 5.3.3.4 shows that ion bombardment of the surface lowers
the removal rate observed in experiments. Section 5.3.3.1 through section 5.3.3.3 decreases
the ion bombardment of the surface through the application of DC bias to the sample. A
steady DC bias of -69.1 ± 0.5 volts was used first, followed by an intermittent pulsed DC bias
between +10/-70 ± 0.1 volts at 100 Hz and 90 % duty cycle, and then a constant positive
bias of +12 ± 0.5 volts (+ 2.2 ± 0.5 volts with respect to plasma potential). Removal rate
increases as the bias to the sample to be cleaned becomes more positive from a value of
4.6x106 ± 1.7x106 nm3/min to 1.2x107 ± 1.1x106 nm3/min for the negative and positive
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Table 6.1: An overview of the components of the plasma and their respective effect on the
removal mechanism.
Component Comment
Processing Time Removal vs time is constant
Ions Eliminating ions increases removal rate
Electric Field Decreasing Efield into surface raises removal rate
Electron Flux Electron flux alone does not provide removal
Metastables Metastable flux alone does not provide removal
Temperature Temperature is a byproduct of plasma interaction
bias cases discussed in this paragraph, respectively. This is an increase in removal rate of
a factor of 2.5. Note, the positive bias tested in this case is only +2.2 ± 0.5 volts positive
with respect to plasma potential. This is by design to show the elimination of ions (which
is accomplished by biasing to slightly greater than the plasma potential). The results of
biasing further past plasma potential are shown below. In carrying out these experiments
to remove ion bombardment to the sample, the electric field in the plasma sheath (pointing
from the plasma into the sample) is reduced and electron flux of the sample is increased.
This modification in the sheath electric field helps to maintain hole density from helium
metastable interaction at the surface where they can be utilized. The increase in electron flux
provides electrons for the bulk material of the sample being removed so that broken bonds
from helium metastable interaction do not recombine. This key result will be discussed in
relation to the other removal results throughout the conclusion.
In section 5.3.3.4, an in-situ electromagnet was designed, built, characterized, and used
to direct ion flux with helium metastable atoms to a sample to be cleaned but without
electron bombardment. This result yielded a negligible removal rate and it is concluded that
ion bombardment and helium metastable bombardment alone does not lead to the removal
of the polystyrene latex nanoparticles observed.
The application of bias to an auxiliary electrode as well as to the sample to be cleaned is
then investigated. Section 5.3.4.1 shows the result that even though metastable production
in the chamber is increased by approximately a factor of six (see section 5.2.2.3), whether
the sample is grounded, left electrically floating, or biased with a +9.8 ± 0.5 volt bias (+0.8
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± 0.5 volts with respect to plasma potential), the cleaning rate remains relatively flat at
approximately 5.8x106 ± 5.5x105 nm3/min. This is compared to the removal rate of 4.7x106
± 4.4x105 observed for the case where a sample is just exposed to the same processing plasma
but allowed to electrically ‘float’ with no bias to the sample or auxiliary electrode.
Section 5.3.4.2 shows the removal results of applying a bias to the sample to be cleaned.
Biases from + 0 ± 0.5 volts (-8.9 ± 0.5 volts with respect to plasma potential) to +20.1 ±
0.5 volts (+10.15 ± 0.5 volts with respect to plasma potential) are used to show cleaning
increases from 5.9x106 ± 2.7x105 nm3/min to 1.2x107 ± 5.1x105 nm3/min respectively. As
one can see, the results for the auxiliary electrode, even though producing approximately six
times more metastables, yield the a cleaning rate only slightly greater than applying a +0
± 0.05 volt bias to the sample. Further increasing positive bias to the sample greater than
plasma potential yields increases in the removal rate observed.
In the case of the auxiliary electrode, the sample does not see the added benefit of
electron flux to the sample or an increased electric field as one obtains with applying the
positive bias directly to the sample to be cleaned. Electron flux will increase slightly as
the auxiliary electrode increase electron temperature (shown in section 5.2.1.7), however the
sheath electric field to the sample to be cleaned for the auxiliary case is similar to the electric
field for a floating sample, electric field being calculated from equation 3.40 in chapter 3.
This point is further exemplified by the result section 5.3.4.3 where a +20.1 ± 0.5 volt bias
to the sample is used, however the removal results are only 8.3x106± 6.9x105 nm3/min which
is significantly lower than the results when the +20.1 ± 0.5 volt bias is applied to the semi-
conductive wafer. Ultimately, the electron flux to the insulating substrate is lower than the
electron flux to the semi-conductive substrate.
From experiments conducted versus increasing operating pressure in section 5.3.5.1, two
conclusions are drawn for the removal mechanism. First, from the cases of the ‘floating’
sample, removal rate decreases as operating pressure increases. Helium metastable density
(see section 5.2.2.1) decreases with increasing operating pressure, however plasma density
and the sheath electric field also change. From the summary of results in table 5.3, it is
concluded that the decrease in removal rate seen is due to decreasing plasma density (which
decreases electron flux) as well as decreasing metastable density. From table 5.3, the decrease
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in removal rate from 5 ± 0.2 mTorr operating pressure to 10 ± 0.2 mTorr operating pressure
can be explained by the increase in the electric field in the plasma sheath, however, the
continued removal decrease seen versus for greater than 10 ± 0.2 mTorr is explained from
the helium metastable and plasma density.
The second conclusion drawn from section 5.3.5.1 is that the application of a positive
bias to the sample that yields increased electron current (as seen in table 5.4 can compensate
for the decrease in helium metastable density as well as decrease in plasma density.
The remaining sections of chapter 5 show experiments that are aimed at determining
the effect of individual components such as helium metastables alone, the application of
heating a sample in 10 ± 0.2 mTorr vacuum environment, UV light only, positive bias
with a significantly reduced (less than 4 % of peak density due to the transparency of the
mesh) helium metastable density, as well as the application of an electric field comparable
to the plasma sheath electric field. These experiments all yield negligible removal rates by
themselves leading to the conclusion that a combination of the components tested in this
thesis.
Overall, it is seen that electron flux, helium metastable density, and electric field are
needed in order to achieve removal in the fashion observed in this thesis. The removal
rate can be modified by increasing or decreasing the components, however, it is ultimately
concluded that increasing each of these components while maintaining a stable plasma yields
the greatest removal rate for the removal of polystyrene latex nanoparticles with helium
plasma.
6.2 Potential Applications For The PACMAN Cleaning Technique
The PACMAN cleaning technique utilizing helium metastables to clean hydrocarbon con-
tamination is a possible implementable solution in the semiconductor industry for cleaning
of optic materials as well as for removing photoresist after a lithographic step. The PAC-
MAN cleaning technique is currently under consideration by Sematech for use in EUV mask
manufacturing, with the results of this thesis being a driving force for its implementation.
Extensions of the PACMAN cleaning technique to rid surfaces of organic material can be
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envisioned in areas such as industrial packaging or the medical field for surface cleanliness.
6.3 Recommendations For Future Work
The vertical profile of the plasma in the chamber is assumed from two end points, the sample
surface and the bottom of the active excitation region in the plasma source. A Langmuir
probe study that captures the true vertical profile of the plasma will only further improve
the results calculated from the helium metastable density model presented in chapter 3.
In terms of helium metastable density modeling in the chamber, the density versus op-
erating pressure results calculated in chapter 5 is based on seven groups, taken two inches
apart from the sample surface up to the plasma source region. Where the model predicts the
metastable density observed from the metastable probe at pressure of 5 ± 0.2 mTorr and 10
± 0.2 mTorr, the calculated results begin to vary from the observed measurements for higher
operating pressure. A continuum model based on the metastable production throughout the
vertical distance of the chamber and scaled by destruction probability and mean free path
is likely to increase the likelihood of model/measurement agreement at higher operating
pressures.
The metastable probe measurements show up to a factor of 3 error due to the secondary
yield coefficient for the stainless steel collector. A study of the conditions of the collector over
time as well as intermediate chemical cleaning followed by re-qualification of the metastable
probe will reduce the error in the metastable probe measurements. For the trends observed
in this study, a factor of 3 error in the observation of the metastable density is acceptable,
however, in future studies, it can be improved upon to yield robust calculations.
The processing chamber was prepped with a 30 minute ‘burn in’ before with plasma
running in order to warm the walls of the chamber so that a ‘cold’ chamber was never used.
Chamber conditions were assumed equal between experimental runs due to the 30 minute
‘burn in,’ however, a study verifying the chamber conditions versus experimental results
could provide insight into whether chamber conditions have a large effect on the removal
results.
Also, it has not been determined if individual atoms or small CxHy chains are coming
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off, or if the phenyl group (ring) of the polystyrene chain is being removed as the results
of the differentially pumped RGA during a removal experiment were inconclusive. Study
into the makeup of the removed particulates could yield information that would improve the
understanding of the removal mechanism.
The PACMAN technique has been demonstrated on hydrocarbon contamination, how-
ever, removal of inorganic contaminants such as Al2O3 and Si3N4 in addition to other in-
organics is desired. Potentially, adding a ‘gas cocktail’ consisting of gasses to aid in the
volatilization of these inorganic contaminants in addition to the helium already used could
extend the PACMAN technique to more than the already demonstrated hydrocarbon par-
ticles. However, one must be careful when considering the surface being cleaned and realize
that chemical attack of the substrate by the ‘gas cocktail’ is a possibility, especially as the
sample surface is also heated by the plasma in the PACMAN technique.
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APPENDIX A
LANGMUIR PROBE CODE
The following code was developed in MATLAB by the author along with the help of others
with the CPMI. It was used to analyze the Langmuir probe data that is reported in this
thesis. Its use is at the sole discretion of the user.
f unc t i on [ ] = IV analys i s mod7 2 ( )
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Code by Wayne Lytle , Eithan Ritz , J .R. Sporre from the Center f o r
Plasma
%Mater ia l I n t e r a c t i o n s , Un ive r s i ty o f I l l i n o i s at Urbana Champaign
%http :// cpmi . i l l i n o i s . edu/
%216 Talbot Laboratory
%104 S . Wright St .
%Urbana , IL 61801
%w l y t l e @ i l l i n o i s . edu , e r i t z @ i l l i n o i s . edu , s p o r r e @ i l l i n o i s . edu
%cur rent as o f January , 2010
%mod 7 i n c l u d e s an i n i t i a l d i /dv t r a c e to b e t t e r s e l e c t Vp
%d i s t r i b u t i o n a n a l y s i s f o r Te
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c l o s e a l l
c l e a r a l l
%ask f o r what type o f package i s be ing eva luated to s e t the
i n i t i a l va lue
%o f ne
c l e a r c h o i c e s ;
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%c h o i c e s = input ( ’ Which o f the f o l l o w i n g most resembles the type
o f plasma being analyzed ? \n (1) Flame \n (2) F luore s cent Light \
n (3) DC Glow Discharge \n (4) Magnetron \n (5) RF P a r a l l e l P late
Discharge \n (6) ECR or Hel i con \n (7) Plasma Arc \n>>’) ;
c h o i c e s = menu( ’ Which o f the f o l l o w i n g most resembles the type o f
plasma being analyzed ? ’ , ’ f lame ’ , ’ F luore s cent Light ’ , ’DC Glow
Discharge ’ , ’ Magnetron ’ , ’RF P a r a l l e l Plate Discharge ’ , ’ECR
or
Hel icon ’ , ’ Plasma Arc ’ ) ;
c l e a r path1 f i l e 1 path2 f i l e 2 ;
c l e a r l ength1 length2 ;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%use t h i s s e c t i o n i f your Langmuir probe t r a c e data are separated
in to two
%f i l e s
%open up a user s e l e c t e d f i l ename
% reads in time from column 1 , and vo l tage from column 2
%f i l e s , one f o r vo l tage sweep and one f o r vo l tage probe
%[ f i l e 1 , path1 ] = u i g e t f i l e ({ ’∗ .∗ ’} , ’ P lease S e l e c t The Probe
Voltage Trace F i l e To Open . . . ’ ) ;
%random1 = s t r c a t ( path1 , f i l e 1 ) ;
%Data1=csvread ( random1 , 2 1 , 0 ) ;
%length1=length ( Data1 ) ;
%time probe=Data1 ( 1 : length1 , 1 ) ;
%vo l tage probe raw=Data1 ( 1 : length1 , 2 ) ;
%c l e a r path2 f i l e 2 ;
%c l e a r l ength2 ;
%[ f i l e 2 , path2 ] = u i g e t f i l e ({ ’∗ .∗ ’} , ’ P lease S e l e c t The Source
Voltage Trace F i l e To Open . . . ’ ) ;
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%random2 = s t r c a t ( path2 , f i l e 2 ) ;
%Data2=csvread ( random2 , 2 1 , 0 ) ;
%length2=length ( Data2 ) ;
%time sweep=Data2 ( 1 : length2 , 1 ) ;
%vol tage sweep raw=Data2 ( 1 : length2 , 2 ) ;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%use t h i s s e c t i o n i f your Langmuir probe t r a c e data are in one
f i l e
%open up a user s e l e c t e d f i l ename
% reads in time from column 1 , and vo l tage probe from column 2 ,
and
% vol tage sweep from column 3
[ f i l e 1 , path1 ] = u i g e t f i l e ({ ’∗ .∗ ’} , ’ P lease S e l e c t The LP F i l e To
Open . . . ’ ) ;
random1 = s t r c a t ( path1 , f i l e 1 ) ;
Data1=csvread ( random1 , 2 3 , 0 ) ;
l ength1=length ( Data1 ) ;
t ime probe=Data1 ( 1 : length1 , 1 ) ;
vo l tage probe raw=Data1 ( 1 : length1 , 2 ) ;
vo l tage sweep raw=Data1 ( 1 : length1 , 3 ) ;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
l ength ( vo l tage probe raw )
l ength ( vo l tage sweep raw )
% This code determines that the vo l tage sweep from the op−amp i s
going in
% the same d i r e c t i o n ( i . e . negat ive V to po s t i v e V) and cuts o f f
any data
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% that ”wraps” to avoid ana lyz ing data that has repeated data f o r
the
% IV−c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
%This code ASSUMES one s t a r t s negat ive and goes p o s i t i v e . . .
c l e a r i ;
c l e a r l eng th o f sweep ;
c l e a r sweep maxV ;
c l e a r sweep index ;
sweep maxV=max( vo l tage sweep raw ( : , 1 ) ) ;
c l e a r e x i t l o o p ;
i =1;
e x i t l o o p =0;
vo l tage sweep raw (1 , 1 ) ;
whi l e e x i t l o o p ==0;
i f vo l tage sweep raw ( i , 1 )<sweep maxV ;
i=i +1;
e l s e
e x i t l o o p =1;
end
end
sweep index=i ;
vo l tage=vo l tage probe raw ( 1 : sweep index ) ;
vo l tage sweep= vol tage sweep raw ( 1 : sweep index ) ;
hold on
p lo t ( t ime probe , vo l tage probe raw , ’ r ’ )
p l o t ( t ime probe , vo l tage sweep raw )
hold o f f
c l e a r r e s i s t a n c e ;
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%ask f o r the r e s i s t a n c e being measured a c ro s s
%r e s i s t a n c e = input ( ’ P lease Enter the Res i s tance Measured Across [
ohm ] : ’ ) ;
r e s i s t a n c e = 1015 ; %s e t f o r one cond i t i on
%determines the cur rent from the vo l tage sweep and the Vprobe
cur r ent =(vol tage−vo l tage sweep ) / r e s i s t a n c e ;
max( cur rent )
%ask f o r the ion mass
c l e a r ionmass ;
ionmass = 4 ; %s e t f o r one cond i t i on
%ionmass = input ( ’ P lease Enter the Ion Mass [ amu ] : ’ ) ;
%ask f o r the rad iu s o f the probe
c l e a r proberad ius ;
proberad ius = 0 .000076 ; %s e t f o r one cond i t i on
%proberad ius = input ( ’ P lease Enter the Probe ’ ’ s Radius [m] : ’ ) ;
%ask f o r the l ength o f the probe
c l e a r probe length ;
probe length = 0 .009474 ; %s e t f o r one cond i t i on
%probe length = input ( ’ P lease Enter the Probe ’ ’ s Length [m] : ’ ) ;
%c a l c u l a t e the probe area
c l e a r probearea ;
probearea = 2∗ pi ∗ proberad ius ∗probe length + pi ∗ proberad ius ∗
proberad ius ;
%ask f o r the gas p r e s su r e
c l e a r ga sp r e s su r e ;
ga sp r e s su r e = 5 0 . 0 ; %s e t f o r one cond i t i on
%gasp r e s su r e = input ( ’ P lease Enter Chamber Pressure ( remember gas
c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r s ) [ mTorr ] : ’ ) ;
c l e a r c l e anc u r r en t ;
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c l e a r c l e a n v o l t a g e ;
%t h i s f o l l o w i n g code now averages out no i s e from the IV t ra c e
howLong = length ( cur rent ) ;
% howMany i s the number o f po in t s to do a moving average ( h a l f
behind and
% h a l f forward )
howMany=200;
c l e a ncu r r en t = ze ro s ( ( howLong−howMany) ,1 ) ;
j = 1 ;
o f f s e t = howMany/2 ;
f o r i =( o f f s e t : howLong−o f f s e t )
c l e a ncu r r en t ( j , 1 )=mean( cur rent ( ( i−o f f s e t +1) : ( i+o f f s e t ) ) ) ;
j=j +1;
end
c l e a n v o l t a g e=vo l tage (howMany/2 : howLong−howMany/2) ;
p l o t ( c l eanvo l tage , c l e an cu r r e n t )
%t h i s area f i n d s Vf l oa t ing
c l e a r i ;
c l e a r v f l o a t i n g ;
c l e a r v f l o a t i n g i n d e x ;
i =1;
e x i t l o o p = 0 ;
whi l e e x i t l o o p==0
i f c l e anc u r r en t ( i , 1 ) <0;
e x i t l o o p =1;
e l s e
i = i +1;
end
end
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v f l o a t i n g i n d e x = i
v f l o a t i n g = ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i , 1 ) + c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i −1 ,1) ) /2 ;
%setup an array to graph Vf l oa t ing l a t e r on
xarray3 = [ v f l o a t i n g v f l o a t i n g ] ;
yarray3 = [ min ( c l e anc u r r en t ) max( c l e an cu r r e n t ) ] ;
%f i n d dI /dV
didv = ze ro s ( l ength ( c l e a ncu r r en t ) ,1 ) ;
c l e a r i
f o r i =2: l ength ( c l e anc u r r en t )
i f ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i , 1 )−c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i −1 ,1) )>0
didv ( i , 1 )= ( c l e anc u r r en t ( i , 1 )−c l e a ncu r r en t ( i −1 ,1) ) /(
c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i , 1 )−c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i −1 ,1) ) ;
e l s e
didv ( i , 1 ) = didv ( i −1 ,1) ;
end
end
c l e a r mindidv ;
c l e a r vplasmaindex ;
c l e a r vplasma ;
c l e a r end index ;
end index =length ( c l e an cu r r e n t ) ;
[ mindidv , vplasmaindex ] = min ( didv ) ;
vplasma = c l e a n v o l t a g e ( vplasmaindex , 1 ) ;
%s e t up to p l o t v e r t i c a l l i n e at d i /dv max on the dIdV graph
xarray2 = [ vplasma vplasma ] ;
yarray2 = [ min ( c l e anc u r r en t ) max( c l e an cu r r e n t ) ] ;
%t h i s area i n i t i a l l y p l o t s d i /dv ver sus c l e a n v o l t a g e
xarray1 = [ vplasma vplasma ] ;
yarray1 = [ min ( didv ) max( didv ) ] ;
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f i g u r e
hold on
g r id on ;
p l o t ( c l eanvo l tage , didv , ’ k ’ )
t i t l e ( ’ dI /dV Plot to Determine Vplasma ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 6 , ’
fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
h=legend ( ’ dI /dV’ , 3 ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Voltage [V] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ Current [A] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
hold o f f ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%t h i s area l e t s the user s e l e c t the Vp i f the data i s unusua l ly
no i sy so
%that i t can not be ac cu ra t e l y determined from the program
without
%s i g n i f i c a n t coding and f r u s t r a t i o n by the authors
c l e a r answer ;
answer = 0 ;
whi l e answer==0
c l e a r i ;
exitVp =0;
i =1;
xarray2 = [ vplasma vplasma ] ;
yarray2 = [ min ( c l e anc u r r en t ) max( c l e anc u r r en t ) ] ;
f i g u r e
hold on
g r id on
p lo t ( c l eanvo l tage , c l eancur rent , ’b ’ , xarray2 , yarray2 , ’ r ’ )
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answer = input ( ’Do You agree with Vp? [0=no , 1=yes ] : ’ ) ;
hold o f f
i f answer==0
vplasma=input ( ’ P lease ente r a new value f o r Vp: ’ ) ;
whi l e exitVp==0
i f vplasma ˜= c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i )
i=i +1;
end
i f vplasma == c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i )
vplasmaindex=i ;
c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i ) ;
exitVp =1;
end
end
end
c l o s e a l l ;
end
xarray1 = [ vplasma vplasma ] ;
yarray1 = [ min ( didv ) max( didv ) ] ;
%t h i s area determines the ion cur rent
c l e a r i oncu r r en t ;
c l e a r i on s td ;
i oncu r r en t = ze ro s ( l ength ( c l e an cu r r e n t ) ,1 ) ;
c l e a r i o n s a t y ;
c l e a r i o n s a t x ;
c l e a r i o n y c o e f f ;
i o n s a t y = mean( c l e a nc u r r en t ( 1 : 5000 ) ,1 ) ;
i o n s a t x = c l e a n v o l t a g e (500) ;
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i on s td = std ( c l e a ncu r r en t ( 1 : 5000 ) ) ;
i o n y c o e f f = ( ionsa t x−vplasma ) /( ( i o n s a t y ) ∗( i o n s a t y ) ) ;
%s e t s up the i oncu r r en t f o r a h o r i z o n t a l parabola
c l e a r i
f o r i =1: l ength ( i oncu r r en t )
i f ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i , 1 ) <= vplasma )
i oncu r r en t ( i , 1 ) = s q r t ( ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i )−vplasma ) /
i o n y c o e f f ) ;
end
end
%determine the e l e c t r o n cur rent
e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t = ze ro s ( l ength ( c l e a nc u r r en t ) ,1 ) ;
c l e a r i
%f o r i =1: l ength ( e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t )
% i f ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i , 1 )>v f l o a t i n g )
% e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t ( i , 1 ) = c l e an cu r r e n t ( i , 1 ) − i oncu r r en t ( i
, 1 ) ;
%end
%end
% the above code DOES NOT PLAY NICELY WITH OTHERS!
e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t=c l eancur rent−i oncu r r en t ;
%Hey , where are we s t a r t i n g and stopping f o r tak ing the natura l
l og o f
%the e l e c t r o n cur rent ?
s t a r t = v f l o a t i n g i n d e x ;
f i n i s h =vplasmaindex ;
%determine the ln ( e l e c t r o n cur rent )
n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t = ze ro s ( l ength ( c l e an cu r r e n t ) ,1 ) ;
c l e a r i
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f o r i =1: l ength ( n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t )
n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t ( i , 1 ) = log ( e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t ( i , 1 ) ) ;
end
xarray4 = [ vplasma vplasma ] ;
yarray4 = [ ( min ( n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t ) ) (max( n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t ) ) ] ;
xarray5 = [ v f l o a t i n g v f l o a t i n g ] ;
%l i n e a r f i t the d i s t anc e between v f l o a t and vplasma
c l e a r n l e f i t ;
c l e a r g ;
c l e a r s l ope ;
c l e a r i n t e r c e p t ;
c l e a r c o e f f i c i e n t a r r a y ;
c l e a r te ;
c l e a r l i n c o e f f ;
c l e a r e l e c t rontempera ture ;
l i n c o e f f = p o l y f i t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t : f i n i s h ) , n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t (
s t a r t : f i n i s h ) ,1 ) ;
n l e f i t=l i n c o e f f ( 1 ) ∗ c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t : f i n i s h )+l i n c o e f f ( 2 ) ;
e l e c t rontempera ture =1/( l i n c o e f f ( 1 ) ) ;
% Determine the sheath regime ( thank you Martin Neumann)
c l e a r den s i t y e s t imate ;
c l e a r e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y ;
c l e a r debyelength ;
c l e a r meanfreepath ;
c l e a r regime ; %1 = c o l l i s i o n l e s s th in 2 = c o l l i s i o n l e s s th i ck 3
= c o l l i s i o n a l th in 4 = c o l l i s i o n a l th i ck sheath
i f c h o i c e s == 1
dens i t y e s t imate = 10ˆ14 ;
end
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i f c h o i c e s == 2
dens i t y e s t imate = 10ˆ18 ;
end
i f c h o i c e s == 3
dens i t y e s t imate = 10ˆ16 ;
end
i f c h o i c e s == 4
dens i t y e s t imate = 10ˆ16 ;
end
i f c h o i c e s == 5
dens i t y e s t imate = 10ˆ18 ;
end
i f c h o i c e s == 6
dens i t y e s t imate = 10ˆ18 ;
end
i f c h o i c e s == 7
dens i t y e s t imate = 10ˆ21 ;
end
debyelength = 7430∗ s q r t ( e l e c t rontempera ture / den s i ty e s t imate ) ;
meanfreepath = .061/ ga sp r e s su r e ;
regime = 0 ;
i f ( (4∗ debyelength < proberad ius ) && ( proberad ius < meanfreepath
) )
regime = 1 ;
f p r i n t f ( ’ C o l l i s i o n l e s s Thin Regime\n ’ )
end
i f ( ( proberad ius < 4∗ debyelength ) && (4∗ debyelength <
meanfreepath ) )
regime = 2 ;
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f p r i n t f ( ’ C o l l i s i o n l e s s Thick Regime\n ’ )
end
i f ( ( meanfreepath < 4 ∗debyelength ) && (4∗ debyelength <
proberad ius ) )
regime = 3 ;
f p r i n t f ( ’ C o l l i s i o n a l Thin Regime\n ’ )
end
i f ( ( meanfreepath < proberad ius ) && ( proberad ius < 4∗ debyelength
) )
regime = 4 ;
f p r i n t f ( ’ C o l l i s i o n a l Thick Regime\n ’ )
end
i f regime == 0
f p r i n t f ( ’ ooops , you are in an odd regime which cannot be
analyzed with t h i s program\n ’ )
proberad ius
4∗ debyelength ;
meanfreepath
end
%determining va lue s i f regime 1 :
i f regime == 1
e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y = 1.05∗10ˆ15 ∗ s q r t ( ionmass /
e l e c t rontempera ture ) ∗( i o n s a t y ) / probearea ;
end
i f regime ˜= 1
c l e a r j s t a r o l d j s tarnew ;
c l e a r x s ta r ;
c l e a r e r ro r check
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e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y = 0 ;
e r ro r check = . 0 1 ;
%i n i t i a l guess :
j s t a r o l d = 1 ;
j s tarnew = er ro r check ;
%use the guess f o r a dens i ty as our i n i t i a l dens i ty .
%c a l c u l a t e the debye l ength .
%c a l c u l a t e rp/lamda d
%pop up the graph o f l a f r ambo i s e p l o t to have user input
va lues
wayne = 0 ;
whi l e wayne == 0
i f abs ( j s t a r o l d − j s tarnew ) / j s tarnew < e r ro r check
wayne = 1 ;
e l s e
edold = e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y ;
j s t a r o l d = jstarnew ;
debyelength = 7430∗ s q r t ( e l e c t rontempera ture /
den s i t y e s t imate ) ;
%c a l c u l a t e d rp/lamda d
rpoverlamdad = proberad ius / debyelength ;
hold on ;
% j r = f i g u r e (1 ) ;
rgb = imread ( ’ l a f r ambo i s e . jpg ’ ) ;
imshow ( rgb )
hold o f f ;
%output the value o f rpoverlamdad
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f p r i n t f ( ’\n\nr/d = %g\n ’ , rpoverlamdad ) ;
%determine the value o f xp
xs ta r = ( vplasma − mean( vo l tage ( 1 : 1 0 , 1 ) ) ) /
e l e c t rontempera ture ;
f p r i n t f ( ’X∗ = %g\n ’ , x s ta r ) ;
f p r i n t f ( ’ Find the j ∗ value on the Laframboise p l o t \nwhich
corre sponds to the g iven r /d and X∗\n ’ ) ;
j s tarnew = input ( ’ j ∗ = ’) ;
e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y =1.6 e15∗ s q r t ( ionmass /
e l e c t rontempera ture ) ∗( i o n s a t y ) /( probearea ∗
j s tarnew ) ;
den s i t y e s t imate = e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y ;
i f abs ( e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y − edold ) / e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y <
e r ro r check
wayne = 1 ;
end
end
end
end
hold o f f ;
c l o s e a l l
%Plo t t i ng ion e l e c t r o n and t o t a l cur r ent
f i g u r e (1 )
g r id on
hold on
p lo t ( vo l tage , current , ’ c ’ , c l eanvo l tage , c l eancur rent , ’ b ’ ,
c l eanvo l tage , i oncurrent , ’ g ’ , c l eanvo l tage , e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t , ’ r
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’ , xarray2 , yarray2 , ’ b−−’, xarray3 , yarray3 , ’ g−−’) ;
t i t l e ( ’ I−V Trace ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 6 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Voltage [V] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ Current [A] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
h=legend ( ’ Total Current ’ , ’ Smoothed Current ’ , ’ Ion Current ’ , ’
E l ec t ron Current ’ , ’V {plasma } ’ , ’ V { f l o a t } ’ , 3 ) ;
hold o f f
%p l o t t i n g the smoothed cur rent d e r i v a t i v e with r e s p e c t to
p o t e n t i a l
f i g u r e (2 )
hold on
g r id on ;
p l o t ( c l eanvo l tage , didv , ’ k ’ , xarray1 , yarray1 , ’ r ’ )
t i t l e ( ’ dI /dV Plot to Determine Vplasma ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 6 , ’
fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
h=legend ( ’ dI /dV’ , ’ Vplasma ’ , 3 ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Voltage [V] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ Current [A] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
hold o f f ;
%v f l o a t to vplasma with l i n e a r f i t
f i g u r e (3 )
hold on
g r id on
p lo t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t : f i n i s h ) , n l e f i t ( : , 1 ) , ’ r ’ )
l ength ( c l e a n v o l t a g e )
l ength ( n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t )
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p lo t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s ta r t −.1∗ s t a r t : f i n i s h ) , n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t ( s ta r t
−.1∗ s t a r t : f i n i s h ) , ’ k ’ )
p l o t ( xarray4 , yarray4 , ’b−−’, xarray5 , yarray4 , ’ g−−’)
%p lo t ( v f l o a t i n g : vplasma , n l e f i t ( v f l o a t i n g : vplasma ) , ’ r ’ , vo l t age (
v f l o a t i n g i n d e x : vplasmaindex , 1 ) , n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t (
v f l o a t i n g i n d e x : vplasmaindex , 1 ) , ’ b ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ E lec t ron Temperature Determination ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 6 , ’
fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
h=legend ( ’ Linear Fit ’ , ’ Ln( I { e l e c t r o n }) ’ , ’ Vplasma ’ , ’ Vf loat ’ , 2 )
;
x l a b e l ( ’ Voltage [V] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ Natural Log o f E lec t ron Current ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’
fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
hold o f f
f p r i n t f ( ’\n\n−−−RESULTS−−−\nIon Current [A ] : %g\nIon Current
STDEV: %g\nVf loat [V ] : %g\nVplasma [V ] : %g\nTe [ eV ] : %g\nne
[ /mˆ 3 ] : %g
\n ’ , i onsa t y , ionstd , v f l o a t i n g , vplasma , e l ec t rontemperature ,
e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y ) ;
%un−comment the area below i f you want to do two temperature
d i s t r i b u t i o n work
f p r i n t f ( ’\n−−−−− NOTE \n I f i t l ook s l i k e the re i s a two
temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r the e l e c t r o n s ( more than 1 l i n e a r
f i t would be best in Figure 3) you may want to r e f i t below\n
’ ) ;
answer = 0 ;
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tempvoltage =0;
tempvoltageindex =0;
c l e a r i ;
exitVp =0;
i =1;
xarray6 = [ vplasma vplasma ] ;
yarray6 = [ min ( c l e anc u r r en t ) max( c l e an cu r r en t ) ] ;
answer = input ( ’Do You want to s e l e c t a mid−point to do two new
l i n e a r f i t s ?[0=no , 1=yes ] : ’ ) ;
i f answer==1
tempvoltage=input ( ’ P lease ente r a new value between
Vf l oa t ing and Vplasma : ’ ) ;
whi l e exitVp==0
i f tempvoltage ˜= c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i )
i=i +1;
end
i f tempvoltage == c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i )
tempvoltageindex=i
c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i )
exitVp =1;
end
end
tempvoltage = c l e a n v o l t a g e ( i ) ;
c l o s e a l l ;
c l e a r f i n i s h 2 ;
c l e a r s t a r t 3 ;
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f i n i s h 2=i ;
s t a r t 3=i ;
c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t 3 ) ;
xarray7= [ v f l o a t i n g tempvoltage ] ;
xarray8= [ tempvoltage vplasma ] ;
xarray9 =[ tempvoltage tempvoltage ] ;
c l e a r n l e f i t 2 ;
c l e a r n l e f i t 3 ;
c l e a r g2 ;
c l e a r g3 ;
c l e a r s l ope2 ;
c l e a r s l ope3 ;
c l e a r i n t e r c e p t 2 ;
c l e a r i n t e r c e p t 3 ;
c l e a r c o e f f i c i e n t a r r a y 2 ;
c l e a r c o e f f i c i e n t a r r a y 3 ;
c l e a r te2 ;
c l e a r te3 ;
c l e a r l i n c o e f f 2 ;
c l e a r l i n c o e f f 3 ;
c l e a r e l e c t rontemperature2 ;
c l e a r e l e c t ron tempte ra tu r e3 ;
l i n c o e f f 2 = p o l y f i t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t : f i n i s h 2 ) , n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t
( s t a r t : f i n i s h 2 ) ,1 ) ;
n l e f i t 2=l i n c o e f f 2 (1 ) ∗ c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t : f i n i s h 2 )+l i n c o e f f 2 (2 ) ;
e l e c t rontemperature2 =1/( l i n c o e f f 2 (1 ) ) ;
l i n c o e f f 3 = p o l y f i t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t 3 : f i n i s h ) , n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t
( s t a r t 3 : f i n i s h ) ,1 ) ;
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n l e f i t 3=l i n c o e f f 3 (1 ) ∗ c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t 3 : f i n i s h )+l i n c o e f f 3 (2 ) ;
e l e c t rontemperature3 =1/( l i n c o e f f 3 (1 ) ) ;
f i g u r e (4 )
hold on
g r id on
p lo t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t : f i n i s h ) , n l e f i t ( : , 1 ) , ’ r ’ )
p l o t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t : f i n i s h 2 ) , n l e f i t 2 ( : , 1 ) , ’ b ’ )
p l o t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s t a r t 3 : f i n i s h ) , n l e f i t 3 ( : , 1 ) , ’ g ’ )
p l o t ( c l e a n v o l t a g e ( s ta r t −.1∗ s t a r t : f i n i s h ) , n l e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t ( s ta r t
−.1∗ s t a r t : f i n i s h ) , ’ k ’ )
p l o t ( xarray4 , yarray4 , ’b−−’, xarray5 , yarray4 , ’ g−−’, xarray9 ,
yarray4 , ’m−−’)
t i t l e ( ’ E lec t ron Temperature Determination ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 6 , ’
fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
h=legend ( ’ Linear Fi t ( average ) ’ , ’ L inear Fit ( r eg i on 1) ’ , ’ L inear
Fit ( r eg i on 2) ’ , ’ Ln( I { e l e c t r o n }) ’ , ’V {plasma } ’ , ’V { f l o a t
} ’ , ’ V {picked } ’ , 3 ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Voltage [V] ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ Natural Log o f E lec t ron Current ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 2 , ’
fontweight ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
hold o f f
f p r i n t f ( ’\n\n−−−RESULTS−−−\nIon Current [A ] : %g\nIon Current STDEV
: %g\nVf loat [V ] : %g\nVplasma [V ] : %g\nTe( average ) [ eV ] : %g\nTe
( r eg i on 1) [ eV ] : %g\nTe( r eg i on 2) [ eV ] : %g\nne [mˆ{−3} ] : %g
\n ’ , i onsa t y , ionstd , v f l o a t i n g , vplasma , e l ec t rontemperature ,
e l ec t rontemperature2 , e l ec t rontemperature3 , e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y ) ;
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end
end
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APPENDIX B
HELIUM CROSS SECTIONS AND HELIUM
METASTABLE COMPUTER CODE
B.1 Fitting Parameters bn For Use With Equation 3.1
The following fitting parameters in Figure B.1 for bn are for use with equation 3.1 and the
metastable code presented below. Fit parameters from Janev et. al [41].
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Figure B.1: Fit parameters to be used with equation 3.1 and the helium metastable code in
section B.2. Fit parameters from Janev et. al [41].
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B.2 Helium Cross Section Code and Metastable Density Code
Below is the Matlab code used to generate the above cross sections as well as to compute
the densities of the metastable levels.
f unc t i on [ ]= C r o s s s e c t i o n 3 ( )
%coded by Wayne Lyt l e
%a code des igned to take f i t parameters and f i t <sigma v> va lue s
%f o r helium
%s e t (0 , ’ DefaultTextFontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
DefaultTextFontSize ’ , 1 8 )
%s e t ( gcf , ’ DefaultLineLineWidth ’ , 1 . 5 )
c l o s e a l l
c l e a r a l l
c l e a r Data
c l e a r b
format long
c l e a r path f i l e ;
c l e a r counter ;
c l e a r T;
c l e a r column ;
%open the f i l e that conta in s the f i t parameters
[ f i l e , path ]= u i g e t f i l e ({ ’∗ .∗ ’} , ’ P lease S e l e c t Cross Sec t i on Data
to open . . . ’ ) ;
random=s t r c a t ( path , f i l e ) ;
%reads the f i t parameters i n to a matrix c a l l e d Data
Data=x l s r e ad ( random ) ;
c l e a r Energy ;
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%s e t s up the energy to s tep through to form <sigma v>
Energy = [ 0 . 1 : 0 . 1 : 1 0 0 0 0 ] ;
c l e a r XMIN;
c l e a r XMAX;
c l e a r YMIN;
c l e a r YMAX;
%c l e a r YMIN
%c l e a r YMAX
XMIN = 0 . 1 ;
XMAX= 10000;
YMIN = 1E−20;
YMAX= 1E−4;
D2=440;
D3=470;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 a
column=1;
c l e a r log s igma v231a ;
c l e a r sigma v231a ;
log s igma v231a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v231a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v231a=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
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column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v231a=exp ( log s igma v231a ) ;
k11s21p=sigma v231a ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v231a )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 b
column=2;
c l e a r log s igma v231b ;
c l e a r sigma v231b ;
log s igma v231b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v231b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v231b=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
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(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v231b=exp ( log s igma v231b ) ;
k11s31p=sigma v231b ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v231b )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s3p |ˆ1P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 2
column=3;
c l e a r log s igma v232 ;
c l e a r sigma v232 ;
log s igma v232=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v232=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v232=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
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(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v232=exp ( log s igma v232 ) ;
k12=sigma v232 ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v232 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 3 a
column=4;
c l e a r log s igma v233a ;
c l e a r sigma v233a ;
log s igma v233a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v233a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v233a=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
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(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v233a=exp ( log s igma v233a ) ;
k13=sigma v233a ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v233a )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 3 b
column=5;
c l e a r log s igma v233b ;
c l e a r sigma v233b ;
log s igma v233b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v233b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v233b=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
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column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v233b=exp ( log s igma v233b ) ;
k11s23p=sigma v233b ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v233b )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 3 c
column=6;
c l e a r log s igma v233c ;
c l e a r s igma v233c ;
l og s igma v233c=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v233c=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v233c=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
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s igma v233c=exp ( log s igma v233c ) ;
k11s33s=sigma v233c ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v233c )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s3s |ˆ3 S) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 3 d
column=7;
c l e a r log s igma v233d ;
c l e a r sigma v233d ;
log s igma v233d=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v233d=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v233d=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
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sigma v233d=exp ( log s igma v233d ) ;
k11s33p=sigma v233d ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v233d )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s3p |ˆ3P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 4 a
column=8;
c l e a r log s igma v234a ;
c l e a r sigma v234a ;
log s igma v234a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v234a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v234a=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
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sigma v234a=exp ( log s igma v234a ) ;
k32=sigma v234a ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v234a )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 4 b
column=9;
c l e a r log s igma v234b ;
c l e a r sigma v234b ;
log s igma v234b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v234b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v234b=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
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sigma v234b=exp ( log s igma v234b ) ;
k23s21p=sigma v234b ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v234b )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 4 c
column=10;
c l e a r log s igma v234c ;
c l e a r s igma v234c ;
l og s igma v234c=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v234c=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v234c=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
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s igma v234c=exp ( log s igma v234c ) ;
k21s23p=sigma v234c ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v234c )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 4 d
column=11;
c l e a r log s igma v234d ;
c l e a r sigma v234d ;
log s igma v234d=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v234d=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v234d=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v234d=exp ( log s igma v234d ) ;
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k23p21p=sigma v234d ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v234d )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P) −−> e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 5 a
column=12;
c l e a r log s igma v235a ;
c l e a r sigma v235a ;
log s igma v235a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v235a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v235a=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v235a=exp ( log s igma v235a ) ;
k21s21p=sigma v235a ;
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f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v235a )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 5 b
column=13;
c l e a r log s igma v235b ;
c l e a r sigma v235b ;
log s igma v235b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v235b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v235b=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v235b=exp ( log s igma v235b ) ;
k23s23p=sigma v235b ;
f i g u r e
228
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v235b )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 6 a
column=14;
c l e a r log s igma v236a ;
c l e a r sigma v236a ;
log s igma v236a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v236a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v236a=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v236a=exp ( log s igma v236a ) ;
k21s31p=sigma v236a ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
229
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v236a )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s3p |ˆ1P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 6 b
column=15;
c l e a r log s igma v236b ;
c l e a r sigma v236b ;
log s igma v236b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v236b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v236b=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v236b=exp ( log s igma v236b ) ;
k23s33p=sigma v236b ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v236b )
230
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s3p |ˆ3P) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 7 a
column=16;
c l e a r log s igma v237a ;
c l e a r sigma v237a ;
log s igma v237a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v237a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v237a=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v237a=exp ( log s igma v237a ) ;
k21p31d=sigma v237a ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v237a )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
231
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P) −−> e+He∗(1 s3d |ˆ1D) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 7 b
column=17;
c l e a r log s igma v237b ;
c l e a r sigma v237b ;
log s igma v237b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v237b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v237b=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v237b=exp ( log s igma v237b ) ;
k23p33d=sigma v237b ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v237b )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
232
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P) −−> e+He∗(1 s3d |ˆ3D) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 9
column=18;
c l e a r log s igma v239 ;
c l e a r sigma v239 ;
log s igma v239=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v239=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v239=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v239=exp ( log s igma v239 ) ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v239 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
233
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+Heˆ+e ’ , ’ FontName
’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 0 a
column=19;
c l e a r log s igma v2310a ;
c l e a r sigma v2310a ;
log s igma v2310a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v2310a=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v2310a=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column )
∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data
(4 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og
( Energy ) ) .ˆ(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column
) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data
(9 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v2310a=exp ( log s igma v2310a ) ;
k21s0=sigma v2310a ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v2310a )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
234
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) −−> e+Heˆ+(1 s )+e ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 0 b
column=20;
c l e a r log s igma v2310b ;
c l e a r sigma v2310b ;
log s igma v2310b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v2310b=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v2310b=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column )
∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data
(4 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og
( Energy ) ) .ˆ(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column
) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data
(9 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v2310b=exp ( log s igma v2310b ) ;
k21p0=sigma v2310b ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v2310b )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
235
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P) −−> e+Heˆ+(1 s )+e ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 0 c
column=21;
c l e a r log s igma v2310c ;
c l e a r s igma v2310c ;
l og s igma v2310c=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v2310c=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v2310c=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column )
∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data
(4 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og
( Energy ) ) .ˆ(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column
) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data
(9 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v2310c=exp ( log s igma v2310c ) ;
k23s0=sigma v2310c ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v2310c )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
236
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) −−> e+Heˆ+(1 s )+e ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 0 d
column=22;
c l e a r log s igma v2310d ;
c l e a r sigma v2310d ;
log s igma v2310d=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
sigma v2310d=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
log s igma v2310d=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column )
∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data
(4 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og
( Energy ) ) .ˆ(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column
) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data
(9 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
sigma v2310d=exp ( log s igma v2310d ) ;
k23p0=sigma v2310d ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v2310d )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
237
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P) −−> e+Heˆ+(1 s )+e ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 2
column=23;
c l e a r log s igma v2312 ;
c l e a r sigma v2312 ;
log s igma v2312=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v2312=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v2312=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v2312=exp ( log s igma v2312 ) ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v2312 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
238
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He∗( l s n l |ˆ2ˆ Sˆ+ˆlL ) −−> e+Heˆ+∗( n l )+
e ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 4
column=25;
c l e a r log s igma v2314 ;
c l e a r sigma v2314 ;
log s igma v2314=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v2314=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v2314=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v2314=exp ( log s igma v2314 ) ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v2314 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
239
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> e+Heˆ+∗(2p) ’ , ’ FontName
’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 5
column=26;
c l e a r log s igma v2315 ;
c l e a r sigma v2315 ;
log s igma v2315=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v2315=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v2315=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v2315=exp ( log s igma v2315 ) ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v2315 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
240
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> e+Heˆ+∗(2 s ) ’ , ’ FontName
’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 9
column=27;
c l e a r log s igma v2319 ;
c l e a r sigma v2319 ;
log s igma v2319=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
s igma v2319=ze ro s ( s i z e ( Energy ) ) ;
l og s igma v2319=Data (1 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ ( 0 )+Data (2 , column ) ∗(
l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(2−1)+Data (3 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(3−1)+Data (4 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(4−1)+Data (5 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) . ˆ
(5−1)+Data (6 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(6−1)+Data (7 , column ) ∗( l og (
Energy ) ) .ˆ(7−1)+Data (8 , column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(8−1)+Data (9 ,
column ) ∗( l og ( Energy ) ) .ˆ(9−1) ;
s igma v2319=exp ( log s igma v2319 ) ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma v2319 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
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TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> e+Heˆ2ˆ++e ’ , ’ FontName
’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n 1 s2s |ˆ1 S −−> 1 s2s |ˆ3 S
c l e a r sigma v23
sigma v23=−3E−14.∗(2/ s q r t ( p i ( ) ) ) .∗ s q r t (2/(9 .10939E−31) ) . ∗ ( 1 . /
Energy ) . ˆ ( 3 / 2 ) . ∗ ( exp (− .025875./ Energy ) .∗ Energy . ∗ ( Energy
+.025875)−Energy .∗ Energy ) .∗4 .00272E−8;
%sigma v23 =−1∗3∗10ˆ(−14) .∗ ( 2/ s q r t ( p i ( ) ) ) ∗ (2/(9 .10939E−31) ) ˆ(1/2)
. ∗ ( 1 . / Energy ) . ˆ ( 3 / 2 ) . ∗ ( exp (−0.02875./ Energy ) . ∗ ( Energy ) . ∗ ( Energy
+0.025875) −(1.∗( Energy ) . ∗ ( Energy ) ) ) ∗4.00272∗10ˆ(−8) ;
k23=sigma v23 ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v23 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S) + hv
c l e a r log s igma v02 ;
c l e a r sigma v02 ;
l og s igma v02 =−14.41153+−0.67088.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ1+−0.07364.∗(
log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ2+−0.03423.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ3+−0.00378.∗( log10
( Energy ) ) . ˆ 4 ;
s igma v02 =10.ˆ( log s igma v02 ) ;
k02=sigma v02 ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v02 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2s |ˆ1 S)+h\nu ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S) + hv
c l e a r log s igma v03 ;
c l e a r sigma v03 ;
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l og s igma v03 =−14.17166+−0.65477.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ1+−0.03206.∗(
log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ2+0 .00197 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ3+−0.02868.∗( log10 (
Energy ) ) . ˆ 4 ;
s igma v03 =10.ˆ( log s igma v03 ) ;
k03=sigma v03 ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma v03 )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2s |ˆ3 S)+h\nu ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P) + hv
c l e a r log s igma vk021p ;
c l e a r sigma vk021p ;
log s igma vk021p =−13.92448+−0.64627.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ1+−0.09798.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ2+−0.03589.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ3+0 .00347 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) . ˆ 4 ;
sigma vk021p =10.ˆ( log s igma vk021p ) ;
f i g u r e
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axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma vk021p )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2p |ˆ1P)+h\nu ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P) + hv
c l e a r log s igma vk023p ;
c l e a r sigma vk023p ;
log s igma vk023p =−13.69571+−0.65511.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ1+−0.10795.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ2+−0.04281.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ3+0 .00969 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) . ˆ 4 ;
sigma vk023p =10.ˆ( log s igma vk023p ) ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , sigma vk023p )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+Heˆ+(1 s ) −−> He∗(1 s2p |ˆ3P)+h\nu ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
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YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+ He∗(1 s3d |ˆ1D)
c l e a r log s igma vk11s31d ;
c l e a r sigma vk11s31d ;
log s igma vk11s31d =−17.61847+18.84437.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ1+−14.30738.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ2+−7.55729.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ3+24 .45048 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ4+−21.46562.∗( log10
( Energy ) ) .ˆ5+9.81361 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ6+−2.51346.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ7+0 .34141 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ8+−0.01917.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) . ˆ 9 ;
s igma vk11s31d =10.ˆ( log s igma vk11s31d ) ;
s igma vk11s31d (1 )=sigma vk11s31d (3 ) ;
s igma vk11s31d (2 )=sigma vk11s31d (3 ) ;
k11s31d=sigma vk11s31d ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma vk11s31d )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s3d |ˆ1D) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
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%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%r e a c t i o n e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+ He∗(1 s3s |ˆ1 S)
c l e a r l og s i gma vk11s31s ;
c l e a r s igma vk11s31s ;
l og s i gma vk11s31s =−17.83671+20.60488.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ1+−10.85951.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ2+−19.74738.∗( log10 ( Energy ) )
.ˆ3+39 .41564 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ4+−31.354.∗( log10
( Energy ) ) .ˆ5+13 .65179 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ6+−3.38897.∗( log10 ( Energy )
) . ˆ7+0 .4501 .∗ ( log10 ( Energy ) ) .ˆ8+−0.02484.∗( log10 ( Energy ) ) . ˆ 9 ;
s igma vk11s31s =10.ˆ( l og s i gma vk11s31s ) ;
s igma vk11s31s (1 )=sigma vk11s31s (4 ) ;
s igma vk11s31s (2 )=sigma vk11s31s (4 ) ;
s igma vk11s31s (3 )=sigma vk11s31s (4 ) ;
k11s31s=sigma vk11s31s ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( Energy , s igma vk11s31s )
AXIS ( [XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX] )
TITLE( ’ Rate C o e f f i c i e n t f o r e+He(1 s ˆ2 |ˆ1 S) −−> e+He∗(1 s3s |ˆ1 S) ’ , ’
FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Energy [ eV ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Reaction Rate [ cmˆ3/ s ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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%Equations to determine d e s t r u c t i o n f requency o f Helium S i n g l e t
Metastables
Temp Pressure Counter =1;
f o r Temp Pressure = 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 5 0 . 0 0 5 ,
i f Temp Pressure<1
l o g S i n g l e t D e s t r u c t i o n F r e q u e n c y ( Temp Pressure Counter ) =0;
Temp Pressure Counter = Temp Pressure Counter +1;
e l s e
l o g S i n g l e t D e s t r u c t i o n F r e q u e n c y ( Temp Pressure Counter )
=3.9229+−0.74256.∗( log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) .ˆ1+−0.70355.∗(
log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) . ˆ2+1 .38988 .∗ ( log10
( Temp Pressure ) ) .ˆ3+−0.41451.∗( log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) . ˆ 4 ;
Temp Pressure Counter = Temp Pressure Counter +1;
end
end
S ing l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency =10.ˆ(
l o g S i n g l e t D e s t r u c t i o n F r e q u e n c y ) ;
Temp Pressure Counter =1;
f o r Temp Pressure = 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 5 0 . 0 0 5 ,
i f Temp Pressure<1
S ing l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency ( Temp Pressure Counter )=(max(
S ing l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency ) /100)∗Temp Pressure Counter ;
Temp Pressure Counter = Temp Pressure Counter +1;
end
end
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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%Equations to determine d e s t r u c t i o n f requency o f Helium T r i p l e t
Metastables
Temp Pressure Counter =1;
f o r Temp Pressure = 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 5 0 . 0 0 5 ,
i f Temp Pressure<1
l og T r i p l e t D e s t r u c t i o n F r e qu en c y ( Temp Pressure Counter ) =0;
Temp Pressure Counter = Temp Pressure Counter +1;
e l s e
l o g T r i p l e t D e s t r u c t i o n F r e qu en c y ( Temp Pressure Counter )
=3.95848+−0.74256.∗( log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) .ˆ1+−2.12479.∗(
log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) . ˆ2+5 .67337 .∗ ( log10
( Temp Pressure ) ) .ˆ3+−6.60067.∗( log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) . ˆ4+3 .4662 .∗ (
log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) .ˆ5+−0.64408.∗( log10 ( Temp Pressure ) ) . ˆ 6 ;
Temp Pressure Counter = Temp Pressure Counter +1;
end
end
Tr ip l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency =10.ˆ(
l o g T r i p l e t D e s t r u c t i o n F r e qu en c y ) ;
Temp Pressure Counter =1;
f o r Temp Pressure = 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 5 0 . 0 0 5 ,
i f Temp Pressure<1
Tr ip l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency ( Temp Pressure Counter )=(max(
Tr ip l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency ) /100)∗Temp Pressure Counter ;
Temp Pressure Counter = Temp Pressure Counter +1;
end
end
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Temp Pressure = 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 5 0 . 0 0 5 ;
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e l e c n e u t r a l c o l l i s i o n f a c t o r =100./( Temp Pressure
∗3.29∗10ˆ22∗5∗10ˆ(−19) ) ;
%gas p r e s su r e / neut ra l dens i ty
c l e a r n1 pre s su r e ;
c l e a r n1 ;
%n1 pre s su r e=input ( ’ P lease ente r the gas p r e s su r e [ Torr ] : ’ ) ;
%n1 pre s su r e = . 0 1 ;
%n1=3.29E22∗ n1 pre s su r e ∗1E−6;
%e l e c t r o n dens i ty
c l e a r ne ;
c l e a r n i ;
%ne = input ( ’ P lease Enter the Elect ron dens i ty N e [ cmˆ−ˆ3]: ’ ) ;
ne max=1E11 ;
%ion dens i ty
%assumes n i=ne ;
ni max=ne max ;
ne=ne max∗ e l e c n e u t r a l c o l l i s i o n f a c t o r ;
n i=ni max∗ e l e c n e u t r a l c o l l i s i o n f a c t o r ;
%e l e c t r o n temperature
c l e a r Te ;
c l e a r index ;
%Te=input ( ’ P lease Enter the Elec t ron Temperature T e ( in
increments o f 0 . 1 ) [ eV ] : ’ ) ;
%Te=3;
%index=Te∗10 ;
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%geomet r i ca l f a c t o r f o r d i f f u s i o n
c l e a r geometry ;
c l e a r L ;
c l e a r R;
%L i s l ength o f chamber , 1 . 5 meters = 150 cm
%R i s rad iu s o f chamber , R = 15.24 cm
%geometry = ( p i ( ) ) /L) ˆ2+(2.4/R) ˆ2
L=150;
R=15.24;
geometry = ( p i ( ) /L) ˆ2+(2.4/R) ˆ2 ;
%k32∗ne∗n3 + k02∗ ni ∗ne + k12∗n1∗ne−D2∗geometry∗n2=0;
%k23∗ne∗n2 + k03∗ ni ∗ne + k13∗n1∗ne−D3∗geometry∗n3=0;
c l e a r n2 ;
c l e a r n3 ;
c l e a r n ;
c l e a r S i n g l e t ;
c l e a r T r i p l e t ;
c l e a r Ground density ;
Ground density = ze ro s (1 ,101) ;
S i n g l e t = ze ro s (10 ,101) ;
T r i p l e t = ze ro s (10 ,101) ;
c l e a r counter ;
c l e a r Te counter ;
Te counter =0;
f o r Te = 0 . 5 : 0 . 5 : 5 ,
Te counter=Te counter +1;
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index=Te∗10 ;
counter =0;
f o r n1 pre s su r e = 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 1 . 0 0 5 ,
counter=counter +1;
n1=3.29E22∗ n1 pre s su r e ∗1E−6;
c o e f f = [−D2∗geometry−(k23 ( index ) )∗ne ( counter ) ( k32 ( index ) )∗ne
( counter ) ; ( k23 ( index ) )∗ne ( counter ) −D3∗geometry−(k32 ( index
) )∗ne ( counter ) ] ;
s o l u t i o n =[−(k02 ( index ) )∗ ni ( counter )∗ne ( counter )−(k12 ( index ) )∗
n1∗ne ( counter ) ;−(k03 ( index ) )∗ ni ( counter )∗ne ( counter )−(k13 (
index ) )∗n1∗ne ( counter ) ] ;
%I am s o l v i n g c o e f f ∗N=s o l u t i o n
n=c o e f f \ s o l u t i o n ;
S i n g l e t ( Te counter , counter )=n (1) ;
T r i p l e t ( Te counter , counter )=n (2) ;
Ground density ( counter )=n1 ;
end
end
f i g u r e
p lotx = [ 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 1 . 0 0 5 ] ;
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( plotx , Ground density , ’ o− ’ , p lotx , S i n g l e t ( 1 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t
( 2 , : ) , plotx , S i n g l e t ( 3 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t ( 4 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t ( 5 , : ) ,
p lotx , S i n g l e t ( 6 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t ( 7 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t ( 8 , : ) , ’ : ’ ,
p lotx , S i n g l e t
( 9 , : ) , ’ : ’ , p lotx , S i n g l e t ( 1 0 , : ) , ’− . ’ )
l egend ( ’ Neutral ’ , ’Te=0.5 eV ’ , ’Te=1 eV ’ , ’Te=1.5 eV ’ , ’Te=2 eV ’ ,
’Te=2.5 eV ’ , ’Te=3 eV ’ , ’Te=3.5 eV ’ , ’Te=4 eV ’ , ’Te=4.5 eV ’ , ’
Te=5 eV ’ )
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%AXIS ( [ 0 1 .1 1E6 1E17 ] )
TITLE( ’ S i n g l e t Metastable Density Vs . Pressure ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times
New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Pressure [ Torr ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize
’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Density [ cmˆ−ˆ3] ’ , ’FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize
’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( plotx , Ground density , ’ o− ’ , p lotx , T r i p l e t ( 1 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t
( 2 , : ) , plotx , T r i p l e t ( 3 , : ) , plotx , T r i p l e t ( 4 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t ( 5 , : ) ,
p lotx , T r i p l e t ( 6 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t ( 7 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t ( 8 , : ) , ’−− ’ ,
p lotx , T r i p l e t ( 9 , : ) , ’ : ’ , p lotx , T r i p l e t
( 1 0 , : ) , ’− . ’ )
l egend ( ’ Neutral ’ , ’Te=0.5 eV ’ , ’Te=1 eV ’ , ’Te=1.5 eV ’ , ’Te=2 eV ’ ,
’Te=2.5 eV ’ , ’Te=3 eV ’ , ’Te=3.5 eV ’ , ’Te=4 eV ’ , ’Te=4.5 eV ’ , ’
Te=5 eV ’ )
%AXIS ( [ 0 1 .1 1E6 1E17 ] )
TITLE( ’ T r i p l e t Metastable Density Vs . Pressure ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times
New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Pressure [ Torr ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize
’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Density [ cmˆ−ˆ3] ’ , ’FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize
’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
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Ground density = ze ro s (1 ,101) ;
S i n g l e t a l l = ze ro s (10 ,101) ;
T r i p l e t a l l = ze ro s (10 ,101) ;
% Al l CR terms
Te counter =0;
f o r Te = 0 . 5 : 0 . 5 : 5 ,
Te counter=Te counter +1;
index=Te∗10 ;
counter =0;
f o r n1 pre s su r e = 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 1 . 0 0 5 ,
counter=counter +1;
n1=3.29E22∗ n1 pre s su r e ∗1E−6;
A=[−(D2∗geometry+ne ( counter ) ∗( k23 ( index )+k21s31p ( index )+k21s21p (
index ) )+S ing l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency ( counter ) ) k23 ( index )∗ne (
counter ) k21s21p ( index )∗ne ( counter ) 0 0 0 k21s23p ( index )∗ne
( counter ) k21s31p ( index )∗ne ( counter ) 0 0 ] ;
B=[k32 ( index )∗ne ( counter ) −(D3∗geometry+ne ( counter ) ∗( k32 ( index )+
k23s21p ( index )+k23s23p ( index )+k23s33p ( index )+k23s0 ( index ) )+
Tr ip l e t Des t ruc t i on Frequency ( counter ) ) k23s21p ( index )∗ne
( counter ) 0 0 k23s33p ( index )∗ne ( counter ) k23s23p ( index )∗ne ( counter
) 0 0 0 ] ;
C=[0.01976E8 0 −(ne ( counter ) ∗( k21p31d ( index ) +17.99E8+0.01976E8) )
k21p31d ( index )∗ne ( counter ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
D=[0 0 0 .638E8 −(0.638E8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
E=[0 0 0 0 −(0.278E8) 0 0 .278E8 0 0 0 ] ;
F=[0 (0 .09478E8) 0 0 0 −(0.09478E8) 0 0 0 0 ] ;
G=[0 0 .1022E8 k23p21p ( index )∗ne ( counter ) 0 0 0 −ne ( counter ) ∗(
k23p33d ( index )+k23p21p ( index )+k23p0 ( index ) ) −0.1022E8 0 k23p33d (
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index )∗ne ( counter ) 0 ] ;
H=[0.1338E8 0 0 0 0 0 0 −(5.66E8+0.1338E8) 0 0 ] ;
I =[0 0 0 0 0 0 (0 . 706 E8) 0 −(0.706E8) 0 ] ;
J=[0 0 (0 . 181 E8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 −(0.181E8) ] ;
L=[−k02 ( index )∗ne ( counter )∗ ni ( counter )−k12 ( index )∗n1∗ne ( counter ) ;−
k03 ( index )∗ne ( counter )∗ ni ( counter )−k13 ( index )∗n1∗ne ( counter ) ;−
k11s21p ( index )∗ne ( counter )∗ ni ( counter ) ;−k11s31d ( index )∗ne
( counter )∗n1;−k11s33s ( index )∗ne ( counter )∗n1;−k11s33p ( index )∗ne (
counter )∗n1;−k11s23p ( index )∗ne ( counter )∗n1;−k11s31p ( index )∗ne (
counter )∗n1 ;0;− k11s31s ( index )∗ne ( counter )∗n1 ] ;
va lue s =[A’ B’ C’ D’ E’ F ’ G’ H’ I ’ J ’ ] ;
%I am s o l v i n g va lues ∗N=L
N=va lues \L ;
S i n g l e t a l l ( Te counter , counter )=N(1) ;
T r i p l e t a l l ( Te counter , counter )=N(2) ;
Ground density ( counter )=n1 ;
end
end
%This s e c t i o n has a l l the CR terms
%A=[−(D2∗geometry+ne ∗( k23 ( index )+k21s31p ( index )+k21s21p ( index ) ) )
k23 ( index )∗ne k21s21p ( index )∗ne 0 0 0 k21s23p ( index )∗ne k21s31p
( index )∗ne 0 ] ;
%B=[k32 ( index )∗ne −(D3∗geometry+ne ∗( k32 ( index )+k23s21p ( index )+
k23s23p ( index )+k23s33p ( index )+k23s0 ( index ) ) ) k23s21p ( index )∗ne
0 0 k23s33p ( index )∗ne k23s23p ( index )∗ne 0 0 ] ;
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%C=[0.01976E8 0 −(ne ∗( k21p31d ( index ) +17.99E8+0.01976E8) ) k21p31d (
index )∗ne 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
%D=[0 0 0 .638E8 −(0.638E8) 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
%E=[0 0 0 0 −(0.278E8) 0 0 .278E8 0 0 ] ;
%F=[0 (0 .09478E8) 0 0 0 −(0.09478E8) 0 0 0 ] ;
%G=[0 0 .1022E8 k23p21p ( index )∗ne 0 0 0 −ne ∗( k23p33d ( index )+k23p21p
( index )+k23p0 ( index ) ) −0.1022E8 0 k23p33d ( index )∗ne ] ;
%H=[0.1338E8 0 0 0 0 0 0 −(5.66E8+0.1338E8) 0 ] ;
%I =[0 0 0 0 0 0 (0 . 706 E8) 0 −(0.706E8) ] ;
%J=[0 0 (0 . 181 E8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
%L=[−k02 ( index )∗ne∗ni−k12 ( index )∗n1∗ne;−k03 ( index )∗ne∗ni−k13 ( index
)∗n1∗ne;−k11s21p ( index )∗ne∗ ni ;0;− k11s33s ( index )∗ne∗n1;−k11s33p (
index )∗ne∗n1;−k11s23p ( index )∗ne∗n1;−k11s31p ( index )
∗ne∗n1 ; 0 ] ;
%L below has the terms from 1 s3s |ˆ1 S in i t
%L=[−k02 ( index )∗ne∗ni−k12 ( index )∗n1∗ne;−k03 ( index )∗ne∗ni−k13 ( index
)∗n1∗ne;−
%k11s21p ( index )∗ne∗ ni ;0;− k11s33s ( index )∗ne∗n1;−k11s33p ( index )∗ne∗
n1;−k11s23p ( index )∗ne∗n1;−k11s31p ( index )∗ne∗n1 ;0;− k11s31s ( index
)∗n3∗n1 ] ;
%va lue s =[A’ B’ C’ D’ E’ F ’ G’ H’ I ’ ] ;
%N=inv ( va lue s )∗L
plotx = [ 0 . 0 0 5 : 0 . 0 1 : 1 . 0 0 5 ] ;
f i g u r e
axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
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l o g l o g ( plotx , Ground density , ’ o− ’ , p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l ( 1 , : ) , p lotx ,
S i n g l e t a l l ( 2 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l ( 3 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l ( 4 , : ) ,
p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l ( 5 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l ( 6 , : ) , p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l
( 7 , : ) , plotx , S i n g l e t a l l
( 8 , : ) , ’ : ’ , p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l ( 9 , : ) , ’ : ’ , p lotx , S i n g l e t a l l ( 1 0 , : ) , ’− . ’ )
l egend ( ’ Neutral ’ , ’Te=0.5 eV ’ , ’Te=1 eV ’ , ’Te=1.5 eV ’ , ’Te=2 eV ’ ,
’Te=2.5 eV ’ , ’Te=3 eV ’ , ’Te=3.5 eV ’ , ’Te=4 eV ’ , ’Te=4.5 eV ’ , ’
Te=5 eV ’ )
%AXIS ( [ 0 1 .1 1E6 1E17 ] )
TITLE( ’ S i n g l e t Metastable Density Vs . Pressure With Al l CR Terms
’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 2 0 )
XLABEL( ’ Pressure [ Torr ] ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize
’ , 2 0 )
YLABEL( ’ Density [ cmˆ−ˆ3] ’ , ’FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize
’ , 2 0 )
g r id on
f i g u r e
%axes ( ’ FontName ’ , ’ Times New Roman’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 1 8 )
l o g l o g ( plotx , Ground density , ’ o− ’ , p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l ( 1 , : ) , p lotx ,
T r i p l e t a l l ( 2 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l ( 3 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l ( 4 , : ) ,
p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l ( 5 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l ( 6 , : ) , p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l
( 7 , : ) , plotx , T r i p l e t a l l
( 8 , : ) , ’−− ’ , p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l ( 9 , : ) , ’ : ’ , p lotx , T r i p l e t a l l ( 1 0 , : )
, ’− . ’ )
l egend ( ’ Neutral ’ , ’Te=0.5 eV ’ , ’Te=1 eV ’ , ’Te=1.5 eV ’ , ’Te=2 eV ’ ,
’Te=2.5 eV ’ , ’Te=3 eV ’ , ’Te=3.5 eV ’ , ’Te=4 eV ’ , ’Te=4.5 eV ’ , ’
Te=5 eV ’ )
%AXIS ( [ 0 1 .1 1E6 1E17 ] )
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Figure B.2: Cross section graph for helium
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B.3 Helium Cross Section Graphs
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Figure B.3: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.4: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.5: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.6: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.7: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.8: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.9: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.10: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.11: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.12: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.13: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.14: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.15: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.16: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.17: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.18: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.19: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.20: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.21: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.22: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.23: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.24: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.25: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.26: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.27: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.28: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.29: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.30: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.31: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.32: Cross section graph for helium
Figure B.33: Cross section graph for helium
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Figure B.34: Cross section graph for helium
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